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President's Note
Richard Cooper

opeñrlly the birth of this new publication you have discovered amid your
daily mail will not go uncelebrated. For [,hile its sober covcr m ay îotruzzle-

daz zle, its contents should. The Joumal ¡eflects a new direction for TESOL France,

a print forum devoted to research and development conceming our diveße English
language teaching profession in Fmnce. That's not to say that R&D have been

sidestepped in past TESOL France newsletters. The curent Joumal tips its hat to
that past with a collection of some of the finest articles to have âppeared in our
newsletter until now. With the arrival of the biannual Joumal the newsletter will
focus on the activities of the association as well news that affects oul ELT teacheß

in France. Meanwhile, the hands-on tradition of guest editor will carry on with the

Joumal, the December '94 issue aheady under the wide-ranging editorial eye of
Roger Budd, Head of English Studies at the British Council in Paris.

Like most matters with TESOL Fra¡ce, the efforts in Foducing these publica-

tions are tha¡ks to long hours of effort ftom some of its mombers, members like
Jacqueline Quéniaf, Dircctor of Publications, and her team composed of Sally
Gérôme, Eric Fre¿dman and Linda Thalman. Give them the benefrt of your
assistarce and feedback. Help TESOL France define and meet the needs of its
present and fuh¡re members and of our present and future English language

teaching profession. And always keep an eye peeled on your mail.
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A Decade of Doing Things with Words
Eric Ì'reedman, Guest Editor

f I - sute you've guessed the quotation from J.L. Austin. This first issue of
I TESOL F¡ance's new JOURNAL begins with around-up of.,The best of,ten
yeaxs' theoretical and practical writings on EFL.

It is time to t¿ke stock, not a "back to basics" allusion, but a look forward to the
essential educational and pedagogical endeavour that is common to us all, that is,
to help people to communicâte and thereby try to be a moving force behind mutual
understanding.

We have tried to cover all sectors of English language teaching: pnma¡y,
secondary, "grarìdes écoles", adutt tÉining, self-access. We have equally tried to
cover âs many interests or themes as possible, as reflected in the past years of
TESOL France's publications: gtoups and games, silence and sexism, rules and
cultures, brain hemispheres and dictionaries, classrooms and evaluations, the
varieties ofEnglish and English as an intemational langùage, not to mention basic
principtes a¡d practices for teachers, leamers and, above all, users. Forgive us if we
have missed out your favourite subject (or author!). As we know from debates on
the mass media, all choice is subjective, and our subject is choice. From the past
days of "the method" to llle eclectic plethora of today, we are faced with a
bewildering anay ofmeans, material, approaches. However, when I began in EFL
forfy years ago, at the Ecole Normale Supérieure de St Cloud, tl;re new deveþ-
ments were audiovisual and primary level language teaching. Is it any different
today, with the developments of new technologies (CD-Rom etc.) and primary
level language teaching, or rather initiation? Plus ça change...

In 1981, at the beginning of TESOL France, the language scene in France was
one of hope in the open European matket. Today, at a time of economic crisis,
increasing nationalistic discourse and deniâl of the other, language teaching and
leaming bear the responsability of tolerance and respect. Iæt us hope that this year,
the fiftieth anniversary or the freeing or France by its ou'n fotces and those of the
Allies from the bonds ofideological and physical enslavement, will also remind us
of the essential connection between language and ethics.
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The Language Learner

as Language User
H.G. Widdowson

f t wi tl general Iy be recogni zed that the aim of language teaching, the purpose of
lour pedagogy, ¡s to develop in leamers the ability to use language in a natural
manner to achieve the same kind, if not t¡e same mrige of outcomes that are
associated wilh the use of the mother tongue. The range may be quantitatively
confined to cefain modes of interaction or to certain domains of use, restricted to
instrumental rather than integrative purposes, but we assume that the manner in
which leamen will eventually conduct themselves, the quâlity of their linguistic
behaviour, will have to correspond as closely as possible to normal criteria for
effective communicative use,

It is worth noting, in passing, that there is notbing innovative in this assumption.
The impression is sometimes given that communication as a pedagogic objective
was revealed by inspired insight some time in the early seventies and called for a
massive effort of apostolic conveßion. But even in the da¡k ages of mechanistic
d¡ill and habit formation, the belief was that leamets were being prepared to be
proficient as language usen. There may have been some difference of view as to
what areas or aspects of use should constitute an appropdate pedagogic objective
but essentially what was now in the proposals of the early seventies was that
communicative ends should be directly confronted and incorporated into the very
means of teaching; that teaching language for communication necessarily entailed
teaching language as communication. The novelty resided oot essentially inthe re-
definition of leaming objectives but of the teaching approach most likely to be
effective in achieving them.

[æt us then assume that the task of language teachers, of whatever pedagogic
pqsuasion, is to make language leamers into language users. But, of course, rn
resp€ct of the mothel tongue, the leamers are already language users. They bring
to the leaming tâsk, therefore, the vast resource of past experience. The question
for pedagogy is: ho\Ã' is this resoulce to be exploited so that the leâmers wi ll extend
the scope oftheir communicative ability to include the meaning potential of another
language.
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What then is the most effective way of mediating the development of the leamer
from filst language user to second larìguage user?

All sorts of ways have, of course, been proposed in response to this question,

â multiplicity of methods making cornpeting claims. It is, however, possible to
discem two underlying and opposing peßpectives on the teaching task and these

ca¡ be described in ¡eference to two aspects of the language ability.
One aspect is the familiar one of linguistic competence. To have ability in a

language means to know the abstract system of that language, to know how
syntåctic and semantic meanings are signified in words singly, and in combination
as constih¡ents of sentences. This aspect of language ability is a cognitive state:

abstract knowledge. The second aspect is a¡ executive proc€ss: ach¡alised as

behaviour. I1 is the capacity for acting upon one's knowledge appropriately to
achieve particular communicative outcomes. One aspect, then, is a kind of
knowing; the other is a kind of doing which requires tle language user to access

elements ofknowledge as and when they are needed. Now, to anticipate the charge

that I am indulging once again in simplistic division into dualities, let me make it
clear that I do not suggest that these aspects of ability are separate and uûelated.
They enter into an interactive relationship whereby each modifies the other. What
we know of the language constrains what we do with it and the doing will create
conditions for the modification or extension of our knowledge. To account for
language ability we need to pay he€d to both aspects and the way they are related.
There has been a tendency in the past to focus on one as being the primary and
detennining one of a pair. Thus, in a behaviourist view of language as espou sed by
Skimer, knowledge is represented as being directly determined by behaviour:

competence is, as it were, a version of performa¡ce. In the cognitivist view as

espoused by Chomsky, on the other hand, behaviour is represented as direcdy
determined by knowledge: performalce is, as it were, a version of competence.

And the same tendency of favouring one aspect of language ability at the

expense of the other is evident also in approaches to language teaching and provides

us with a way of charâcterising the two general pedagogic perspectives mentioned
earlier, The first of these favours the executive aspect, focusses on doing, and

assumes that the process ofusing the lângu age provides the necessary and sufücient
conditions for ils effective learning. This we might, for convenience, call the using
to learn view; a view which in general informs the "communicative approach" to

teaching. Here, leaming, the formal property of la¡guage, is seen as a corollary to
use. In the second perspective, it is the cognitive aspect that is favoured; the
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emphasis is on knowing and the assumption is that there a¡e certain aspects of the

language that have to be leamed as a pre+ondition for effective use, aspects ',vhich
will notjùst be contingently acquired. This we might call the leârning to use view,
particularly associated with the so-called "structural approach" to teaching. Here

use is seen as a corollary of leaming the fomal properties of language. I should now
like to consider each of these a litde more closely.

The using to learn view is the one that prevails in more recent proposals for
pedagogy, and is curently of higher prcstige among those who lay claim to
entightened thinking, the priests and acolytes ofthe commùnicative movement. In
this view, the leamer is encouraged to do things with the language, solve problems,

engage in interaction, achieve purposeñrl outcomes of various kinds, and not be

inhibited in this behaviour by a lack of knowledge of the language being used.

Communicative fluency is favoured in preference to formal accuracy, eccentrici-
ties of ùsage are tolerated so as not to alest the process of meaning negotiation and

the expression of self. Such eccentricities, indeed, are not regarded negatively as

evidence to be avoided but positively as evidence of creative leaming and as such

to be encouraged. The language that is inÍoduced to activate leaming is authentic

as use. The leamers, in order to realize this authenticity, are allowed the liberty of
nah]ral behaviou and aro not constrained into un-natural co[ectness. Since the

focus of attenton is on ûre executive procedures for realizing language knowledge

as communicative behayiour, fhe leamers' own experience of language use in the

mother tongue car be engaged. Their task is to apply familiar procedures to the

unfamiliar knowledge resource of the new language. The teacher role, therefore, is

not to act as a causatiye agent but as an enabling condition in the leaming process.

The teacher's tåsk is to encourage the learners to access the new language in the

same way as they access thei¡ own. In this respect, teaching adjusts to leaming.

Such an approach to pedagogy has powerful and influential friends. Both in its

focus on the pragmatic features oflanguage and its perspective on methodology as

a leamer-centered activity, it is consistent with recent developments in the

theoretical study of language. Here we see a shift from a concem with the formal
properties of language to the pragmatic conditions for the achievement of meaning

in social contexts, and at the same time a realisation that such a shift of focus ca.lls

for a corresponding change of perspective which gives primacy to the role of
involved participant and denies the special status of the analyst as expert witness.

If we a¡e to describe the reâlity of language use, it is argued, then we need to account

for it as experienced by the user rather than as obsewed by the analyst from some
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detached point of Ya¡tage.

The using to leârn view of pedagogy, then, with its sociological, humanistic
orientation to language use corresponds quite closely to an approach to language

study currently in vogue. The learning to use view, on the othe¡ hand, has a dull
old-fashioned look about it. We move from the avant-garde to the démodé. In this
view, the leamers need to have their attention drawn to the formal propefies of the
language, to have their leariing directed by means ofimposed pattems ofbehaviour
whereby they intemalize linguistic components and operate sub-skills for subse-

quent use. The assumption here is that there is a body of language knowledge and
a set ofmanipr¡lative skills that can, and indeed must, be intemalized in dissociation
from the actual natural contexts oftleir realization. The emphasis, therefore, is on
correctness and control; on artifrce and authority. Tho leamer, of course, pafici-
pated but on the teacher's terms, as leamer not as user, the leaming being a reflexive
response to teaching and not a natural concomitant to Ì¡sing. The rules which
operate in the classroom are constitutive rather than relative in character, a¡d in
consequence are non-negotiable. Since the focùs ofattention is on what is new to
leamers (the particular properties of a different language), they have less opportu-
nity to engage executive experienca, and will indeed be discouraged from doing so

in the interesß of error avoidance. Their task is to follow teaching directives as

closely as possible and to acquire knowledge by gadual accretion. The teacher is
the causative agent of leaming effect. Leaming adjusts to teaching.

The enlightened ones do not think much ofthis leaming to use perspective. It
is stigmatized as a relic ofthe dark ages of structuralist linguistics and behavioural
psychology. Its friends are all dead or out of favour. Thoso who practice it (even

more those who commend it) run the risk of scom. And yet...
It will not do to be dismissive. Much damage has been caused in our profession

by uncritical condemnation and acclaim, by the exercise of prejudice rather than
careful thought. Inspired by the spirit of the times we are no doubt disposed to
accept the using to learn petspective as self-evidently the one that deserves favour,
This alone should alert us to the need for a closer appraisal ofboth, and to wam us

against an unreasoned acceptance of either.

With this in mind, two issues arise on which the two perspectives most
obviously differ. The first issue is that of authenticity. How fõ should classroorn

I anguage reflect the ways in which language is used naturally in the world outside?

This raises the question of how the subject of lariguage teaching is to be defined.
The second issue concems autboritv and has to do with the roles that it is
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appropriate for the protagonists in the classroom encounter to adopt, with matteß
of initiative, intervention and control. The question raised here is how the learning
of the subject is to be most effectively induced.

Authenticity i s much favoured by the using to leam school ofthought. There are

two arguments that can be advanced in its support. The first is sociolinguistically
inspired and relates to the objective of leaming. It takes the following form.
Iæamers have to be prepared for natural la¡guage use by using language naturally
in the classroom, that is to say, the kind of behaviour they enact has to be a sort of
rehearsal for realify. One cannot expect leamers to do things with langu age that they
have not leamt to do duúng thefu course. They need to be initiâted into the required
pattems ofcommunicatve behaviour. The second argument i s psycholinguistically
inspired and relates not to the language to be leamed but to the actual process of
leaming, The assumption here is that it is naturalistic language behaviour rather
than a¡ a¡tificial focussing on form which will higger off the natural acquisition
process, so that authenticity of language behaviour, the striving for comnunicative
outcomes, will necessa¡ily (and naturally) provide the conditions for the intemal-
ization of the language system as knowledge.

The first argument first. It rests on the assumption that unless leame¡s a¡e

rehearsed in the parts they have to play as users, then they will be incapable of
performance when the time comes. Their fùtule behavioù¡, as it were, has to be

scripted in advance. The difFrculty with this assumption, it seems to me, is that it
conflates the two aspects of language ability that I referred to earlier. It misrepre-

sents the executive process of language use as a cognitive state. The centual issue

of the relationship between knowledge and behaviour is avoided by effacing the

distinction between them. Knowledge is of its nature a generalization of particular

instances, and abstraction from actuality, a state of mind. In behavioùr, linguistic
and otherwise, we use it as a point of reference to lake bearings from ând there must
always be procedural problem solving work involved in realizing what we know
as what we do. In other words, the executive aspect of ability is a matter of expedient

adjustment arid will involve some negotiation, some dialectical process, whereby

we relate the abstract conception to the actual instance. \ivhat we know does not
determine what we do; it simply Fovides us with convenient guidelines for action.

Language is not rule-govemed but rule-referenced behaviour. So leamers can

never be pre-programmed for their encounters with actual reality. All they can be

provided with is systemic knowledge ofthe language ard schematic knowledge of
the world as shaped by the conventions of particular cùltures, and, crucially, with
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opportunities to realize these kinds of knowledge, of their nature generalized and
stereotypic, for the negotiation of paficular meanings.

The happenings in the classroom have clearly to be such that will promote the
leaming ofstereotypic knowledge and the executive procedures whereby paficular
meanings are realized by reference to it. But I see no compelling reason why such
happenings should be authentic if by that is meant that they should be a reproduc-
tion of reality which exists outside the classroom. Indeed, it seems to me that there
are good reasons why they shoùld not be authentic in this sense. Actual language

behaviour in normal contexts of use is tangled and untidy, and although the filst
language leamer malages to abshact regularities ftom it, this is only as â result of
massive exposure and in the course of gradual cognitive growth and social
integration. The whole justification of pedagogy rests on the belief that such slow
natural processes can be improved upon, that the classroom ca¡ be used to organì ze

teaming by focussing the leâmels' attention on what they need to know and
providing practice in what they need 1o do. The classroom is a place for contnvance.
I see no point in pretending otherwise.

But the contrivance has obviously to be such that it will draw the leamer into
positive engagement, will appeal to a sense of purpose, while focussing on the
salient featurcs of language use, on the relationship between rules defining
knowledge and the executiye procedures which realize these rules as behaviour.
The classroom activities to be contrived, therefore, would be dfuected not primarily
at the s¡mulation ofparticular contexts ofinteraction but at the replicâtion ofmore
general conditions of interaction by setting tasks of variou s kinds which induce the
learfier to negotiate procedural oùtcomes by reference to systemic knowledge ofthe
language in association with schematic knowledge ofthe world. Such tasks would
call for a focussing on form, but as a communicative ¡esource, as a potential to be
realized for some purposeful outcome.

A proposal which insists on contrivance, on the focussing on form, runs counter
of course to t¡e second argument for authenticity - that it allows for the uncon-
sfained growth ofnatual âcquisition. The assumption here (which leads us too into
the question of authenticity) is that any doctoring of data is likely to interferc with
the leamers' instinctive discovery procedures and distof his development. Since
we do not know how leamers leam the argument runs, the best course is to cteate

as natural an environment as possible and let them get on with it. Such an

assumption rests on the belief that second languâge leamers a¡e psychicatly
programmed to follow an acquisition development of the language system which
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is resistânt to outside influence and, being natural, necessarily leads to pema¡ent
achievement, as distinct from the temporary effects that might be brought about by
leaming under the influence of instruction. But in spite of strident claims to the

conÍary, the grounds for such belief a¡e not well-established and it would be

prudent to be sceptical. It is true that there is evidence for natural acquisition
sequences that persist in spite of instructional influence, but there is also evidence

that involvement in authentic communicative activities and massive doses of
comprehensible input do not in fact lead to the intemalization of the language

system. So it \¡/ould seem that laflguage acquisition is not necessarily a function of
natural language use.

But there is another problem apart from all this. It has to do with the leamer's
sense of security. Although it is true that we do not know very much about the
process of leamhg, we do know that it can be severely inhibited by a¡xiety. The
first language learner acquires language in association with the gradual realization
of conceptual and social order; the language provides for integration and security;

it defines indiyidual identity and social role. But a second language comes ûom
outside, a challenge to the settled world of what is familiar, calling for effof,
readju stunent, and, like all other school subjects, posing thc threat offailure. In these

circumstances only the most self-assured are likely to have the confidence to set out
into the authentic unknown without the aid ofmaps. The rest will feel the need fo¡
the assu¡ance of safe passage and protection and security of reliable guidance. But
when does guidance become compulsion, when does control become confnement?
This second argument for authenticity leads us inevitably to the question of
authodty.

It is obvious that there is no direct equation between teaching and leaming:

leamers use the teaching inpùt to activate thefu own leaming processes, and when

all is said and done, leaming must ultimately be â matter for the individual's own
initiative. But initiative can only be effectively exercised within a context of
conshaint, the individual has no identity without society, and eccentricity is only
recognized in relation to accepted conyentions. The argument for authority is

essentially the same as the argument against authenticity. Both in language use and

in language leaming execution needs to be referred to cognition, contingent

procedural activities need to be related to given frames of reference. Such f¡ames

ofreference for language use take the form of systemic rules of the language itself
or schematic conventions of their social use, and for lalguage leaming, they take

the form of pedagogic contrivance devised by authority which defines types of
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classroom task. These franes are sorts of stereotype, convenient fictions. They do
not determine behaviour: they are always variously realized and there is always
room for individual manoeuvre, for the negotiation ofparticul and unpredictable
ways to mea¡ing and leaming. We can never depend entirely upon these stereotypic
fiames of reference: on the other hand, we can never entirely do without them.

Whatthen, to retum to thequestionlposed att¡e beginning, is the mosteffective
way of mediating the development of the leamer from the first to second language
user? We must recognize, I think, that neither the using to learn nor the learning
to use view is satisfactory on its own: we need a synthesis. The procedural
negotiation and allowance for learner initiative favoured by the first have to be
informed by the controls which are favoured by the second, which accordingly
must be flexible enough to accommodate them, A dull conclusion, you may say; a
craven compromise. But such a synthesis which I would claim to be râtionally
founded and flot just expedient seems to me to offer t¡e best way of guiding our
leamers to\¡r'ards achieving the ability to authenticate language as use for them-
selves and gradually, as a consequence, so develop as to be ultimately independent
of pedagogic authority.
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Classroom Language Learning:

Who's in Charge?
a talk by Dick Allwright
transcribed by Christiane Malnoy
and edited by Roslyn Young

[! o say I'm in charge gives me the sense of power, the sense that somehow it
¡' ought to be under my control. What is more important is the reality. Is it that

I'm responsible for it? That it's in my charge rather than I'm in chàrge of it? That,s
the sort of ambiguity I want to talk about in terms of who's in charse in the
classroom.

It's a mixture then, of power on the one hand and responsibility on the other.
It's an old problem in pedagogy in general and a particutar problem in the

history of la¡guage teaching b€cause of the influence of behaviourism in oùr past,
in particular in the sixties, where the emphasis in the theory ofbehaviourism was
not trying to understand what happens, but trying to control what happens, trying
directly to give teachers a way of making absolutely sure whatever they taught
would be whatever the leamers leamt. We're still trying to get over that, I think, in
oul history. 'We're having a great struggle ¡ound the world to get over the feeling
that somehow or other we oùght to be in contol, we ought to be in charge, we ought
to have power over what the leamers leam.

'What I want to do today is re-open the question of who's in charge, whether it,s
possible to have conhol over leamer's leaming, and put into that debate some
evidence of further undeßtanding that help us to see more clearly what we mean
when we talk about being in charge of classroom lalguage leaming.

I see myself as a research methodologist, like a research chemist; not someone
who creates chemicals, notsomeone who creates methods. then. butsomeone who
researches methods, who tries to find out how it is that metlìods work or don't wo¡k,
or how it is that anything works or doesn't work in the language classroom,

Who then, is in charge?

Obviously we carl staf with the people inside the classroom, the participants:
the teacher and the leamers.

The teacher is in charge in the sense that the teacher is legally the responsible
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adult, ifit's a secondary class, responsible for insurance purposes in my country,
paid to be in some important and official sense in charge and pedagogically

accountable as well, for the results of getting leamers together with the teacher. So

at least we can say that the teacher has the responsibility of being in charge. But
that's quite different from saying that the teacher has the power to be in control of
the leaming.

The leamers have little formal responsibility, but how do drey sta¡d with regard

to the power? Our perception of the power leamers have is mostly negative: it is
seen as the power ofveto. They can destoy everything we try to do. They can utterly

ruin our attempts to provide good instruction. They have an absolute power ofveto
over our attempts as teachers.

The teacher has the responsibility, but not very moch power; the leamers

apparently don't have responsibility but they do have an awesome sort of power

which we hope they don't use on us.

The classcs typically take place within an institutional framework, and we have

strong influences ftom outside the classroom - administrators, department heads,

who bring to the teacher the work of methodologists, syllabus designers arld

materials wdters.
Through nethodologists, teachers may be told to teach in a certain way. It may

look as if it's the methodologisfs who are in charge of language teaching because

what they write about can become a prescription from a power figurc to a teacher

to behave in a cerlain way, even if it's voluntary.
Again, we have syllabus designers who have potentially a huge influence on the

language classroom. Teachers may be told - very often are told - that they must

follow a certain syllabus, must even be at a certain point in tìe syllabus at a certain

time in the year. All ¡ound the world, that seems to bo a frequent complaint of
teachers that they are under the pressule to conform to a syllabus.

And of course, the methodologists and the syllabus designers themselves have

theh work mediated by materials write6. It may be that teachers are under pressure

from outside to use certain course books.

So we have the possiblity of outsiders being enormously influential on the

language classroom.

Another question is: what is there to be in charge of? I want to distinguish two

major things here. It is one thing to be in charge of whatever happens in the

classroom, and quite a different thing to be in charge of whatever gets leamt in the

classroom.
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I want to analyse a little what I mean by what happens in the classroom in terms of
three different aspects.

Firstly, what happens in the classroom is that leaming opportunities afe created
for and by leamers. Secondly, the practice possibilities they get to do something

with the language they hear, the la¡guage they see on the blackboard or in the

textbook. So there are two aspects ofthe leaming opportunities that arise, then: the

input they get to the language, the practice possibilities they get with the language.

But also, a major part ofboth these things is the general atmosphere within which
all this happens, whether it happens in an atmosphere which will make it more likely
that people will pay attention a¡d be able to leam something or an atnosphere
\Ã,hich is punitive and unpleasant.

'What evidence do we have that these yarious agencies do in fact have a stlong
influence over what happens in the classroom, what gets leamt?

Methodologists have a very high profrle, bùt the only research I know of on

methods seems to suggest that when teachers teach, how they teach doesn't vary
greatly from teacher to teacher, not nearly as much as one would expect. The
teachers who think they are teaching in a quite different way ftom other teachers

a¡e not, in fact, on a¡alysis. Not very many things teachers do are paficular to
paficular methods. Methodological thinking seems to bring classes to be more or
less the same as each other, rather than to differentiate classes from each other.

Similarly with syllabus designers. But lessons are not simply the fta¡smission
of the syllabus. Research analysis shows that so much more happens in the course

of a lesson, so maly things become available to be leamt from by the leameß that

we end up having to say the same thing as aboìrt the methods. 'Wherever teacheß

are trying to use the target language as the means of communication, then we see

a tremendous number of other possibilities arising in lessons for people to leam
ftom.

Do materials writers have an influence on what happens in the classroom? The

classic study, Philips and Sheppard (1975), shows that materials were not in fact
having a¡y effect on what happened in the classroom.

Moving on, we can wonder whether the outsiders have a great influence over

what gets leamt. Here again research shows that what leamers leam is in some

important way independent of the syllabus, although content is precisely the ârea

syllabus designers would wish to influence. All the research done keeps on adding

ùp to the notion that the syllabus does not control whatever gets leamt in the

classroom. The work of Manfred Peanemann seems to suggest that it is possible to
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design a syllabus which would meet the needs ofthe leamer, but the very precise

problem of tirning arises. It is only worth putting something on the agenda when a

leamer is ready for it, and no class of thirty leamers is made up of people who are

all ready for the same thing at the same time.
The research of Slimani in Algeria shows that what pupils say they have leamt

from lessons is not predictable from the focus ofthelessonfrom the teacher's point

of view. Her research shows that there is a vast amoùnt of idiosyncracy among

leamers.

The materials writers, who try to incorporate the methodologists' insights,

those of the syllabus designers and their own into particular coùrse material don't
have much influence either. They provide the context for what happens, the

resoùrces, but they don't determine what leamers take from lessons,

This brings us back to the pafticipants. The teacher typically takes the initiative
for the broad outlines of what happens. But it seems that teachers do not in fact

control this in detail, because lessons are interactive events. They are something

that is produced between teachers and leamers, not something the teacher simply
produces and transmits to the learfiers. Even in the worst of lessons, where the

teacher is trying very hard to be fully in control, tlley do feel bound to respond to

mistakes leameß m ake. Each lesson is the Droduct of the interactive work of all lhe
paficipants.

Let's look at the influence that the teachers and the leamers have on what

actually gets leamt ftom the class.

Obviously, the teacher is in control of most of the resources brought into the

classroom, the textbook, what goes onto the blackboard, the walls, in control of the

tapes and films that are brought in and so on. The teacher is also influential in
deciding who has the initiative in the discourse in the lesson, so the teacher controls

some of the major aspects of the oppofunities that arise for lea¡nels to leam. The

teacher raises the topics for discussion and decides who ca¡ talk.

Slimâni, however, cites cases ofpeople claiming to have leamt words which are

not on the tapescript of tìe lesson. They had generalised from things that were

taught to new things which they created for themselves a¡d considered they had

leamt.

Iæaming is very idiosyncratic. Leamers have their own way of focusing their

attention, They haye tremendous influence on what they get from the lessons. She

also shows that it is not a.lways the person who asks the question who benefits f¡om
the a¡swer because the stress of asking takes away the "mental space" necessary
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to process the answer. Often, other leamers benefit mole from a question than the

person who asks it,
What I'm saying is that what gets leamt is essentially in the hands of the

leamers. They determine in a large measure the range of things that hapPen in

lessons. They are in fact interactively producing the lesson, so that there is a much

richer source for them to take things away ftom. However each individual may be

profiting more from what other people do in the class than ftom what they

personally do, Here, research seems to suggest that this depends not on the absoh¡te

proficiency of the leamer, not on how good the leamer is at leaming, not on his

ability, but on the relative ability and Fofrciency of the leâmer in the class group.

Whatever the level, the stronger leamers end up putting on a show for the rest

of the class, which may be good for their Practice but isn't good for them in terms

ofnew material. The people in the middle of tlte course are the ones who are doing

well because there is enough new material coming fiom the stronger leamers and

from the teacher, and they are able to keep up with it, unlike the weaker ones, who

find it embaÍassing and difficult to contribute themselves, and when they do

contribute, find it impossible to profrt from it.
The answer to this, pfesumably, is to divide the classes uP in some other way

to arrange that loamers get a chance to be sometimes in a more proficient group

where there are people who can offe¡ them things; someti mes in a grouP where they

are the more proficient people, and sometimes in a group where they are with people

of entirely equal level.
In the last resort, the leamers are in charge of what is crucial, that is to say, what

tlrcy take away from the lesson. They are in fact in control, no matter what the

teache¡ does. As someone once said, "No teachel teaches except by consent". The

power is in t}le relationship between the teacher a¡d the leamers, in their attempts

to get to a good co-production. A¡d since the power is shared, the responsibility

should be shared too. It's unfair on teachers to have all the ¡esponsibility and only

halfthepower. Learneß needto kno\ thatthey are in control andthattherefore they

are responsible. They can be blamed for the outcome j ust as much as the teacher can

be blamed. If they don't leam, it isn't just the teacher's fault, it cannot just be the

teacher's fault. Just as it cannot only be to the teacher's praise that they haYe learnt.

So my aim in this talk is to reinforce the People who are trying to find ways of
helping the leamers realise the positive power that they have with their teacher fo¡

taking charge of their own leaming. The Power they have for creating leaming

oppofunities, but at the same time the responsibility they have for making the most
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ofthe leaming oppofunities that they and the teacher create in la¡guage lessons.

The difficutty is that leamers don't necessa¡ily know how to use t¡at power and that

responsibility effectively. They may need help from us to understand the situation

of being a language leamer, and to use their unde$tanding as effectively as is

humaolv possible.
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Who's Who in Self-Access
Phitip Riley

f) unning a self-access system in an institutional setting tends to be a complex

lf matter. This is t¡ue even when the system itseti in tefms of the quantities of

materials and equipment a¡d of the numbers of leamers involved, is a small one'

occupying little physical or social space. There are two main leasons for lhis:

l. Self-access systems usually overlap \ ith other people's tenitories -

other departments and subject areas, other members of staff, other

timetablos, other academic, financial and administrative priorities'

When they aro set uP, self-access systems bring with them a welter of

new ideas and attitudes, materials and requirements which present a

challenge to the institutional status quo, since they call into questron

fundamental issues snch as the objectives of the learning programme'

the relationship between teaching arid learning, methodology or even

the very nature of language itself.

Indeed, for some people, the catalytic nature of self-access systems is one of the

major justifrcations for introducing them: by obliging leamen and teachers alike

to rethink ancl redistribute their responsiblities, to reconsider just what it is they are

trying to do and why ancl how. The presence of the self-access system has a

beneficial, refreshing effect on language leaming/teaching within the system as a

whole. To take just one example: by making it possible for leamers to work on their

listening comprehension independently, the self-access system encourages leam-

ers and teachers to think about the differences be¡veen sPoken and written language

and between expression and comprehension, about what should best be done in the

classroom and outside it, about selection of materials, aims and so on This leads

to a heightened awareness of what is involved in the language-leaming process'

True, all this may happen; but, there again, it may not' For every flourishing self-

access system - by which I mean, basically, one that is USED - there is almost

certainly àn empty, neglected one somewhele (and, as likely as not, the door is

locked.) After the first fine flush of enthusiasm, thele is a slackening of interest all

round. The system, be it "rnécliathèque" or "sound library" or "lesoufce cenhe" is
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found to be "iÍelevantto the students' real needs", or "itjùst doesn't work" or "t¡gy
won't work". It becomes progressively less "open" in every sense and the

institution, far from re-examining and revising its practise, setdes back with a sigh

or relief (and the occasional muttered "I told you so. ") into the comfort and security

of the old routine.
In this aficle, I would like - well,I'd like to give definite a¡swers as to \ hy this

should be so, as to why some self-access systems are successful and others not. Self-

access systems succeed or fail for a variety of reasons, some of which lie well
beyond the field of la¡guage didactics, however generously defined.

More positively, though, a description based on a gdd analysis ofroles can help
us:

2.

To identify aspects of a situation about which we can do something
practical. It helps us identify the weak spots.

To clarify and o¡ganise our o\À,n thoughts aboùt self-access and rglated

concepts such as sclf-direction. This can be personally satisfying of
course, but it can also be crucial to the successful functioning of the
system. As things stand, people involved with self-access spend much

of thei¡ time justifying and explaining the system to colleagues and

learners. Anything which helps us do this in a consistent and coherent

way is more than arhetorical or theoretical exercise, since it has direct
repercussions on the way the system is perceived and used. This is why,
in the last section I have drawn ùp a bdef glossa¡y of "Langùage

Leamins Schemes".

Before proceeding to an analysis ald discussion of the various roles involved in
self-access schemes, I would like to make three general points.

L Roles are not physical people or individuals.
They are bundles of rights, duties and competences which confer the capacity to

form sets of socially related acts. This is not sociological hair-splitting, but an

attempt to help us concentrate on leâmers as leamers, teachers as teachers, and so

on. In real life, people play a multiplicity of roles. For example, the distinction I
have made between Helper and Libradan/Secretary is at the level of role. In human

terms these two roles are usually embodied in one and the same enthusiastic but
over-worked language teacher. Similarly, a teacher who installs a piece of equip-

l.
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ment "becomes" a technician and a technician who helps a leamer find arì elusive

document in the catalogue "becomes" a HelPer.

2.There is no "best" self-access scheme.

By this I mean that there is no one, ideal self-access system suitable for each and

every situation. Leamels vary, both as individuals and in groups, in their objectives'

needs, motivations ald leaming styles. Institutions vary in their reqÙfuements and

resources. Practical afld pedagogical constralnts vary.

3. " Self-access" is not the same as " self-direction" .

Calling a system "self-access" no more guaxantees the freedom of the individual

than does calling a Republic "democratic". It is the political reality which counts

- who does what to whom and who takes the decisions. In a leaming programme,

the decisions concem:

objectives and needs

materials

study techniques

organisation (rhytbm and duration; times and places)

moûitoring and evaluation.

Depending on the situation (in particular, on practical and institutional constraints

anrl on the distribution of roles) each of these decisions may be taken either by the

teacher, or by the leamer or by leamer and teacher in collaboration ln othe ords'

self-direction and leamer centeredness ale matters of degree which are directly

related to who takes which decisions.

Persorially, I agree with those who say that a self-access systelh where none of

those decisions are taken by the leamer is "self-access" in nalne only' But it is a

name we are stuck with and the only realistic attitude is to take that situation as a

baseline, a "degtee-zero", even if the meaning of self-access is pedagogically

trivial in such cases i.e. Physical contact between leamel and materials'

(continued overleaf)
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The Roles of the Techn¡c¡an, Helpef, L¡brar¡an/Secretary and Learner in
a Self-Access System

The RoIe of the Technician
The main tasks of a technician responsible for a self-access system are usually the

insta[ation, development and maintenance of equipment, the ordering and stock-
ing of spare parts, stocking of materials and portable equipment, arid copying a¡d
reproduction.

L Installqtion
The technician's role in the installation of new equipment goes well beyond

screwing things to watls and plugging them in. S/he is also actively involved in the

selection and puchase of equipment. This process involves a dialectical discussion

between technical and pedagogical criteria in which it is the tecbnician's task to
advise on the suitability of new equipment from the point of view of price,
robustness, compatibility and proposed use. In installing a new item of equipment,

the technician will always aim at the freest degree of learer access that is

compatible with security.

2- Development

A technician in an open-access system is continuously involved in action-research

in educational technology, i.e. in using his/her expertise to devise appropriate

solutions to the problems experienced by leamers and by other members of staff.
For example, in a sound library where the Helper needed statistics about leamers'
use of the system, the technicians developed a computer programme for handling
the information on request-slips which saved the Helper two full days' work per

month.

3. Maintenance
Self-access systems tend to be the victims of their own success : the more they are

used, the more the pieces of equipment are likely to break down or wear out. The
technician's lraditional solution to the problem of wear-and-tear is to see thât
equipment is used as little as possible and then only by qualified personnel (i.e. his/
herself). In an open-access system, this is, by definition, impossible; the technician
therefore accepts wear-and-tear as a necessary evil which does not reflect on his/
her expertise. At the same time, s/he.will do everything possible to minimise these
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problems by providing haining, help a¡d advice in the proper use and manipulation

of equipment.

4. Copying
The copying and reproduction of materials is a vexed question in some institutions,

this is regarded as the technician's prerogative, whilst in others it is regarded as

below his dignity: which of these attitudes reigns seems to depend on tradition and

personalities rather than on any logical principles. lvhilst both attitudes lead to

bottlenecks in the supply of copies, the latter does at least leave open the possibility

of providing teachers and leamers wilh some sort of do-it-youßelf copying

facilities.

The Role of the the Helper
Some people object to the use of the term "HelPer" and it has to be admitted that

it is not a particularly Pretty one. But it is useful, since it underlines the nature of

a pedagogic role which does not involve teaching. The essence of the Helper's role

is that is consists of peIfolming acts which facilitate leaming' Other terms which

have been suggested in the last two decades or so include "Knower", "Facilitator"

and "Counsellor" ; common to them is an attompt to distinguish teaching fiom

leaming. Ifyou accept that teaching does not automatically make leaming happen'

that the two activities are not in a causal relationship, that leaming is something

done BY learners, not TO or FOR them, then you need a new label for someone

whose role is helping-toleam rather than teaching. Such a person will be willing

- indeed, it rÀ/ill be their main aim - to hand over to the leamer the responsibility for

his/her leaming. Where the leamer is not yet competent to exercise that resPonsi-

bility, the rote of this person will be to helP him acquire the necessary skills and

knowledge so that he can take the constitutive decisions ofbis leaming Programmer

and paficipate efficiently in the learning actvities.

Tbe tasks ofthe Helper in a self-access system ale therefole, didactic in natule'

They will include leamer-training; the selection, processing and production of

materials; research and develoPment and þrobably) liaising with the leamers'

main subject departments or emPloyer.

I . Learner-trainíng
Leamer-training means helping leamers leam how to leam' More sPecifrcally this

means helping them to:
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. identify their needs

. define the objectives

. select appropriate materials

. choose appropriate study techniques

. organizg themselves (when, where, how often, how long?)

. evaluate and monitor progress

This work may be carried out through face-to-face counselling, but it may also be

done through denonstntions, questionnaires and infomation handouts, and peer-
group exchanges. The role of Helper demands the linguistic and pedagogic skilts
necessary to carry out these tasks efficiently, but it also requires patience, tolerarice
and empathy. The Helper is aboye all able to distinguish between helping and
interfering. If the role is maieutic, Socratic, it is so in the sense that the Helper helps
the leamer frnd his own answels, not in the sense that he helps the leamer "to see

rhe lighr".

2. Selection, processÌng and production of materials
The Helper will select materials of use and interest to the leamers who use the self-
access system. The criteria for selection, therefore, will be directly related to the
leamers' needs and objectives as well as to their leaming techniques arìd styles
(ideally, this is a major area for research). Processing ard production of materials
will be necessa¡y when completely suitable materials are not otherwise available.
However, as this work (üanscription, questions, keys, suggested exercises, etc) is
very time-consuming, the Helper will also try to provide such things as lists of
sùggested activities vr'hich car be applied to almost any authentic document.
I-eamers will be helped to select, p¡ocess and produce documents themselves.

Materials may consist of sound and video recordings, written docùments,
slides, games, posters, realia. lvhatever the physical system employed for stocking
thesemate als, the Helper tries to ensure that in terms of accessibility, presentation

and classification, it is as "leamer friendly" as possible. This meâns that the material
should be as openly and easily available as is practical. It also means that a
professional librarian's method of classifying material will probably not be at all
suitable, since such systems rank precision and rapidity for the specialist above
clarity and simplicity for the user. If leamers ca¡lllot find what they want in the
system without appealing to a specialist for help, we can hardly talk about self-
access.
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One possible system of classification where the Helper takes the "pedagogic role"

of materials as a starting point is to classify materials as back-up documents,

pedagogical documents and authentic documents.

Back up documents a¡e an essential Part of learner-training. They

provide information on how to use the open-access syst-em, question-

naires for helping lear[ers analyse their needs and objectives, sugges-

tions and advica on str¡dy techniques, self-assessment sheets and wo¡ks

of refergnce sùch as dictionarios and grammars. The provision ofthese

docüments will b€ given priority by the Helper, not the least because

they take the heat off him/her to some extent, allowing him/her to gel

on with other aspects of the job.

Pedagogical documents consist of commercially published courses,

materials produced on tho spot, exercises and texts set by teachers, etc.

Helpers will mako sì¡¡e that they are on Publishers' mailing lists They

will also make a point of regularly encouraging individual teachers to

contribìrte their own productions, no matter how modest, to the collec-

tion.

Authentic documents are documents of any kind which were not

originally produced for the purpose of teaching a language.

The Helper's next tâsk will be to see that the existence and contents of these three

major categories will be "expressed" in the catalogue in such a way as to be

conceptionally accessible to the leamer. This is a major point and one that cal only

be dealt ' ith very briefly here. It comes down to saying that the categories and sub-

categories of the cataloguing system and the descriptions it contains should

correspond to the leâmers' metalinguistic categories and to their representations of
the languageJeaming process.

The catalogue will then help the leamer choose a¡d retrieve the right document.

The Helper will try to provide the necessary information which can be defined

under Îfuee broad headings : "contents", "linguistic features" and "technical

information".
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Contents

- for pedagogical documents : the aims of the producers ofthe materials, the level
of difficuþ, the skills dealt with, models, and the areas of la¡guage concentrated

on such as grammar, vocabulary, functions, intonation, style, etc.

- for authentic documents : a description of the communicative event (conversation,

lecture, radio drama) together with a summary of the plot, the themes, etc.

Ltngwstrc Íeatures
The Helper will indicate what the linguistic features are for all materials but they

are usually more relevant to authentic materials. For recorded sound or video
materials they will include indications as to whether the discourse is spontaneous

or not, accents and speeds of delivery, the number of paficipants and the fype of
interaction, any rclevant background information, the length and dâte of the
recording and the quality of the recording.

Technical information
Technical info¡mation means the information necessary for retrieving that docu-

ment which is intemal to the system. The most importânt technical information is

the code number ofthe document sought and details of accompanying material such
as hanscriptions, textbooks, newspaper articles, etc.

3. Research and deyelopment

It would not be possible to list all the topics for research within the general fields
of self-access and self-direction. Indeed almost eyerything the Helper does is

research in a real and immediate sense. Even the most practical of activities such
as producing a back-up document to help leamers who wa¡t to ask questions at t¡e
end of a lecture will go shooting off into motivation, discourse analysis, leaming
style and so on. Some of the topics we in the C.R.A.P.E.L (Cenhe de Reche¡ches

et d'Applications Pédagogiques en Langues). are looking for are : leamer-helper
discourse, self-direction in institutional settings and for large numbers of leamers,

cross-cultural variation in leaming style and attitudes, leamer-training materials

development including CAL (computer aided leaming), and needs of specific areas

of communicative competence such as written expression or listening comprehen-

sion. Even so, we are aÌvare that there are whole a¡eas that we are still neglecting.
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The Role of the Librarianlsecrctury
(What a pity the word documentalist does not exist in English.)

The tasks of the librarian include: the acquisition, exchange and accession of

materials, cataloguing, fanscribing and administration and finance.

1. Acquísition, exchange and accession

Materials can be bought, begged or borrowed. Where money is short, the librarian

is obviously obliged to concenhate on the two latter methods which can be

surprisingly fruitful. APa¡t ftom other educational institutions, it is worth contact-

ing mùlti-national corporations, intemational organisations, embassies and cul-

tural orgariisations (British Council, Goethe Institut, Alliance Française, etc)'

advertising agencies, tourist boalds, etc. This can involve a considerable amount

of wo¡k for the Libradan, since such requests need to be constantly renewed and

new contacts found. The Librarian will try, therefore, to set up exchanges where

possible. This has the added advantage of making it possible to request particular

kinds of materials.

2. Cataloguing
There are any number of cataloguing systems available. In choosing and irnple-

menting a system the Librarian will wo¡k in close collaboration with the HelPer.

The Librarian will make sure that the clea¡est possible indications are available

to the leamers as to how the cataloguing system works (diagrams on tlle wall,

magnified versions of filing cards, lists of categoúes, etc). It is also essential to

ensure that it is easy for leariels to replace materials exactly where they carne ftom'

3. Transcriptions

A coefficient of 8:1 is quite common for transcriPtion work; i.e. one hour's

recording takes I hours to transcribe. This means that transcriPtions lepresent a

major investment in terms of the Librarian's time.

The Role of the Learner

The role of the leamer in a self-access system is to leam to leam and to aPPly that

skill to the leaming of a language. Since it is uûealistic to imagine a situation where

leamers would spend, say, llìlee months "leaming to learn" before they got down

to studying the la¡guage, liese two leaming activities will be carried out simultâ-

neously,
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The tasks of thc leamer include: defining needs and objectives, selecting materials

and work techniques, organising and implementing the programme and evaluating

and monitoring progress. Ideally, help will be available in atl these areas, either

through direct contâct with the Helper, through back-up documents and materials

or through discussion and collaboration with other leamen. Progressively, the

leamer will take over responsibility for all the choices and decisions which make

up the leaming program.

l. Defining needs and objectives

The leamer will think about the situation in which he o¡ she will use the foreign

language and the uses to which it will be put. With the help of the Helper,

sirnulations, and authentic documents, etc it is possible to draw up a list of linguistic
objectives and to decide on priorities.

2. Selecting materials and work techniques

Once a (set of) linguistic objective(s) has been defined, the leamer will go about

selecting apprcpriate materials. Idealty, the self-access system will catalogue

materials under headings which correspond to the leamer's criteria for the descrip-

tion of his/her objectives such as "listening comprehension", "medical English", or
"with an American accent". Very often, though, these categories and criteria will
have to be teased oùt in convercation with the Heþor, tbfough the use of back-up
documents or through trial-and-error

The leamer will call on imagination or previous experience when it comes to
selecting appropdate work techniques. He or she will also try out techniques

suggested by the Helper or other leamers. The leamer's approach to the selection

ofboth materials and techniques will be eclectic, so ûre personal repertotes can be

compiled and enriched.

3. Organising and implementing the programme

The leamer will take the responsibility for deciding when, where, hovr' often and

how long to work.

4. Evaluatíng and monitoring progress

The leamer will esøblish criteria and techniques for evaluating progess. These

will vary according to personal needs, objectives, motivation, etc. They will not be

based on criteria extemal to his/her.leaming program and aims.
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What's What ¡n Language Learn¡ng Schemes

Here is a glossary of terms which crop up frequently in discussion on language-

leaming schemes where some kind of effort is made to focus on the leamet- Each

telm has been given a brief explanation which is not meant to be â hard-and-fast

definition since terms often overlap or are used with a number of different

meanings.

7. T e ach e r - c e nte r e dl le u'ner- c e nte r e d
The establishment of any programme of leaming involves a considerable number

of decisions - what, when, where and how to study, selection of materials and work

techniques, evalution, etc. When the majority of ûtese decision are taken by the

teacher (or institution) we talk about a "teachel-centered" approach. When leamers

are frce to take most decisions themselves, the aPPloach is "leamer-centered". An

approach is not necessarily I 00% æacher or learner centered Here is a simple grid

for assessing the degree of leamer-centeredness.

To leam
English
F¡ench

Wherc
'When

RlI}4hm
(how often)

Scheme

Materials

Study
techniques

Ne€ds

Objectives

Molriûoring
and evaluation

Duration
(how long?)
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In cases where teachers and leame¡s take a decision together, we talk about
negotiation (which may involve compromisqs). When â teacher tries to identify
.and take into account the leamer's opinions (needs, motivations, etc.) butnonethe-
less conserves the right to tåke decisions, we may use the term consultation (or
"leamer-centered teaching").

2. Indivi.dualísation (individualised leaming, individualized instruction) is, his-
torically at least, linked with programmed learning and based on a thoroughly
behaviouristicpsychology. As it is generally practised, it leaves yery little fteedom
of choice to the individual leamer. Rathq it is the teacher who tries to adapt his/her
methodology and materials to the leamer, like a doctor writing out a prescdption.
That is, the majority of the relevant decisions are mâde for the leamer, not by the
leamer. It is in fact individualized teaching: it aims at the most effrcient use of the
teacher and at the most effective resùlts, but in terms of vrhat the teacher wants the
leamer to achieve.

"Indiyidualism can be pursuod within a thoroughly totalitadan f¡ame-
work." (John TRIM, 1976)

Many observers now prefer to ayoid this telm altogether because ofits increasing

vagueness. In thet UNESCO repol "Etude critique des moddités d'apprentissage
autonome (autodidaxie et semi-autonomie)" (1978), Chaix and O'Neill found itto
be used so variously as to be almost meaningless, an opinion shared by Dickinson
(1982), Holec (1980). and many others. On the other hand, sorne writers such as

Geddþs and Stufridge (1982) prefer to continue to use "individualisation" as an

umbrella te¡m for all those approaches which aim to take into account the specific
nature of each l€amer, whether teacher-centered or leamer-centered.

3. Autonom! is the capactity to initiate and successfully manage one's own
leaming progrârnme. To do this, one needs to be both competent to take and fully
responsible for all decisions involved in the planning and implementation of that
programme. This means that recourse to extemal or institutional âid must be the

result ofa deliberate and informed choice. An autonomous leamer is someonewho
has leamt how to leam. S/he is capable of identifoing his/her needs, defining
personal aims andobjectives, obtaining his/her own materials and selecting his/her

own work-lechnioues.
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Since relatively few lalguage leamers ate autonomous, they usually have to go

through a period of semi-autonomy during which they receive a certain amount of

institutional or extemal help. But, by definition, this helP must take the form of
helping the leamer to leam how to learn. While leaming the language, they are also

leaming how to identify their needs and so on. That is, they will be leaming how

to direct tleir own leaming programme. This process may take many different

forms, just as physical fitness may be acquired by playing one of a large number

of different sports.

One ofthe most common forms of acquiring autonomy is though a process of
self-directed leaming.

4. Se$-ilirecteil learnùtg is the process by which I earners construct and implement

their own leaming programme in cases where they leject prefabricated and

institutional materials and courses.

Self-di¡ection is only one of the options available to the autonomous leamer. All
fully self-directed leamers are autonomous, but not all autonomous leamers are

self-directed. If, after consideration, an autonomoùs leamer decides that a particù-

lar course or textbook does correspond to his/Ïer needs, aims, etc., then the decision

to follow that coulse or work through that book is a real choice and s/he is exercisi ng

his/her autonomy. Autonomy is a cåpâcity, being able to do things such as to

evaluate a couße offeted by an instilution a¡d to decide whether or not it is what

you are looking for. Self-di¡ected leaming is a process, one ofthe ways in which

an al¡tonomous leamer might go about meeting her objectives.

Self-directed leaming may take Place within an institutional framework. Such

"self-directed leaming schemes" vary greatty as regards material organisation and

degree of leamer freedom, but they all involve leame¡ access to the instihltion's

materials and equipment a¡d some kind of counseìling service.

The decision to undertake a programme of self-directed leaming can only be

rnade and successfully implemented by a leamer who Possesses the necessary

knowledge and skills, or at least knows where and how to acquire them. This means

that there will be periods of leamer training or preparation during which a leamer

may willingly suspend control over a decision in order to increase his/her range of
leaming choices, skills, etc. For example, a leamer may try out a new study

technique \ hich has been suggested by a friend or teacher. Even when we are

concentrating on leaming to leam, we have to leam to learn something, we carmot

do it in the absÍact.
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5. Independent stud! and dista.nce-teaching

Basically, these expressions provide geographical rather than pedagogical infor-
mation. They tell us simply that the leamer and the teacher are not physically in the

same place when the work is being done. but they tell us nothing further about the

relationships between them, nor about the nature of the work. In practice, such

leaming programmes tend to be very rigidly controlled by the teaching institution.

Whether we are talking about traditional school homework, or correspondence

cou¡ses or TV and radio educational braodcasts, the leamer tends to have little say

in the planning of the programme. S/he is one of a large number of people who are

set identical tasks. The physical absence of the teacher is usually compensated for
by detailed written or recorded insaucûons.

Confusingly, such schemes a¡e often described as "highly individualised" and

in the sense that each leamer rnay be attended to individually and may receive

individual instructions a¡d evalùation, this claim is true. Nonetheless, they still
remain compleùely teacher-centered, since it is the teacher who økes all the

relevant decisions.

6. Autadidaxy
The emphasis here is on the fact that the leamer is self-taught, that no teacher or

institution intervenes. The leamer becomes his/her own teacher but this may mean

that the leamer simple forces him/herself to work as a teacher would have done

without adapting the program in any way to meet personal objectives, i.e. without
leaming to learn. Autodidacts are not necessarily autonomous or self-directed.

7. SelJ-access schem¿s are characterised by the fact that study materials a¡e made

directly available to leamers, the teacher no longer acting as an intermediary or
filter:

Written materials

Recorded materials

A/V courses

Language Laboratory
Library
elc

4 (teacher) -¡ læamer
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Atthough self-access is probably a necessary condition for most forms of self-

directed and leamer-centers work, it is by no means a sufficient one. Self-access

schemes can be highly directive as a result of the selection and nature of the

materials i¡ question. Moreover, all the other decisions involved in the leaming

programme may still be taken by the teacher or the institution. some form ofleamer-

training has to be built into an self-access system which aims at increasing the

degree of self-direction or autonomy of its users.
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Frank Frankel Talks to

TESOL France
Steve Flinders

tTl he appointment of a new British Council English language ofFtcer in France

.l. is always a significant event for English language teaching here ard we are

gatefùl to Dr. M.A. ('Frank) Frankel for agreeing to talk to TESOL F¡a¡ce N¿ws

in November 1983, fairly shortly after his move to the Council's offices overlook-

ing the Esplanade des lnvalides in Paris.

TESOL Frunce: Dr Frankel, welcome to France. Could we staf with some

informâtion about your background?... What area ofresearch did you work in for
your doctorate?

F rankel: lthirk , as amatter of principle, I was generally concemed with the extent

in our profession to which hypotheses âre put forward as statements of fact without

proper empirical evidence to suPPort them. I feel very stongly that theoreticâì ¿

priari models must be put to ttre test and that, too often, they aren't. The particular

claim that I was interested in testing was concemed with listening cornprehension

and specifically with the abilþ ofoverseas postgraduate students to follow lectures

in English in Bdtish universities. The claim was that the key to understanding

lectures lay in the students' ability to interpret discourse ma¡kers in these lech[es.

My experimental research set out to demonstrate - and in fact proved 
- that they

don't make any difference at all.

f-F.'How?
Frankel: Well fißÎ I prepared a set of tests designed to show how well the

individuals who took pa¡t in the experiment knew and were able to interPret

discourse-markers. Then I recorded four university lecturers, each giving two ten-

minute talks, one on a topic from theù academic field, the second on another toPic

of their choice from outside thei¡ academic field. I asked them to treat the second

one as though they were giving an academic lecture; the result was that the second

talk in each case was like a lecture in delivery, but not in content.
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l-F.' Did you find that the same discourse marker "profile" was uniform over a

wide range of academic subjects?

Frankel:Notrcally. But one of the interesting things that we discovered - this was

the subject of an M.Ed. thesis of a colleague who was working with me - was that,

over 48 hours of lectùres given by 21 lech¡rers, covering 17 disciplines from
English literature to elecÍonic engineering, 907o of discourse markers were

accounted for by four words: and, for, but and so. One could aheady predict

tllerefore that discourse ma¡kers wouldn't be a problem for the non-native listener,

despite the claims made by discourse analysts at that time who had in fact based

their cl4ims on g4il@ discourse, rather than on spoken monologue.

In the experiment everyone who paficipated took a standard listening test fi$t.
On the basis of the results from the test the sample was divided into two mâtched

groups. Each group listened to the same recorded lectues with one crucial

difference; while one group heard the lectures as originally recorded, the other

heârd them with the discourse-markers electronically excised. Both groups an-

swered the safne questions which related to points in the texts where discourse

markem had been used and rryere seen to be important. A comparison of the results

from the differcnt tests in tho battery showed quite conclusively that the ability of
overseas postgladuates to understa¡d lectures is not affected by how well or badly
they interpret discourse markers in lectures.

l-F.'If discourse markers are not then a problem in understanding, what¿Ig the real
problems in listening?
Frankel: Obviotssly, l¡erc is a complex of factors, but I would hesitate to claim any

one factor as crucial. There's an interplay. At one level, the listener must recognize
which are the importa¡t lexical items and undersland what they are; a!!! understand

the grarnmaticäl relationships between these items. But in my view, problems also

exist at a level beyond this - 
problems relating to phonology and more specifrcally

to the prosody of the language - that is, the rhythm as reflected in stress and

intonation, pace, loudness, pitch, and so on, These featwes are very important for
example, when a speaker warts the listener(s) to undersønd that what he is say¡ng

is an importånt or ìrnimportant part of the message: so a slow, higher-pitched

delivery signals an importânt message; a fast, low-pitched delivery signals a lower
degree of importânce.

All of this relates to one of my more general concems in language teaching. I
don't think leame$ get enough listening practice. And when they do get it, it's too
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often inappropriate because it's listening-to-P¡oduce rather than listening-to-

listen-and-interpret. And even then, it's not "authentic", to use thât ghastly word:

it's been doctored to make it "easier" for the listener. The result of this is that the

listener develops false expectations about what the language is going to be like

when he or she lbgs hear it false expectations based on listening to standard English

spoken by actors with RP accents making idealised utterances.

l-F.' But surely the teacher has to eKercise sglgg controls when working with very

low level leamen.

Frankel: Certztnly, but it should be Possible to present the leâmer with opportu-

nities to list€n to the same language combined in different ways in different

contexts. At an early leaming level, you can use realistic language for listening

practice as long as the inPut has a high degree offamiliarity for the leamers. I would

like to see the sort of approach adopted by a book like "Task Listening", built into

more comprehensive coutse matgrials.

T-F.' Do you think it coutd be Possible to construct "listener profiles" to identify

how one individual's listening problems differ from another's?

Frønkel: Yes, although I don't think anyone has yet developed the kind of

sophisticated battery that one would need' It should be Possible to base such a

battery on the concept ofhow the listenq Processes spoken input with a view to

identifying the key processes involved. I think it is importânt in this resPect to shift

the focus ftom socio- to psycholinguistic features as, for example, tlte complex

question of redundancy. This is pi an absolute feature for a native speaker and we

should recognize its variability for nonnative sPeakers.

?-F.' Should we the¡efore be teaching our students the concept of redundancy?

F¡ankel: Yes - 
itt other words, not only making leamers aware of how they leam

but also making them aware of how language oPerates. . . . There is a dangerous

tendency nowadays to forget that we have to give our students the brick and mortår

of the language to work with. At the same time, Krashen has given academic

respectâbility and support to the common sense idea, known to language teachers

for centulies, that you cannot successfully leam a language without having

opportunities to reinforce conscious leaming. In h999 terms, this means helping

students to forget that they are in a language classroorn - 
convincing them that

they're u sing English because it's approPdate for a Particular activity. It is possible
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for secondary students to accept "leaming" in the formal Krashen sense - the

presentation, assimilation and formal practice of linguistic items - for paficular
purposes if they know thât there is going to be a target at the end that they can

identify with. Another nice thing about this approach is that you can avoid what I
believe is a non-debâte about choosing between structual or notionaVfunctional

syllabuses.

T-F.' Let's go back to your mentors.

Frankel: Ivery rn:ch admi¡e the work of Karl Popper and his view of the leaming

process as being one of experimenting, making mistakes, inviting criticism
(exposing yourself to other people's ideas) and leaming on a frial-and-eÍor basis.

Popper tells us that we must experiment and we must be prepared to be wrong, and

this, for me, is highly relevant to what we do in the classroom. Both teachers and

leameß have to leam to take risks, to do away with the "laager" mentality, that is,

withdrawing behind the walls of the things that you kno\ and so make you feel

secure.

Anotherperson I gready admire is Jobn Bright, whom I worked with in Uganda

and in Manchester. He taught me the need for enthusiasm in one's wo¡k 
- 

how can

we expect oùr students to be enthusiastic if we a¡e not? I became aware through him

that the teaching/leaming relationship has a powerful element of magic in it and,

for me, this is very importa¡t. Manchesier also laught me that âll teachel lraining
should start in the classroom and should be geared to what happens in the

classroom. 
'Working with a particular team in Uganda was also very imPoftant to

me - we were very keen on tre idea of "exposure", what Krashen now terms

"acouisition".
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Fundamentals of Second

Language Acquisition Theory

and lts Application to Beginning

and lntermediate Language Teaching

on Stephen Krashen
by Ian Lamb

r everything you really wanted to know . ' '

Or perhaps everything you really knew you knew but didn't quite da¡e to put

into practice.. .

ón a plane-hop between Athens and Paris, and in one hour' StePhen Krashen'

renowned - and controversial - expert in language acquisitíon theory' described the

major research in second language acquisition over tlte last 10 years and pro-

poJ.rd"d or,"" again his theory that language acquisition (both fust and second

languages) is based on comprehensible input in a low-anxiety context'

nui,ohut ttyt" of Plesentation! We thought we were coming to a language

conferenca, but we ended up with the bonus of a crcss between Woody Allen and

a stand-up comedian ("I saw a frlm once " no, I'd bettel not tell you about it")' ft

was quiæ simply one of the funniest lectules any of us have heard' A constant

mixture ofjokes, wit, irony, satire - and good humour'

But what did he actuatly say? ("Read my books!")' That's where the difficulty

comes in, Canied away by sfyle of presentation, we need to analyse the content of

MrKrashen'scontribution.Humourcanbeafterallawayofsolicitingfacile
agreement.

Krashen started by outlining what he calls the Input Hypothesis' which he had

t¡e humility to remind us was simply a working model Basically' it would seem

that we have two diffelent ways of gaining ability in language'

1) natural or subconscioûs acquisition which gives us a feel for cor¡ect-

ness, and which nevor stops opelating'

35
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2) conscious learning through grammar, exercises and so ou. This can
give us the ability to cansor our own utterances just boforo thay are

produced.

Few people would argue with the model so far. We do need both fluency and
accuracy. Where Krashen differs from many theorists is in saying that fluency and
accüracy are not the result of equal interaction between acquisition plus leaming,
but, at least for children, a¡e both the result, almost exclusively, of language

acquisition.

For Krashen, we acquire lalguage when we understand messages. DemonsÍat-
ing this through a series of "model" lessons which ranged from the ludicrous ("shall
I say all that again louder?") to the sensible (visual aids used to transmit a simple
message) Krashen sho\Ã'ed that language acquisition is based on (his term) lots of
comprchensible ínput. A necessary corollary of this is the necessity to reduce

anxiety in the leamer. Ifhe considers he is going to be shown up, ridiculed, tested,
immediately he will become impervious to leaming by operating an affective filter,
the blocking device which operates when motivation and self-eFteem are lo\üered,
arid anxiety is heightened.

For Krashen, the role of tho language class is not to produce students who a¡e

perfect in the target langùage, but who can be brought to a level where they can
profit ftom access to the native language in a pedagogy-free (natural) context.
Contrasting Tmcy Terrofo's'"natural" method of teaching with grammar-based

syllabi, Krashen rej oins "comprehensive pedagogy" by showing the links between
the "natural" method a¡d notional syllabi. For him, "natural" language acquisition
at the begirming and intermediate level is not ât all simply a question of exposing
young leamers to the target language a¡d hoping. There is still the idea of
progression, of planned gradual development, bùt it is no longer an artificial
development based on the "language points" a grammatical syllabus imposes. We
don't afte¡ all switch naturally from being very interested in the past tense to being
obsessed with the future simply because it's Monday moming and we've reached
page 54.

The best evidence Krashen has found for the authenticity of his hypothesis (and

out of which it grew) was in bilingual teâching in Canada, whereby American
speaking sludents would gain two credits in one by following, for example, their
psychology courses in French, using what the tesearchers in Ottawa described as

Sheltered subject-matter teaching (vide Canadia¡r Modem LanguageReview 1983:
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articte by Henry Edwatds et al). Interestingly enough, in the highly comPetitive

field of privaûe language schools, a similar praxis seems to hâve achieved very

encouraging results in the Lyons American Business School' where sevoral native

French students ofbusiness have gained access to American MBA counes' Other

experiments seem to show that vocabula¡y too can be taught much quicker and

more efficiently in a print-rich second language context Cfhe Clockwork Orange

Study - Singapore 1977)

It is impossible in a short review to synthesize not only the arguments, but the

persuasiveness ofKrashen's approach' The simPlest apProach wouldbe Krashen's

own: - "Read the research, ¡ead the books and think âbout it."
The value of Krashen's contribì¡tion to the conference was that it made such an

undertaking at least worthwhile. In a situation whero we know that certain students

leam "despite the teacher", it would be useful to get some ideas of why this may be

so, and why not then exPeriment with elements ofpractice which n'e all suspect are

valuable, but which can't necessarity be tested immediately. Lots of short listening

comprehension texts at the beginning of lessons, story-telling, following instruc-

tions - in a non arxiety-producing atmosphere. It may take, as Krashen suggests,

six months to a year before we staft reaPíng the benefrt, but now that we have all

got over the behaviourist approach, \ e may fmd that once again we ca¡r call on our

own imagination and intuition. After all,how did you leam aforeign language? And

as Jim Wingate at Pilgrims would say: "Be honest!"
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lnventing New Rules
Mario Rinvolucri

!n 1987 John Fanselow brought out his long awaited magnum oPus -Bl¿¿Éing

lRøles il-ongman, New York). One of his theses i¡ the book is that we are all

bound by a mass ofbehavioural and mostly unconscious rules from t¡e moment we

enter tho classroom till the moment we leave it. "ExamPles of rules we all follow

in our teaching are easy to think of. Who has hained us all to say: 'Okay now, we're

going to have a test.".. . I have looked in vain for classes whe¡e shifts are not usually

marked by 'Okay now"'.
His suggestion to the teaching profession is that we should hunt down arid dig

out the rules that govem our interactions with students. The way to explore the

implications of our hidden rules is to brcak them, either by simply doing the

opposite or by substituting outside classroom behaviour for normal in-class

pattems, Here are some examples that Fanselow suggests as opPosites to petty

classroom rules :

An example he gives of imPofing outside behaviour into the classroom is in the

area of reading. Away ftom classrooms and libraries people lounge and Put their

feet up while teading, sometimes th€y listen to music and eat and drink while

reading. Why not do exactly the same while reading in class?

Encou1age students to produce inconect
utterances, e.g., to parcdy theirown accent

in the target language. CIhe example is

mine. not Fanselow's.)

Ask studentj to Prcduce correct

laûgì¡age.

Tell students to blank out ùe words they

don't understãld or to outline tlrc wo¡ds

they do know.

Get students ùo ùnde ine words in
a passage lhat they do ¡lot under-

stand.
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Application ol Breaking Rutes to my oÌvn work
I found that the thoùghts above started me thinking about how I use space when I
am teaching. Whenever I enter a new room to work with a new group I mark one

comer or paft of the edgo of the room as my base point. I will often put a bâg there,

or a piece ofclothing or some books. This 'home' spot is usually the window nearest

the official teacher-end of the room.
I will normally also establish a couple of squafe meÍes in ftont of the class to

the left of the board as the group sees it as the place I mostly lead the group from.
The problem with these rules of mine is that, applied inva¡iably to tens of

different rooms and halls, they are very boring for me. They brilg a sense of
secudty, a feeling of having been there before even when I haven't, but they do not
encourage me to t¡ink fiesh thoughts or do new things. More seriously, my
impoverished use of the space available is tedious for the participants. From their
point of view, why should the teacher be screwed to the sâme bit of the floor?

My way of breaking these sterile rules has been to try and teach from all over
t¡e room and to observe pa¡ticipant interactions from low comers and high perches.

One result of tlìis is that I can observe people from many different angles in
different lights (I mean physical light). Another is that when I move to a different
part of the room, it leads the participants to experience t¡e space differently.

I wonder how yoø use space in the rooms you work in. One way to check on this
is to draw a ground-plan of your room and to shade in the areas you uso a lot heavily
and the ones you use litde lightþ, leaving territory that is not yours unshaded. There

may be good 'objective' reasons for the way you use the space available bÌ¡t these

should be qucstíoned too, if you want to follow the Fanselow insight.
'\NhenIrcad Breaking Rules itwas easy for me to think about my own use of

classroom space. At this point I have to be careful and wonder if there aren't other
areas of my work which arc less easy for me to get at. I have found two good ways

to assess these hard-to-get-at areas in my own work: ask others about their rule
systems and rules they might like to break; ask others aboutrules they have already

broken. I think most teachers have favourite areas they like to look at - your

favourite area might be one that I don't want to look ât in my work but might be â

real eye-opener for rne.

I-et us look at some of the rules that teachers have identified and broken.

The teâcher must âlways be in the classroom dudng the lesson @udolf, a

Studium teacher in a Polish university). Rudolf leaves the room while his lecturer

students a¡e doing a language exercise in pairs or small Foups. Breaking the
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'continual presence' rule had clearly been quite a step in Rudolfs Prâctice' I
remember being amazed when, in 1975, I first heard of a colleague doing this' At

first I thought he was wicked, and then very daring. It took me some timo to imitate

him.
The teâcher must play-act feeling frne eYen when she doesn't (three women

colleagues from the Studia in Poland). One of these colleagues was teaching in

Edinburgh - she had to supply-teach a secondary school class at 8:00 am, f[st
period. The need to do this was sprung on her at tlle last moment. Shejust went in

there and told the studeots what she felt. She described the feeling of liberation in

doing this with great vigour in our training group.

The t€ach€r opens lessons and closes them Sudolf). No\ryadays he busies

himself with shuffling books and paPeß at the beginning of the lesson so that the

participants start talkirg to each other.

Á. teacher sends notes to pårents to complain about the bearer of the note

or to ånnounce â forthcoming event (an Austri an teacher). This colleague started

sending notes home to parents praising their children's excellent work! Some

parents reacted with astonishment. She really had broken a rule and invented a new

one.

Always follow listening or reading in clâss with ân exercise (Mike, Cam-

bridge). He simply did no follow-up.

The native speaking EFL teacher speâks a reduced code in class (Paul'

Cambridge). Even with post beginner groups Paul sPeaks at normal speed and level

of distinctness. He does not falsify the language data he is offering his shrdents- This

is a major rule-breaking as it defies the habit of simplified code that pareots often

use wilh very small children. Many of his students complain bitterly over the first

week or two of te¡m. I wonder how many of native sPeaking teachers will

pompously or colloquially 'effich' their speech when working with very high level

students in the hope of'giving them more to chew on'.

Doubt ovef fule systems

Asking others about their rule systems does not ahvays give one neat, clear answeß'

There is pa¡t of me that agrees with Paul's 'no concessions' apProach to post-

beginners - there is part of me that feels ho is being steely unkind'

Another area of doubt lies in the area of timekeeping and time boundaries'

People who I have great respect for as professionals say categorically that one must

st¿rt anct finish training sessions on time. This is cerøinly the rule imposed by the
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DUET trainers (mostly from the University ofEast Anglia in Norwich). When they

run their English literature-cum-thenpy workshops the group leader simply leaves

the room on the stroke of the hour when the session is meant to finish. The idea

behind Îìis is that firm time boundaries offer a secure frame for puzzling psycho-

logical work. Colleagues like Saxon Menne and Andrew Wright work to the same

principle.
People whose teaching and psychodrama work I much appreciate feel that time

is elastic and that sessions should end when the work is done. (They are, of couße,

working in residential situations in wbich the paficipants do not have to rush home

to pick up children, etc).

I see strict timokeeping by the teacher[eader as a form of respect for the

participants' outside-the-classroom lives and at the same time a form of distespect

for what is going on in the group in t¡e clas$oom.

On this one I do not know where I stand. In practice I vacillate between the two

rules.

Breaking the mould
Fanselow writes :

"Ultimately I break rules, and invite you to join me, to see more clearly what we

each are capable of and how our preconceived ideas sometimes limit this capability.

If we realise how much is within us it is more likely we will be able to aid our

students in coming to the same realisation, Such conscious realisation, paradoxi-

cally, leads in my experience to more freedom, for as we becotme awate of a gteater

range of rules on a conscious level, we are able to use a Sreater rangg uncon-

sciously..."
The need for Fanselow's approach is acute in a profession like teaching \Ã,ith its

banes of predictability, déjà-vu, stâleness and routine. My tlaughter Lola is four
years older than my son Martin. They went to the same seccndary school. I once

heard them talking about a teacher of Mafin's whom she h,td four years earlier.

Martin retold a joke the teacher had cracked and Lola told hirn this same man had

told the same joke at that point in the term (early November) fc ur years eadier. Lola

foretold some of his other November and December jokes. ilhe tumed out to be

quite accurate! Maybe he should have read Breøking Rules.
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Contrastive Analysis

and the Language Learner:

a Matter of Direction
Julian Parish

"Es irrt der Mensch, so lang er süebt."

rl or as long too as Man has tried to leam a foreign language he has er¡ed, and

-[ in ni, ouri t uu. come all those ofus who - as teachers or linguists - have been

intriguecl by the erroß leamers make. But error a¡alysis has also provoked some

of the bitterest controversies: in paficular, to what extent can one attribute leamers'

erIoIS to interference from the native language (NL), as the proPonents of

contrastive analysis (CA) would have us believe? The a¡swer has been estimated

at a¡ything between 5 utd19la, so deep-rcoted was the disagfeement'

Today, however, that dispute aPPears to have been settled, with the growing

realisation that many eÍors are inherently ambiguous and cannot be attributed with

cefainty to eitherNLinterference orto any infalingual cause; severalpsychologi-

cal processes are in fact occurring simultaneously. But if CA has been rehabi lifâted

into the world oferror analysis, much remains to be discussed and Lado's simplistic

equation of difference and difficulty must be refined

Two questions warrant our particular attention as language teachers' First,

whilst much has been said about the relative extent of difference (or 'distance')

between different pairs of languages, far less consideration has been given in

determining the causes of erlor to the types of difference between a specific pair

of languages. and, secondly, too little thought has been given to the question of

directionality: for exampfe, will English leamers of French and French leamers of

English experience the same degree of difficulty with the same grammatical items?

These two questions in fact seem to be inseparable: it r¡'/ill be my contention that

a knowledge of the tyPe of difference between an L1 and an L2 structuie can itself

help us to understând why a particular error occuls and, in tum, whether Ieamers

of English and French as foreign languages will be equally affected'

My examples will be chiefly limited to verbal syntax: this is, both an especially
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rich field for the er¡or analyst and a more challenging domain for CA than either
phonology or lexis. Any contrastiye analysis, however - and this must be stressed

ftom the outset - must examine each language equally and as such is intrinsically
adirectional. It is only when we seek to exploit a CA pedagogically that direction-
alities emerge, and it is precisely fo¡ this reason that we, as language teachers,

should be especially concemed with the matter of direction.

The same. but different:
The simplest kind of difference we may distinguish is when English demands one

grammatical form a¡d French another one to convey the same meaning. The case

of English 'for/since' and French 'depuis' is notorious, leading to errors of tense

such as:

I am living here since three yea¡s. (Angers)

J' ai travaillé à Wool,^'ortht depuis un ø¿. (MGS)

The use of the present tense in French and the present perfect in English is a problem
also in constructions such as:

I suppose it's the first time she comes in that restar¡raDt. (A¡gets)
C' est la premíère fois qu'il s' est présenté à une élection. (MGS)

Errors of this kind appear to be equally common on either side of the Channol.
Rarely, however, is the asymmetry between English and French so straightfor-

ward. We may isolate a second type of difference Where a form exists in one
language and not in the other: the use of tie so-ca.lled 'historic present' as a French
nanative tense will p¡ovide an illustration. English does have a 'historic present'

too but its use is now almost wholly limited to the colloquial, spoken variety of the
language (e.g. in telling jokes) and it is rare in naÍative; it would not be used to
relate either the life-story of AÍhur Koestler or the career of two gangsters on the
run, where Le Monde a¡d Fra¡ce-Soir ¡espectively use the present in French. When
these two texts were given to a third year university translation class maly of the
students did indeed try to use the present tense in English.

Bùt if it is difficult to leam that a feah]re does not exist 'tel quel' in the târget
larguage (IL), to leam to omit it from the TL inventory, then it is even more

difficult to leam to include or add something, particularly if the leamer must decide
what to include.
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L'embarras du cho¡x

Opt¡onal alternat¡ves
Were an English student to be given Arthur Koestler's obituary to translate into

French he would be relatively ùnlikely to use the Present tense, probably preferring

the 'passé historique'. Both would be coÍect, but where one of the possible

altematives is similar to a structure or usage found in his NL the leamer will tend

to prefer that one and risk 'over-indulging' in it.

A striking example of 'under-rePresentâtion' and 'over-indulgence' is pre-

sented by the passive: at first the English student ofFrench tends to use the French

passive indiscriminately whenever English would use one. This may lead to

eÍoneous (or, at best, imProbable) utterances such as:

Vous êtes demandé de... (MGS)

et cette place a été prise pør moi (acquaintønce of the writer)'

More natural French versions might be:

On vous demando de ...
C' est moi qui ai pris cette Place

It is relatively easy, in contrast, for the French student to master the use of the

English passive.

Obl¡ gatory alternatives
These present a greater problem still to the leamer since his choice may alter

substantiatly the communicative content of his utterance. Consider the English

'must' and 'have/need to': in the afFrrmative these are vifually equivalent and the

French leamer will often use them interchangeably. In the negative, however, they

are no longer equivalent; thus we find errors such as:

You don't have to complain (Angers).

The leame¡fails to distinguish betweenwhat Halliday terms 'thesis negative' (you

must not complain) and 'modality negatíve' (you don't have to complain)' In

French, on the other hand, 'devoir' + 'ne ... pas' may represent bolh tyPes of

negative ard so does not constitute a significant problem for the English leamer'

In short, it is gene¡ally easier to go from a complex system to a simPler one than

vice-versa (although a leamer may sometimes find it difficult to believe that a
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simpler system can be sufficiently subtle or veruatile).

lnterlingual level shifts
The modal verbs will provide us also with an example of what Jarnes terms
'interlingual level shifts' , potentiatly the most complex type of language difference
for the leamer to master, B oth English and French allow the expression of a 'shong'
obligation (he must do lflìl doit le fqire) as well as a weaker form (he ought to do
ittil devrait le faire). Whereas French uses a different verb form (i.e. the condi-
tional) to effect this distinction, English uses a different lexical item. Ifthe F¡ench

leamer does not tåke this 'shif into account, erors such as this may result:
lfe would must help him (Angers).

Fu¡ther illustrations of such shifts are provided by the different mechanisms of
English and French to give emphasis. For instance, where English uses an emphatic
stress, French may use a syntactic repetition: compare 'Well, I'm not going to have

il' and'En tout cas, moi, je ne tolérerai pal c¿'. Emphasis is often one ofthe most
difficult aspects of either English or French for the foreign leamer; that it should
so ftequently reqùire just this kind of interlingual level shift does much to explain
that difñculty.

Contrast¡ve analysis - for teachers ,.. and learners
CA, it is certain, can be a valuable tool for the language teacher with a monolingual
class. But it is equally cefain that CA mù st be used in a more sophisticated way than
in the past: the model I ptovide aboye can only serve as a pointer to the wây in which
a teacher may decide which items are likely to cause greatest diffiiculty, and to
whom.

Capisto-Bordo and Malovany-Chevalier have aheady brought errors back from
the cold and into the classroom and have encouraged their students to analyse their
own mistakes . I cannot altogether share their explanation of error causes but feel
that they would agree that the time is right to make CA work for the student as well
as his or her teacher. We need to develop not only linguistic a¡d communicative
competence but metalinguistic and metacommunicative competence a¡d awafe-
ness too. We as teachers - arld increasingly our students as well - need to know how
we communicate and the problems this entails; now, more than evet, contrâstive

analysis has a part to play and demalds our attention.
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Right Hemisphere ParticiPation

in Language Learning:

Proceeding of the

Fourth Annual
Convention

March 1985, Paris

a Human Perspective
Anne Pechou. INSA, Toulouse

( ( Q it back. Make yourselfcomfortable - Relax - Close your eyes - Listen to this

Ù piece of music by Evangelis - and let images come 1o your mind any

images... When the music stoPs, open youreyes -Tum to your partner and compare

what you saw with your mind's eye..."
Mùsic appreciation combined with this process called visualisation typically

illushates some of the functions of the Right Hemisphere (RH).

ln the sarne way, activities based on drawing or the use of colour or movement

as starting points for oral expression bring into Play RH functions. In short, the RH

is nonverbal, synthetic, concrete, analogic, nontemporal, noffational, spatial,

intuitive. It perceives the ovelall pattems and structures (Betty Edwards) ' Although

it is no good for speech production, it participates in comPrehension by handling

intonation contours, guessing the meaning of new items from known data and

interpreting nonverbal and paralinguistic clues. Galloway (1983) claims that the

two languages of abiling ual are more latelalized in the RH owing to a more ffequent

use of RH strategies to achieve successful commùnication.

In a traditional class set up where fhe emPhasis is laid on grammar and

competence as opposed to perform ance, the second langu age tends to be lateralized

more in the LH. When language is leamed through a communicative approach,

however, or is acquired in natural surroùndings, thero is greater RH participation'

I€t us remember that the Left Hemisphere (LH) is verbal, analytic, symbolic'

abstract, temporal. It Proceeds steP by step.It is rational, digital' logical,linear' All

these functions are eminently privileged in our educâtional system'

The really exciting thing about neuo-linguistic research however is that it

seems to provide some degree of scientific gounding to back activities which we

have been experimenting with, intuitively, for a good many years (See Masic

Carpet and The Poet and the Scientists). Nonetheless' it would be simplistic and

vain to consider hemispheric functions in isolation, for they are different but
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complementary. The fascinating question, however, is to find out whether activities
based on RH functions can be instrumental to tdggering off language and to
developing the speech capacities ofour less verbal students. The evidence remains

to be established. What can be said to that effect, though, is that artistic, creative,

imaginative activities give those students who are less favoured verbally a fairer
chance to gain respect and attention ftom their classmates. This came out clearly
when a úawing activity was ù sed as a starting point for discussion ("Draw a colour
representation of youl Left and Right Hemisphere, separately, then try to combine

both on a second page"). Those students who were more attistic or more sensitive
without necessarily having a gift for words to go with it, often produced far richer,
more interesting pictures than the "good" students who normally held the floor. The
former tbus managed to regain some ml¡ch needed self-confidence. This indirecdy
benefited communication within the class - arld will, hopefully, contribute to
improving speech performance as a result. Actually, what sounds like a longer
circuitous process at fißt sight, might appe in the long run as a boneficial
approach, for it opens up new pathways towards greater creativity. Under those
circumstances, the motivation to talk is sÍonger for it comes from within, instead

of being imposed from the outside.

The second point I'd like to bring up is the necessity to establish a warm non-
threatening, non-competitive atmosphere in the classroom to lessen the negative

effect of stress on learning ald lower the affective filters (Krashen).

Hélène Trocmé taking up the theory of Mac Lean explains how the tbree levels
ofthe brain participate in the leaming process inclusively. The primitive or reptilian
brain harbouß a sense of territory. No wonder then that if the foreign language and
culture are resented as a threat, this may provoke agressivity and a negative attitude.

The second level, the lymbic or mammal brain is emotional. It rememberu pleasant

and unpleasant experiences and associates them with new perceptions. Neurolo-
gistspointoutthatwefunction"bottom up", i.e. our acquisitions have to cross these

fivo levels before reaching l¡e neocofex which is rational and a specialist of
"elegant thinking". Everything we learn is therefore emotionally coloured.

Consequently, learning can be hampered by a situation of fear or anxiety and
teaching, to be effective, should t¿ke the affective into account.

The last point I would like to argue is based on an attractive theory which draws

a parallel between the humâ¡ brain a¡d Gabor's hologram. The hologram is a
tridimensional photographic plate. Ifit breaks, the whole picture is represented in
each fragment when lit by the proper laser light. Pribram's comparison of the brain
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to the hologram points to new implications for Î¡e process of memory. The more

a¡eas of the brain are impregnated, the more cha¡rces we have of successfully

retrieving the information. Better results cal be achieved, as Racle shessed, by

diversifying the channels of input - visual, auditive a¡d kinetic.

The findings of neurological research should encourage the language teacher to

pay greater attention to differences in leaming styles instead of shessing only the

verbal analytical linear style. My ctaim is that other aPtitudes and more Paficularly
artistic ard emotional factors should be taken into account in an attemPt to promote

the growth of tlle whole person - verbal skills being but one of the elements of the

whole process. By stating this, I hypothesize that the language class is not just

anothe¡ class but a rather special place where interactions take place between the

members of a group at a social a¡d affective level through and beyond the power

of words.
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The Silent Period

What to do with

Language Learners Who are Seen

and not Heard
Henry Daniels and David Wood

7Tt he v arious accou nts of naturatly occurring and synthetic silent periods and the

.l. S*"t lli and Turkish monologues reported by Stevick led us to think again

about leamers' first encoùnteß with foreign la¡guâges. At the Université de Lyon

II we decided to run a half-day workshop for language teachers to consider what

a synthetic sitent period (roughly, an initial period of foreign language leaming

during which leameru are not called upon to speak more than an absolute minimum)

might feasibly consist of. What follows is an account of what happened during that

workshop, plus our comments conceming the role and nature of such a synthetic

silent period. We also dmw some tentative conclusions concerning the basic i ss ues

underlying the mysterious Processes of understanding.

The aim of the workshop was not to test out any kind of hypotheses about the

generality, desirability or efficiency of a silent period among second language

leamers. The literature would aPPear to suggest quite conclusively that silent

periods are both useful and desirable. 
'We 

set out with the objective of introducing

a group of beginnets to a foreign language without requiring them to vocalize mole

than a minimum in o¡der to come to some conclusions about the activities and

conditions which seem best suited to such an introductory period'

The WorkshoP
The participants were divided into a German begiriner's groìlp and an Italian one'

The conditions imposed on tlìe groups were slightly different: throughout many of

tlle exercises in the German group (henceforth "the Germans") paficiPants were

explicitly requested !9! to sPeak, nor were they allowed at any Point to use their

native language. "The ltalians", as we shâll call the other group' worked in what

misht be described as a more Mediterranea¡ atrnosPhere in which they were
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1)

2)

4)

allowed to speak what language they liked, when they liked. The teachers spoke

only the târget language. Here is a selection of llle exercises that we did during a

two-hour silent Deriod.

Inlroduclions: The teacher asked the members ofthe group their names

(which was the only personal information they were called upon to
give). He followed this with a ten-minute chat about himself, his
origins, his farnily, his job and his connections with the country whose

language he spoke. He illustrated his monologue \rith photographs,

maps and objects as appropriate.

A moving experienc¿.' Leame¡s sat in an inward-facing closed circle,
leaving the teacher outside. He ¡ead out a number of statements

conceming the peopte and objects present in the room (for example,
"Three people in the room are wearing glasses"). If the statemeDt was

true, the learners said "Si" (or "Ja"), and moved one place to the dght.
If it was false they said "No" (or "Nein") and moved one place to the
left. Ambiguities in some of the statements cor¡pled with occasional
eITors of comprehension car¡sed much bùmping into one another alrd

hilarity. At the end of the exercise learners were given a photocopy of
the stalements, which they could study and discuss in whatever way
they wanted. It was interesting to note that most learners' first¡eaclion
was to read through all the statements quietly before making any
comment.

Bathíng (video): The Germans watched and listered to a ten-minute

documentary film about Dusseldorf. No note-taking took place, nor

were learners asked to share their impressions. The aim was simply for
learners to bathe in the foreign language in the absence of any kind of
task or test of their understandirg.

MoÌe or less: The teacher told the lea¡ners that he was going to leave

the room and that, while he was out, they should think of a ûumber

between one and a hundred and try to agree on what it must be in the
foreign language. Iühcn they \pete ¡eady they catled the teacher back
in and ha tded to guess what the number was. Learnors weÍe requested
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to say the target language equivalent ol'"more ' or "less" according to

whather his guesses were too low or too high. The Procedr¡re was

ropeated three times duing a t\flo-hour silont pe¡iod.

5) A tecturette: The teacher gave a ten-minute talk about long-distanc€

walking. His stated aim was to explain to the learners how to organize

a walk: what to wear, what to take and how to caÍy it. He gave a few

tips, for examPle, on how to make an overdght shelter, hor to use a

compass, and what to do if lost. He illushated his talk with a number

of objects: a comPass, a map, a gùide book and some sticking plaster;

and ho did a number of drawings on the boa¡d when explaining certain

points. Long distance walking being the teacher's favorile hobby, he

had Do shortage of things to say and had an answer for everything'

6) Generøl knowledge qaiz:'lhe teacher asked twenty easy general

knowledge questions, each of which he rePeated onca. The Germans

wrote downthgi answe¡s, "Ja" o¡ "Nein". The questions were thenread

out for a third time atd learneß called out their answers. Finalìy a

photocopied list ofthe qùestions was givgn to each lea¡nerwho was f¡ee

to study it. It was apparent that leam€rs felt the need at this Point to

exchange some comments in theû native languagg.

7) A gaitar lesson: The teacher gave a thr€e minute lecturette about the

constluction of the guitar, following which he gave a short beginners'

lesson to the grouP du¡ing which three leamels actually played some

notes on the guitar.

8) Hunt lhe thimbte.' The teacher left the room and asked the learnels to

hide a small object while he was out. Having been calledbackin again,

he sat down aûd tded to guess where the object was' The Germans

monitored his guessos by saying "Kalt" or "rffa¡m" according to how

acculate they were.

Learner react¡ons
Following the exercises, the Gemans and Italians came together, compared their

experience and commented, having seen a silent period "from the hside" Gener-

alizatíons on some of the comments that came ftom the discussion are:
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. Leamers don't seem to feel threatcned by the foreign language providec

they have at least the oppofuDity to speak to oach othq and to the

teacher in their native language.
.'tsathing"maybeoflimitedvalue: thedocumentaryfilmaboutDusseldorf

was not felt to be particùlarly usefi¡l in this instanca.
. Leamers apparently don't sl¡ffer from any serious feelings of frustra-

tion at not being able to speak the foreign language.
. "Silly" questions in the gene¡al knowledge quiz are perhaps bettel

avoided.
. To thoir surpdsg, most leame¡s have a very pleasant sensation of

actu¿lly understanding a great deal of what is said.
. As aresùlt ofhaving understood, most oftheseparticular learners found

this a motivating though tiring way to begin learning a foreign lan-
guage.

. The numbers game worried some Germans. This may have been due to
the ùnexpocted arrangement of tens and units in that language, but iL
may be that numbers connotate previous scholastic failures to some

leamers.

Conclus¡ons from this workshop
What follows is a list of the main criteúa that guided us in choosing the exercises.

Where appropriate, we have mentioned thoughts we had during or after the

workshop in the light of leamers' reactions.

It will be noticed that the exercises we used fall into two main categories: those

which involve one-way communication, such as the lech.uette, and those which
involve restricted two-way communication. We would like to point out that the

only instance of "pìrre" one-way communication we used was the documentary

film where the addressees hadno means ofmodifring the speakers' behayior. Most
face-to-face interaction involves by its very nature some proportion of restricted
two-\Ã,ay communication as in the case of "Hunt the thimble". It would appear that

a cocktail containing both types is most appropriate. For the second type of
exercise, it is of course necessary to pre-teach the few required words.

Many exercises concemed the "here and now". This mea¡t that in exercises

such as "A moving experience" and the guitar lesson, langage was an accessory to
leamers' undersfånding of the situation (in particular, themselves, each other, the
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teacher a¡d the exha-linguistic environment). Those exercises which involved the

evocation of abstract and,/or remote referents as did "Introductions" and the general

knowledge quiz, relied heavily on intemational vocabulary, ploper names' prc-

tures, maps and non-verbal communication.

In ma¡y exercises the teacher had near total conÍol of what was going on'

Hor¡r'ever, in exercises such as "More or less" and "Hunt the thimble", the leamers

had joint responsibility for the tum of events. They thus had the combined pleasure

of working together ând of being able to tell the teacher he was wrong'

The teacher's discourse was at all times dilected towards the leamer' This meant

that the latter were functioning as addressees and not simPly as leamers' The vast

rnajority of so-called listening activities are, in our view, limited if not to say

misleading in their scoPe: coming, as they do, from tape recorders where speakers

are engaged in some sort ofdialogue (which is, according to current ofthodoxy' the

less scripted it is, the better) these listening activities practise the Peculiar skill of

eavesdropping.

We were careful, during the execution of the exercises, neither to ovel-

gesticulate nor to speak too slowly nor to repeat oufselves unnecessarily' We aimed

at all times to make normal use of language and to treat the leamels as intelligent

adults whom we exp eoted a priori to lnderstand us, and not as miserable beginners

who need to be protected from the horrors of subjunctives or iregular pluals until

they achieve linguistic maturity. We do not go along with the view expressed by

Gary and Gary that:

[what] is neçded are materials which start at the very beginnings of

language loaming with carefully prepared listening objecrives and

tasks and move through a va oty of increasingly more difficult and

complex language forms arrd meanings..."

It seems to us that leamers are least likely to be anxious and therefole most able to

leam when the object of thefu attention is not language but a pleasantly disposed

interlocutor who has interesting, amusing or useful things to tell them in a way

which is at most unfamiliar but far from opaque, all things considered'

We all enjoy doing what we are good at. Some people are quiet in their own

language, particularly in groups. First encounteß with foreign languages for some

of these people can be very heavy going if not to say positively frightening'

Understanding, however, takes place il the intimacy of our own heads; we may not
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all be $eat talkeß, but, given the high propofion of time we spend reading, view ing
and listening in our everyday lives, it is not unreasonable to suppose that most of
us are fairly p¡oficient undeßtânders. Even if we aren't, we probably think we are,

and that is what matters here. It in ou¡ first prolonged encounter with a forcign
langu age we can get away with doing what we are best at; while any eÍors we make
go unnoticed by others, we stând every chance of reacting positively and confF
dendy to this new situation. Gary and Ga¡y say approximately the same thing:

Leaming through a comprehension approach is far less ego-taxing for many
people than having to produce publicly, either in writing or in speech, what will
initially be highly deviant language foms. In comprehension approach the leameß
ca¡ make their mistâkes privately and privately make the coÍections.

The largely uncharted tracts of classroom silent period that lie beyond the fißt
two or tbree hoùrs lie in wait of eager explorers. It may be that the whole thing tums
out to be a fruidess search for a northwest passage and that protracted silent periods

are foùnd to be unmanageable and not rvofh the bother. We hope that not too many
teacheß will find themselves washed up on the shores ofB affin Island and that they
will Tetum to recount their adventufes in far-off lands undreamt of by langùage
teaching man.
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lnternational English:

An American Perspective
John Turek

f n tatking about the role of the US and the spread of the use of English as an

lintemational language, I am reminded of a quote from Shakespeare about

greatness: "Some men are bom great, some men achieve greatness, a¡d some have

greatness thrust upon them." I am going to use tbis quote as a point of departure for

a discùssion of the role of the US in English becoming an intemational language'

Most Americans were not "born" speaking English; one or more of their ancestors

leamed it as â second language. Accordin Elo fhe Statisticql Abstraú of the United

Statss, quoted in D.K. Stevenson's Am eri can Life and Institutior¡J, less than twenty

percent of Americans claim to English (Anglo-Saxon) backgrounds' The other

eighty per ceût originally came from somewhele other than England and spoke

something other than English. The Arnerican Founding Fathers considered adopt-

ing Latin, Greek, or Hebrew as the offical languages of the US, but in the end they

chose not to designate any language as official. Eventually, English became the

dominant language in the US, more tlrough social custom than frorn legal

authority. And most Americans adopted English as their language

Engtish has achieved intemational status, but not because of any explicit

America¡ effort. Americans leally have not done much to promote the use of

English outside the US. American publishers estimate that 80% oftheir English as

a foreigry'second language markets are in the US itself The US govemment

promotes the English language usage through the English Language Programs

Office in the Bureau of Educational and Cultual Affairs of USIS BUt to do so' it
has only 15 Foreign Service Specialist OfFrcers (USIS English Teaching Offrcers)

posted abroad: France, Italy, Poland, Eastem EuroPe (BudaPest), Türkey, Pakistan'

Nofh Africa (Rabat), Thailand, South East Asia (Jakafia), Westem Africa (Lome),

Cent¡al ancl Eastem Africa (Kinshasa), Southem Africa (Pretoria)' Central America

and the Ca¡ibbean (San Jose), Mexico and Brazil - not a massive effort' Peace

Corps volunteers and Fulbright scholars have been teaching EFL abroad for the last

thirty years, but again, the number of these professionals is very small' So, if
America as a multi-ethnic, multi-racial country speaks English, it is a serendipitous
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accident (who knows, we might switch to Spanish). And if the world speaks

English, it is not because of the modest effort the US govemment has made to
plomote English outside the US. How then did English achieve the domina¡ce it
now has, enjoys, has had thrust upon it?

The easy answer is to blame the Bdtish. After a.ll, it is their laaguage and their
empire. The US never had an empire per se. It gained the Philippines, Cuba, Puerto

Rico as a result of the Spanish-American War. But these isla¡ds have continued to
speak their own la¡guages. The American influence in Africa is limited to Liberia,
originally established as a country for fteed American slaves. American mission-
aries, especially in Belgiophone Africa, set up Englishlanguage schools though-
out the regions which have educated a nùmber of prominent Africans. But this is

nothing compared to the British and the Commonwealth.
Until 1914, Americans were following George Washington's advice to avoid

foreign entangling alliances. America¡s looked and vr'ent west, not east. Immi-
grarìts came to the New World to start a new life and to forget the Old World and

the lives they left behind. Previous to World Vy'ar I, the military might ofthe US was

estimated to be similar to thât of Portugal's. America went reluctantly to war in
19i4. The US senate's failure to approve the Versailles Treaty that President

Wilson worked so hard on, is sometimes attributed to their desire to retum to the
period of no foreign entanglements. Ofcourse, World War II changed all ofthat and

thftty yea¡s later the US discovered it was the number one military a¡d economic
power in the v/orld. Crreatness had been tbrust upon it.

Military and economic power are not enoùgh to make people leam a language;
otherwise certainly more people would be studying Russian, Japanese, or Chilese.
American music, filn, fashion, lifestyles, are t¡e real intemational promote$ of
English. In English language teaching methodology it is often assumed the

instrumental motivation - using English to do ajob - is a stronger force lian
integrative motivation, the desire to be associated wilh the culture and people of a
country. However, I and many ofmy American TEFL colleagues have often been

taken aback when students tell us the opposite. They want to learn English to

undersland the lyrics to rock (punk, soul, jazz, etc) music, lalk to American tourists,

or go to movies in VO. Many people want to leam English to do business with the

Americans. However, they often find out that this means more than cutthroat

negotiâting sessions and put-up or shut-up board meetings. Americâns invented the

business lunch, the power breakfast, the gold weekend and the coffee break. To do

business with Americans. vou need to know ho\ü to work with them a¡d the Dast
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conditional. To play with them, you have to be part of the group. Integrative
motivation once again.

This casual American approach is reflected in tlte way we use English.

Americans tend to be very tolerant offoreign accents in English. It may be that \¡/e

can remember our grand-pa.rents or great-grandparents or even our own pa¡ents

speaking "broken" English or it may be that we find English-spoken with a foreign
accent charming, exotic, or sexy. In any case, no one variety of English is preferred.

Since coining new words, inventing jingles, company trademarks, a¡d advertising

slogans seems to be a national past-time, Americans tend to have a relaxed attitude

to yocabulâry and grammar. Examples ralge from 'Winston tastes good like. . .' to
'bodly go', 'Le car' to the Frito Bandito and Fantasy Island. Americans are wary
of the 'pristine' accenÍ is it affectation, snobbery? The too casual "American"

accent, a Europea¡ trying to speak in a Texas accent may seem patronizing.

This casual attitude may also be reflected in the way we teach English. We

expect students to use an English that is comprehensible [Full stop, period]. The

variety ofEnglish the student uses is the one he or she feels most comfortable ü sing,

no one imposed by a curiculum or the teacher. Care must be taken not to confuse

an attitude to a variety of English or its speakers (a sociological question), to
comprehensibility (a linguistic question). This explaration, which reflects Braj
Kachn¡'s viewpoints on world Englishes and lVayne Dickerson's explanation of
variability in English phonology, both are professors of English as a¡ Intemational

La¡guage at the University of lllinois - Champaign-Urbana, is not an excuse to

tolerate sloppy or laz y English, but an honest attempt to heat all speakers of English

as equals. Even though we Americans speak English - not American, we realize

that English is not ours. We got it ftom the British, used it, and now the whole wo¡ld
is using it. English no longer belongs to the native speakers. So as teachers we need

to make certain that:

Students develop the skills necessary to understand seve¡al varieties of
English. The variability of English is one of the difficulties in learning

it.
Students deyelop positive attitudes towards all users ofEnglish, includ-

in g themsalves. Dialectcentric, sexist, racist, and ethnic attitudes should

be ovefcome.

Students leam that the proper register, mode, ard style of English is as

important as the cor¡ect vocabulary, prolunciation, and grammar.

l.

3.
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4. Students leam English to communicate. Students need to identify their
reasons for learning English and work together with the teacher to
achieve their goals.

5. Students leam authentic English, not a prototype or idealized or glam-
ourized version.

In France it is easy to see ard hear examples of variability. My favorite one is to
listen to the variety of accents on the long\.vave broadcasts of BBC4. The same is

true of broadcasts ofBBC1 TV, CNN, MTV, TV Sports which are available on
cable. Tourists, music on tlìe radio, movies in VO, the list goes on. Want some
practice, talk to a¡ American, we're easy-going arld casual, and well talk back.
Sta¡t with the weathe¡.
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English: Whose Language?
Ann Malamah-Thomas

D ritain. A small country on the periphery ofthe new Eurcpe, racked by social
I., division and violence, increasingly bereft ofany real political influence in fhe
world, currently on a severe economic downtum now that the "economic miracle
of the eighties" bubble has burst. On the face of things, this Kingdom that is no
longer United, this Britâin that can lay very little claim to Greatness, would seem

to have very little to offer the world. But one thing the whole world appears to want,
and increasingly so, is our language. English.

Yes, you read it right. Our lang]uage. Nor¡r', to use this paficular possessive
adjective, to claim English as the langùage of the Bdtish, might well be seen as

inviting accusations ofignorance as well as arrogance. We are, however, only too
aware that British English is but one of a variety of world Englishes. There is
American English, the la¡guage not only of a vast nation but of the staple media diet
of a subsl¿¡tial percentage of the world's population. Film, television, pop music
have all helped its spread. There is Canadian English, a less permeating but equally
authentic variety. If we group the Australian and New Zealand varieties together,
differences though there are, we have Antipodean English, with its oìvn geographi-

cal sphere ofinfluence in South East Asia, and fast growing inroads to the European
media (viz. Neigbbours and Kylie Minogue), with possible subsequent Amencan
English'-style spread.

There is Indian English, developed from the need in a country of ma¡y tongues
for an instrument of communication that would favor no one tongue above another,
and grown into a yariety with its own distinct gammatical, phonological and
lexical pattems. And there is West African English, bom of the same necessity for
a lingua ftanca among tribes thrown together in unnâtutâl liaison by the artificiat
boundaries of colonial territories, and developed over time into a highly distinctive
variety of its own, almost as incomprehensible to a speaker of say, Indian Engtish,
as one to the aforementioned tribal languages must have been to a colonial map-
maker.

Hong-Kong English, Caribbean English..., the list goes on. Far from being
"our" language, in a nanow British sense, English is now the language of a
multitude of cultures and races, of nofh and south, of black, white, yellow, arld
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brown, ofthe developed arld the developing. It is, in fact, a multi-national language.

It is also, and quite separately, an intemational language, and in that context lies

the logic ofmy basic premise; British English, "our" la¡guage, is the variety most

of the world wants for intemational commùnication purposes. Why? Cefainly not
because it reprcsents some ur-English, or linguisticially pure of basic norm of
"English"-ness. Tbe language of Walt Disney would fulfill this role as easily as the

language of Shakespearc, and could probably be proved, on linguistic grounds, a

more efficient, streamline, and up-to-date model. Linguistics can describe

language(s), but can never fully explain the reasons for their growth or decay, the
pattems of their use in the real world. More powerful factors underlie these: factoß
like politics, economics and basic psychology.

While economics have dictated the rise of a universally comprehensible form
of English as an intemational language, politics have ensured that, on a large part
of t¡e world s¿age, American English has been denied that position: the mere

suspicion of neo-imperialist Íansgession in many pafs of Latin America and

South East Asia, for example, has been enough to swing any balance in these

regional attitudes to yarieties ofEnglish. Similarly, on regional stages, as the Indian
sub-continent, where India is seen as a potential violâtor of borders by surrounding
smaller nation-states, the latter wholehea¡tedly reject the English of the former as

a political form of self-defence from any threat of encroacbment. In situations like
these, British English comes into its own: the days ofthe British Empirc axe long
past, we are a threat to no-one, we have increasingly less realisable political
ambition in the world, hence our language, as a politically "unmaxked" variety for
most arenas, can be happily espoused by any nation, with no fears for the political
consequences. As our political star wanes, our linguistic one must surely wax.

Moreover, British English for many people holds cultural associations which
render it a more atÍactive variety tha¡ the altematives. However inappropriate
tlese associations might be in the world of the nineties, they linger on as popularly
held illusion long after the reality has undergone significant change. A Britain of
thoughtful dons and country gentlemen, of luxurious green lawns and aftemoon
teas, oftennis-playing girls and sweet little old ladies, ofrefinement and a sense of
fair play; there is still a sort of pre-war cultura.l Empire on which the sun has never

set in the minds and imaginations of the great majority of the inhabitånts of our
former colonies and which draws them towards British English, and away from the

newer, brasher varieties which have not really been around long enough to establish

worthwhile associations with any confidence.
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No, English is not "our" language any more. Brilain has given it to the rest ofthe
world, who have picked it up and run with it. But right now, and fo¡ the foreseeable

future, a va¡iety of factors conspire to ensule that "our" Engtish is the one most of
the world wants to use to converse wit¡ the rest of the world.
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Memories, metaphors,

maxims and mvths
Roger Bowers

6 6/-.l ulture" ls an inheriæd wealth in which all share, but it is Passed on to us

\-, fiom different sources, and we share it in different pafs with different
groups to' hich we belong. Definitions then are in orde¡.

If No Man is an Island, entire of itself, it is because âll men and women are

presented with given conventional features oftheir social environment (thât is, their

"Culture") to which they must react through Dormouselike comPliance or Mad-

Hatterlike revolt. We may term these features

. memories

. metaphors

. maxims

. myths.

And I have already used one of each.

Memories are the substance of group recall. Many "British" people remember the

date of the Battle of Hastings (although they may not know who \ryon it); mary
people of my age remember what they wete doing on the day that John F. Kennedy

was killed (but not which political party he belonged to); most of my colleagues

will, like, me recall the quotâtion from John Donne (but not his dates). GrouPs of
different kinds thus define themselves and communicate in part on the basis of
shared knowledge. And we all, ofcourse, belong to many gtoups-the love couple,

the family, the generation group, the nation, the language group, the universe of
humankind and maly ir between.

Metaphoß are not shared knowledge but shared perceptions, caPtured in

language through metaphor, simile and cliche. Inherited wealth (my first sentence)

is a metaphor, one whose distribution it might be interesting to test. Is its force the

same, for example, in Calcutta as in Calais or Califomia? An interesting study

looked at the relative interpretations in Egyptian AÉbic and American English of
such similes as "She shone out like a neon light among candles" a¡d "Life is like
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a plastic bag". The body of metaphor ard analogy which a group, generally a

language group, conventionally uses is a major insight into underlying shared

va.lues and assumptions.

Maxims refe¡ to implicit a¡d explicit guides to behaviour in a group. I have

made explicit (at the end ofmy first paragraph) the maxim that in quasi-academic

prose such as this it is ùseful to define and categorise your terms. Much of
contempora¡y applied linguistics is concemed with making conversational and

behavioural norms explicit, and this preoccupation shows itself in some current
language teaching materials. The GeËrd Hoffrrungjoke (When entering a London
underground train, it is customary to greet all the passengers in your carriage) is a

classic example of such cultuftl instruction gone wrong.
Finally myths: the literary myth (my second paragraph- from Lewis Carroll),

the religious myth (the Good Samaritâri), the contemporary myth and ¡ole model
(Madonna). Pubtic education is concemed in part with passing on the caaonical
myths of religion, of national history, and of literature (from nursery rþmes on),

while the media encourage the power of the majority to tecognise contempora¡y
myth (the worlds of sport, tho pop culture, soap opera, the doings of the Royal
family).

A shared culhue then - a¡d I will now drop the invefed commas - is a¡
agglomeration of common knowledge, perceptions, values and tradition, common
between members of whichever group is in focus in a particular context.

In addressing the issue of"intercùltural communication" we are concemed with
transferring to members of another language group those cornmon elements which,
with personal variations, bind together the members of our own.

Bearing these questions in mind, let us try a few exercises. In each case, the
questions to answeÍ come f[st; the issues raised follow in italics; the answers,

where there are anv. come at the end of the aficle.
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l) Who said, "venl vidi, vici."?
2) ln what sports would You see

3) What is fhe date of Thanksgiving?

4) How many inches are the¡e in a yard?

5) What were tlrc n¿mes of the Beatles?

6) If you set out from l,ondon on the M4,

in which di¡ection would you be heading?

7) What happened in 1992?

8) lvho was DoIl Quixote's sidekick?

9) Is A4 larger or smaller tian A3?

10) Who said, "Am I my blother's k€eper?"?

a th¡ow in?
a lineout?
an off break?

a chicane?

l1) What a¡e the coDnotations of these color[s? 8re¿n
white
yellow
red

12) Wllat a¡e the qualities of these animals? sheep

goats

donkeys

dogs

13) ìVhat does it mean ¡o say fhat an

Erglishman's home is his castle?

14) She found me in a bit of a stew.

15) Life is like a bowl of cher¡ies.

16) Life is like an onion.

17) It's foIty miles as the qow flies.

I 8) He had the looks of a film står -

but mo¡e Woody Allon thar Paül Newman.

19) The neighbourhood was a maze of streets and alleys'

20) It was lainillg stair-¡ods
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2l) Children should be seen aûd not heard.
221 Tl¡m the other cheek.

23) PAYE
24) Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
25) Penalty for imprcper ùsc: f50.
26) TVo's company, tl¡.ree's a c¡owd.
27) The customer is always úght.
28) Good fences make good neighboù¡s.

29) Neither a bonower or a lender be.
30) Do not test the deDth of the dve¡ with both feet.

3l) Romeo and -
32) Jack and -
33) Radha and -
34) David and -
35) O¡pheus and -
3ó) l¿uel and -

3?) Napoleon and -
38) Laricelot and -
39) Bouva.rd and -
40) Sodom and -

4l) Tweedledum and -

42) Noddy and -
43) Simon and -
44) Saatchi and -

45) Hansel and -
46) Torvil and -

47) Jules et -
48) Abbott and -

49) Ann Zeigler and -
50) Mo¡ecambe and -

5l) Tom and -
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The Memories
(1) - (10) involve straightforward factual recall shared memories. The issue they

raise is best put by asking the simple question: which group of people might you

expect to know the answer in each case? And would translation into theú own

language help? In few cases in fact is the distribution of a high resPonse rate likely

to corelate with a language group. Culture in the sense offactual knowledge, gloùP

memory, is multifaceted.

Thus the answer to (1) would be generatly expected throughout Europe and

translation is barely necessary. In (2), with the aid of translation, you woùld get a

very wide global response to the first; a timited and oddly distributed one to the

second; a limited and Anglophone one to the third; the foufh could be difficult to

predict. (3) would be so obvious in North America as to be barely worth asking, but

would get a limited response elsewhere. (4) has ilcreasingly limited distribution as

use of the metric system spreads. (5) at one time spread well beyond national

bounda¡ies, but is now subject to the tansitory nature of contemporary fame. Few

outside the llK would make much of (6), a¡d translation would not help. the

response to (?) would vary depending where you asked it, but u/ithin EuIoPe the

question would hardly require translation. (8), suitabty translated, would be widely

answerable, exGnding across a widely spread linguistic groùPing but also across

an intemational community of the "well read". (9), with translation, would mean

something in particular occupational or professional circles. And (10), with

translation, would distribute on religious grounds.

The Metaphors
These are more difficult to give a firm ansr¡/er to since they call for pelceptions

rather than facts. Expeience suggests there are interesting and sometimes unex-

pected responses to questions of this ki¡d 
- 

as there are to poehy and other

literature which regularly uses such verbal ârtifices.

In (11), for example, a standatd 'Ewopeafl' response will associate green with

ftesh, young, spring-like, a¡d therefore now ecologically sound; white with purity'

cleanliness; yellow with (in the cliche) cowardice, and perhaps autumn; and red

with heat, blood, danger and conventionally "stop". But these are not all universal

values: try with a mixed cùltural group a word association game bâsed on the

colours, and find out for instance whether black or white is the conventional colout

of mouming.
The animals in (12) generally carry similar connotations to those in English: in
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countries where the animals are not endemic, the connotations have often been
impofed through colonial pattems of education. (13) translated would draw an
interesting range ofresponses from speakers ofother languages. (14) probably has
culinary analogies in stewless societies: etheredirectfanslations (casseroles and
cocidos) in Europe? (15) would mean little even in English if it had not been
enshrined in song. ( 1 6) is a new pbrase: Íanslated, it would Fobably elicit the same
two responses in any language. (17) might cause problems in c¡owless societies.
(18) would be definitely restricted, though not to a particular language goup. (19)
could be interestingly widespread insofar as the maze or labyrinth is a motifi n many
traditions. (20) is less familiar than tho cliche "cats and dogs ", and the visual impact
may be best understood in societies t¡at have houses that have ståirs that have
carpets that have rods.

Surprisingly little ethnographic research is available to language (a¡rd litera-
turÐ teacheß on the proximities and distances in terms of metaphor and allegory
between speâkers of different languages: the notion of "idiom", which like these
exercises incolpoÍates some oftie more ba¡ral instances of allusion, is perhaps over
due for a come back in foreign language teaching. It would take a longer article than
this to explore the deeper issues conceming metaphor in relation to cognition and
language.

The Max¡ms
Considering (21) - (30), it is inte¡esting to note the sources of their authority:
common usage (21), though likely to be disputed in the post-Spock society; holy
rrit (22); national institutions of the day-to-day vaiety (23,25) or those with
fundamental authoritative status (24); literature (28, 29).

Another aspect of maxims, not demonstruted here, is behavioural conventions
of the kind that communicâtive language teaching, and particularly work in
discourse and pragmatics, is often concemed with; how to âddress people, how to
start and finish letters, rvhen to use yors and t¡l etc. The gamut then from recognising
the tune of the Nâtional Anthem and knowing what power it has for a people to
knowing how to interpret the winking of an eye.

The Myths
Since these axe by definition the longest to describe and expand on, I will attempt
to do neither but leave you with this challenge. First, to complete the paiß listed in
(31) to (50) and to note their derivations (contemporary media, literature, classical
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studies, taught history etc). Secondty, to caPtule the flavou ofeach allusion: what

is it, in being familiar with the pairing (and you will notbe familiarwithall ofthem)'

thât you are to some extent attuned to? The answers will include story lines; shared

childhood memories; literary traditions; the spirit of a decade; and other parts of
your own cultural kaleidoscope.

The questions that encircle intercultural communication are numerous and

ñ¡ndamental. Among them are these:

. Givon the complexity of cultute, is intercultural communication a

feasible objective?
. If we believe that it is, can we define cultural foatures by the language

group as poworfully as by sorne of the other groups that I haYe

mentioned? Ca¡ we prioritiso cultural comPonents for the learner, and

decide what we noed to teach and what they will have somehow

(probably by oxposure) to acquire? And is it our aim to help the learnor

replicato such features or only recognise them?
. Is it possible to teach about culture, which is all about grouP values, in

a way which is not itsolf value-laden and perhaps a distortion or

dimilution of the culture of the learner?
. Finally, whe¡e a¡o our sources? For the¡e arg no dictionaries or ¡efer-

enco grammars of cultu¡e - unless, perhaPs, that is a definition of
literature.

The Answers
l) Julius caesar, if we are to beliovo Suetonius or Plutarch.

2) A thro\a,-in: soccer (association football), A lineouÍ rugger (rugby

union football, but not rugby league). An off break: crickot (but not

as often as you used to, at least in B¡itain). Achicane: gmnd Prix motor

racing (notc the polyglot flavour of tho terminology, and the eclectic

list of grand pdx venues).

3) It deponds on the year, but the fourth Thursday in November.

4) 36, unless one is thinking cubic.

5) John, Paul, George and Ringo (usually in that order).

6) Westward Ho!

7) In fourt€en hundred aIld ninety t\À,o, Columbus sailed the ocean blue;
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in fourteen hund¡ed and ninety three, Columbus sailed the deep blue

sea. In 1992 (or 1993 to be precise), symbolically at least, the

European Single Market takes effect.
8) Sancho Panza, providing (more than did his master) a model for

dozens of Vy'estems.

9) AnA4 sheetofpaperis half the size ofA3 AmericanA4 is annoyingly

diffe¡ent f¡om European standard.

10) Cain, according to Cenesis 4:9 and (more recently) Jeffrey Arcber.

1l) See note above.

12) Sheep are blindly obedient; goats stubborn, and undiscriminating

eaters; donkeys dumb butnoisy; dogs invariably man's, and occasion-

ally woman's, best friend.
t3) Free, tradition would have it, from the conshaints of law and the

dictats of convention. This,like many ofthe sayings ofthe kind, isnot
actually true.

14) Orin a bit of a pickle perhaps. Interesting that I could probably not
get away with "in a bit of a hotpot", whereas "in a bit of a boeuf

bourguignonne" would be a definite bon mot.

l5) The song colltillues: "don't take it serious, it's too m]asterious". What

mystery surrounds a bowl of cherries is not clear.

16) It brings tears to the eyes. But also (I have heard this said most often

about cities, like Calcutta) you can keep stripping off layers of society

and always finding others undemeath.

17) To my mind a goose would have been a better choice: but still a nice

visual image as you draw your line across the map's contours.

18) Physical attractiveness is, of cou¡se, to some degree race-specific.

1 9) The meander, maze or labyrinth appears in simila¡ base form in matry

religious and design traditions. 1991, incidentally, is the English

Tourist Board's Year of the Maze.

20) Or pestles ard mortars (in English). Or corde.t (in French). Or buckets

(in both). A rich source of linguistic and dialectal compa¡ison.

21) An old proverb, less hea¡d these days. Biblicat.
22) Pay as you eam (familiar to British tax payers as an abbreviatiot for

income tax paid at source).

24) From the American constitutlon.

25) \ryarning on the 'communication cord' or emergency signal inBritish
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Rail ftains: the amount has changed oYer the years.

26) An old proveù, probabty with its cownterpart in most languages.

2?) Apracticalmotto for the shopkeeper-which, according to NaPoleon,

England is or was a nation of.

28) An old saw, well used by Robert Frost:

My apple trees will neyer get across

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.

He only says, 'Good fences mtke good neighbors.'

29) From Shakespeare, with the Bible the richest source of comrnon lore'

30) Unlikely to ring many bells with Eoglish speakers, though the mean-

ing is easily enough thoùght out' The source is African.

31) Juliette 39) Pécuchet 46) Dean

32) flll 40) Gornorrha 47) Itm
33) Siddartha 41) Tweedledum 48) Cosællo

34) Goliath 42) Big Ears 49) \ry'ebster Booth

35) Eurydice
3ó) Ha¡dy

37) Josephine

43) Ga¡fi¡nkel
44) Saatchi

45) Gretel

50) Wise
51) Jerry
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Language, Sexism and Schools
Jennifer Coates

ff, / e need to be clea¡ what we mean by sexism in language before we can begin

V Y to assess what the educational implications are. The phrase coYers at least

three areas of concem.

First there is the area of sex differences in language use: linguists have

demonstrated in research in many different societies that women and men lalk

differently. This is sometimes manifested ir differential pattems of pronunciation

or grammar, sometimes in differences in communicatiYe competence - the evi-

dence suggests that women and men adoPt different interactive styles.

Secondly, the phrase refers to sexism in the system. The linguistic system

reflects cultural beliefs about the relative imPortârice ofthe two sexes. This means

botì that women tend to be hidden (through the use of so-called 'generic' forms,

'he' and 'man' and also through gaps in the lexicon which mean that there is a lack

of words to express women's experience, and thât women are t¡ivialised and

denigrated (words referring to women tend to have lower status, and over time

acquire negalive meanings, cf. 'hussy', 'dame' and comPafe master/mistress,

bachelor/spinster).

Lastly, sexism in language can lead to alienation - it has been argued that since

men create language to reflect their view of the world, and since language

determines the \ ay speakers see the world, then women are forced to see things

ftom a male viewpoint.
It seems to me that all these three asPects of language and sexism have

educational implications; I shall examine them in tum'

In terms oflanguage use, girls in school differ from other disadvantaged groups:

the significant aspect of their language use is not their pronunciation or grammar,

but the wider area of their communicative competence. It has been shown that

children acquire language appropriate to thet sex, and this includes differentiated

communicative competence. In the school settíng, this differing understanding of
when to speak, when to remain silent, how to mark speech for politeness, when it
is permissible to intenupt, etc. helPs to contribute to different outcomes for girls and

boys.

Crucially, their differentiated communicative competence enables boys to
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dominate in the classroom. Research findings demonsftate that boys participate

actively in class, call out answers, make lols of gùesses, while girls listen more

passively. Girls are explicitly taught that loudness is 'unfeminine' , and it seems that

gids' sense oftheir own identity as female makes them feel that the speech acts of
arguing, challenging and shouting a¡e inappropriate behaviou¡ for them. The

English infant school defines the quiet child as well-behaved and the noisy child as

badly-behaved. It is girls rather than boys who conform to the schools' demand for
quiehess and who are perceived by teachers as 'good'.

But recent innovations in educational practice have stressed the imPortance of
active leaming. Being actively involved means talking, among other things - the

quiet child if quiet means passive and unassertive, is a child who is unable to

pa¡ticipate tully in leaming.
Alother consequence of boys' more noisy undisciplined behaviour is that they

get more attention. Recent research in the United Slates, Bdtain and Sweden

confims this - it seems that teachers give about two-thirds oftheir attentíon to boys.

Boys receive both mo¡e disapproval and more pruise. By resPonding to boys'

demanding behaviour, teachers in effect rewârd that behaviour. Teachers' re-

sponses encourage boys to act independently, but lower girls' self esteem: by 1 1 or

12, bright girls are known to have significantly lower self-image than boys of
comparable ability.

Teachers' awa¡eness of the different communicative competence of girls and

boys also affects the choice of topics to be discussed in school. Lessons ate

organised to rcflect boys' interests, because teachets have leamed that boys will
object - loudly - to topics they see as effeminate, while girls will accep "boys"

toprcs.

As far as sexism in the linguistic system itselfis concemed, it seems reasonable

to assume that it has a profound influence on school children. The use of 'he' after

sex-indefinite antecedents (e.g. the child. . .he; the scientist. ..he) and of 'man' as a

noun feferdng to human species as a whole (e.g. 'stone age man'; 'men ofideas')

are not only sexist in themselves, but can have a cumulative effect on girls,

reinforcing their sense of alienation.

These 'generic' froms which are common in school textbooks, help to make

women invisible, and serve to marginalise girls. (If you're sceptical about this, t[y
reading abookwhere 'she' is usedthroughout as thegenericPronoun - itis amazing

how differently the reâder feels in terms of whether she identifies with the text or

not. )
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What can teachers do about sexism in language? First and foremost, schools

should be encouraged to have a formal policy in relation to language, as do, for

example, major publishing houses (e.g. McGraw Hill) and some professional

organisations (e.g. the National Union of Joumalists)' Moreover, teacheß need to

know about sex differences in language use in order to adoPt new strategies' They

can discuss the issue in class with pupils, monitor toPics to see they alen't biased

towards boys' interests, call on girls to speak, look at girls when addressing the

class, get girls to chair groups and to repof back on group work.

At root, however, the problem is a social, not a linguistic one. Some schools a-re

making brave effolts to combat these social pressures by, for example, encouraging

teachers to make sure they talk to and listen to girls as much as boys, and by

t¡rcwing out sexist textbooks, but until society changes, teachels will have to fight

an uphill battle.
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Playful Activities to Teach English

to Very Young Children
Elaine Delage

\/ ery young children have a short attention sPan and we see tlrcm leam faster

V when the class is presented in t¡e form ofPlayful activities. Through games,

songs, acting and dancing, children absorb a great deal of expressions and

structues. This article will present a number of entertaining devices to make the

pupils hear or speak English, each of these activities lasting between 5 to 15

minutes, depending on how interested the litde ones are.

Games
7. Pi¿tures
Each new word should be illustrated as clearly as possible. One can use ready made

pictures or one can make them. The book entítled 1000 Pictures Íor Teachers to

Copy is very useful in this respect. A series of games are based on PictuIes, such

as the classic one 'Whât's missing?'.For insfånce:

. Teach the words 'cat', 'dog' and 'mouse' showitg three diffe¡ent

picû¡res.
. Put the picturcs on a felt or magnotic board.
. Ask the children to close thei¡ oves.
. Remove one of the picturos.
. Ask the pupils to open their eyes and to say what's missing.

This game can be done with olher word categories and the number of Pictures is

always adapted to the level of the class.

2. Pbture card gønes

Numerous pictue card games are useful to teach vocabula¡y and are listed in the

bibliography.
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3. Drawing, painting and colouring
The teacher can draw on the board to illustrate the words he is presenting. The same

can be done with painting. For exâmple, he paints lines and children have to say

rvhether they are thick, thin, cùrved, straight, etc. ..
Youngsteß enjoy drawing or colouring pictures and they will do so while

listening to a song or a story in English. Ifthere are too many pupils in class, a part

of them can do some colouring while the others receive more individual attention.

This activity often calms do\ /n the kids when they âre very excited.

4. Props
As in a play, props are useful tools in language class. Children a¡e fond of playing

with different toys and objects. Here is a game which may last a whole period for
it leads to different activities.

Coloured Hats
. Give each child one coloured piece of cardboard paper.
. Teach the chilùen how to make a hat.
. Collect the bats.
. Teach them the colours while showing the hats.
. Do a series oflittle games such as 'pick up a blue hat' or 'pink hat, stand

ùp!'

This can lead to a song such as 'The Hat Song' ftom Go.

The bag game is another successful actiyity \ ith youngsteß. The teacher selects a

number of items, and, once s/he is sure that the pupils know the vocabulary for them,

s/he puts the things in a bag and the children have to name oach object as it's pulled

out ofthe bag:

. 'One, two three, what can you see?'

. 'I can see a tower. etc...'

This game can also be present as magic.

5.Maþ
The various items once tâught to the pupils can come out of a top-hat, mysteriously.
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h English by Magic, you can find quite a few good tricks, easy to perform, which
enable you to teach many words and sentences. My pupils (aged bet\reen 4 and 9)
are particularly fond of the vanishing pen trick.

6. Dolls, cardboard men, puppets and masks

Children love toy creatures and they can leam a lot of words while playing with
them. Here is a game that can be done wit¡ a doll, teddy-bear or any other object.

The child¡en stand in a ci¡cle, the teacher stands in the middle.

The teacher throws the doll to a child who must say a word belonging
to a category chosen as the beginning of the game, i.e. fumiture, pafs
of the body, animals, etc...
If a pupil fails to answer, or makes a mistake, s/he must sit down. This
last rule can be omitted if it breaks the youngster's confidence.

Dolls can also be used to teach the various parts of the body. The cardboard man

of the REMI method is a very appropriate tool too. Puppets are very much

appreciated by chilùen. One can make puppets with a sock and two buttons for the

eyes, for example, or use ready-made puppets like 'Blacky' and 'Mousy' of the

REMI mcthod. In the excitement of playing with puppets, shy cbildren will often
forget their timidity. They'll speak to puppets and will a¡swer them more readily
than to teacheß. In the same way, hiding behind a mask removes one's self-
consciousness and provides a lot offun.

7. SIP and SIPS
Little ones are delighted with stories and illusFated pictures (SIP). Stories illus-
trated by pictures and songs (SIPS) are being developed more and more. For

insl rce,To! To! La¿d is a musical tale beautifully illustrated.

8. Audio-vidc o mate rial
Talking directly to the pupils is a lively method which can be interrupted sometimes

by the playing of a tape. It intoduces variety and is paficularly useful when the

tapes contain songs or noises that can't be made easily in the class. Slides, filmstrips
and videos are also entertaining educational means in the language class. Among
rhe videos, M uzzy in G onderland \s avery valuable cartoon designed to teach basic

English to primary school child¡en.
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The various groups of activities \ryhich have been mentioned above are only a

few ofthe numerous ways of enteÍaining very young children in the English class.

Many more devices ca¡ be exploited such as English through handicrafts, English

through cooking or English tbrough the computer.

S¡ng¡ng, acting and danc¡ng
1. Singing
Class motivØtion

In the secondary school, some difhculties might arise regarding class motivation.

This is much less ftequent in the primary school where the children are less

inhibited. However, some pupils don't like singing. If they are forced to, they won't
enjoy the class aad they won't leam. Those who don't wish to sing canjust listen,

for the listening aspect of the exercise is also very educational.

Often pupils who refuse to sing at first are pulled along by the others and end

up by singing themselves. Some children sometimes don'tjoin in because they sing

off key. A solution for that is to use rapping songs in which everybody can easily

participate.

Chants

With chants, there is no music, and the only difficulry is to keep the beat arìd, of
course, to pronounce the words. Carolyn Graham, an American EFL teacher, has

written many chants which child¡en love repeating over and over again. Here is a¡
example:

Where' s føck?
He' s not here-

Where díd he go?

I don't know.

Where' s Mary?
She' s not here.

Where did she go?

Chants are easy to make and there is no need to be musical. You just need to wdte
a simple poem with a few repetitions and you say it in rhythm, clapping your hands

or usins a tambourine.
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Nursery rhymes

Nursery rhymes ought to be carefi.rlly selected. One should let aside difficùlt
rþmes which the pupils might not understand. Nursery rþmes in which many
words or structures are repeated are eâsy to remember. If the children act them, the
meaning gets home faster.

Songs from ESL methods

These songs for children are short and repetitive. The REMI method contâins

concise a¡d facile songs which consolidate the lânguage acquired in each lesson,

For example:

I smell with my nose

I eqt with my mouth

I heor with my eo.rs

I touch with my hands

I see with ny eres.

There is greater and greater emphasis on songs in the nùmerous methods for
children that a¡e coming out, sorne of which are listed in the bibliography.

Songs created by teachers or pupils
One can use familiar tunes and put one's own words to them. The same tune can

be used several times with different words. In Sesame Steet, therc are a few
traditional songs adapted for the lessons. This one uses the melody of 'Clementine' ;

I have a heodache

I have a heqdache

I have a heødache right now
Right now my head hurts
And I have to see a nurse

I have øn earøche-..

I h\ve a toothøche..,

I have a sore throat...

If you are a little musical, you cari create simple tunes to set a few words to music.
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2. Acting and miming
Most ofthe language activities ought to be mimed or acted. I insist on this, because

there is a very great danger, particularly with young pupils, which is to believe that

they haye acquired some vocabulary when they know a rþrne or a song by heart'

Unfortunately, chil&en often repeât automatically, without trying to understard

what the text is about. Miming games are efficacious to test the children's

comprehension: the teacher or a pupil gives orders and the class has to mime the

actions. The children often copy each other. It does not matter. They soon leam the

words.

'S imon says . . . ' is a favourite with children who never get tired ofthis game. My
pupils enjoy doing miming dances. The class sings:

Someone's døncing Lord, Kumbolq
Someone's dancing Lord, Kumbayø

Someone's doncing Lord, Kumbøyø

O Lord, Kunbøya

3. Dancing
Very young children need to move about a lot, so when they get restless, make them

jump, dance or move a¡ound the classroom. You can make them do rounds while

singing, or do action songs like the following one which comes fiom Jump into the

Ring:

Clap those hands!

Stdmp those leet!
Turn around and take q seqt!

Children like dancing, and with a little patience, one can make them do a square

dance whilethey sing asong like: 'She'llbe coming roundthe mountain'. Andwhy
not do aerobics in the English class, It's a very tonic way to teach vocabulary or

conjugations..
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Un journal d'apprentissage

pour préparer à l'enseignement
Bernadette Grandcolas

! expérience présentée ici se déroule à I'Univeßité de Pa¡js VIII avec les

étudiants qui se destinent à l'enseignement du français langue étrargère :

leur cursus exige 25 heures d'apprentissage d'unelangue nouvelle, accompagnées

d'une réflexion sur cet apprentissage. Plusieurs universités ont créé des cours ds

langue spécifrques à ces étudiants. Nous avons préféré profiter du gra¡d éventail

de larìgues offert p notre université et laisserle choix de lalangue apprise à chaque

étudiant : celui-ci se trouye alors dans un groupe d'apprena¡ts "normal" et choisit

d'apprendre une langue pour laquelle il a en général un minimum de motivation.

Les cou¡s sont de 2h30 par semaine pendant 10 semaines; chaque semaine

t'étudiant rédige un "joumal de bord" qui lui est rendu avec quelques commentaires

sul les points les plus intéressants de son favail. A la fin du semestre, l'étudiant
rédige une synthèse et c'est à partir de ces synthèses que je vous présente ici
quelques remarques qui me semblent pertinentes pour tout enseignement des

langues.

Ce type de recherches se développe maintenant depuis presque une dizaine

d'arnées : plusieurs "language leamer diaries" ont été établis à UCLA. Plusieurs

articles sont parus indiquant que l'élude des statégies des "good language

leamels" pouvait être intéressante. Par ailleurs les recherches sur la conscientisation

et I'autonomie des apprena¡ts se développent (CRAPEL, Allwright).
Comme nous I'avions trouvé dans les "diaries" américains, ce sont suÍout les

facteurs psychologiques de I'apprentissage qui sont mis en valeur. Ainsi, le rôle de

I'enseignant est perçu comme fondanental, surtout pour le maintien de la motivâ-

tion. Bonne humeur, sourire, chaleur, vitalité, confiance sont des termes qui

reviennent fréquemment. Mais cela ne suffit pas, l'implication de l'enseignant

envers les étudiants est perçue comme fondamentale : "l'enseignant, bien que

toujours très aimable ne prenait absolument pas en compte les difficultés et les

besoins des étudiants. Il avait dans la tête des objectifs très précis pour chaque

cours, objectifs que nous ne connaissions absolument pas"; "l'enseignant devrait

savoir se remetÍe en question, analyser les réactions d'une classe en tânt que
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symptôme"; "en nous mettant en situation d'échec, il nous a bloqués";"il n'y a rien

de plus irritant quant vous posez une question à un enseignant que de s'entendre

répondre : nous verrons cela plus tard".
La vie du groupe est également perçue comme un élément important : "la bonne

entente du groupe a été essentielle et a cefåinement favorisé les risques" qùe je
prenais en essayant des phrases nouvelles". Un autre thème psychologique récurlent

est I'impression d'une certaine infantilisation due aùx souvenirs d'apprentissage

scolaire, qùe ce soit au niveau individuel ('le rne surprends un soir à espérer que

le prof inte[ogera mon voisin, àpropos d'une question queje n'ai pas comprise",

'l'avais te désir inconscient d'ête prise en charge, sécudsée, à cause de mon

apprentissage de I'anglais à 11 ans") ou sur le plan collectif ("nous faisons un

contrôle sur les verbes. Le prof paft 5 minutes poul aller chercher le technicien au

labo, tout le monde profite de son absence poùr regardû le livre ... j'âvais

l'irnpression d'être à l'école primaire').

Méthodolog¡e
L'université offte la possibilité d'apprendre une vingtaine de langues différentes,

mais il n'existe aucune hamonisation entre les méthodologies ernployées. On ne

peut rêver meilleu inventaire pous sensibiliser les étudiants à l'évolution
méthodologique : on trouve des cours grammaire/traduction confiés à des lecteurs

étrangers venus fai¡e une thèse de littérature, des cours fondés sur la méthode

directe; plusieùIs dépa.rtements utilisent, sans les remettre en question, des méthodes

audio-visuelles dont I'université était très frère à la frn des années 60. . . Cette va¡iété

permet des discussions intéressantes lors des réunions de synthèse (5 fois dans le

semestre) et provoqùe beaucoup de commentaires dans les joumaux de bord. Sans

nous y attarder ici, nous mentionnerons cependant ùn certain nombre de remarques

concemant la paft de la grammaire dans I'enseignement.

Grammaire :

Ces remarques ne sont peut-ête pas généralisables; il ne faut pas oublier que nofte

public est composé d'apprenants "gËmmaticalisés" et intéressés par ces questions.

Ils ont toìrs ressenti le besoin de faire appel à la grammaire, mais ont rejeté les

explications Fâmmaticales unilatérales "le prof a fait une révision de toìlte la

morphosyntaxe du pofugais en vue de préparer I'examen;je dis bien 'le prof' car

nous sommes restées Íès inactives", "j'ai bien aimé son intervention : essayez de

tirer vous-même une règle du suffixe datif après avoir vu une série d'exemples;
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c'est uno méthode positive pour moi",'Je me rends compte queje rctiens beaucoup

plus facilcment les mini-règles que le prof apporte selon les problèmes des

étudiants que les grands lableaux synthétiques. Petit à petit, on essaie de créer une

cohérence enffe tous ces points disparates", "il me plait que ce soit les étudiants qui

fassent les remarques en soulevant les problèmes de grammaire, de façon à ce que

ces points ne soient pas traités en blocs homogènes faisant I'objet de phases

d'écoute interminable, mais brièvement ûaités et repris au cours des séances

suivantes".

Ufrlisatinn du français ù I'intéri¿ur du cours :
Les étudiants ont été sensibles à cette question. Ils ont regrclté que da¡s ceftains

cours la langue étralgère ne soit pas utilisée pour tout ce qui touche à la vie
quotidienne de la classe : "le profnous a dit bonjou en italien la septième séance

et nous a souhaité 'joyeux Noël' en français..." Les dialogues de la méthode

d'italien sont systématiquement présentés avec leul haduction : "dommage qu'il
y ait cette traduction presque simultanée; même si certains mots nous échappent,

le sens global est compris... La familiarisation avec la largue est possible, si on

nous laisse le temps de nous en emprégner, même avec des doutes, et les offorts de

compréhension sont plus profitables, pùisque nous avons un rôle actif da¡s cette

recherche de la compréhension", "l'enseignant traduisait systématiquement tous

les mots et phmses qu'il nous présentait, sa¡s nous laisser ls temps d'essayer de

deviner le sens de ces demiers selon leur contexto, ce qui mettait les étùdiants dans

une situation de réception passive. Il me semble que la taduction systématique

n'est pas plus souhaitable que le refus systématique de lâ haduction, car cette

attitude donne aux apprcnants I'habitude de décortiquer la langue, c'est-à-dire de

traduire tous les mots pour pouvoir comprendre une phrase, et d'auhe part

I'habitude de s'exprimer en polonais par lajuxtaposition de différents mots étudiés

isolément, au lieu d'essayer d'acquérir globalement des expressions qui sont

indispensables à la communication"; "l'évacuation des habitudes de salangue est

fteinée lorsque le professeur traduit systématiquement les structufes nouvelles

empêchant ainsi la perception globale". En reva¡che on trouve des remarques qui

montrent les avantages de Ia démarche inve¡se : "quand le professeur cherche à

nous expliquer quelque chose en portùgais, non seulement on écoute ce qu'elle dit
pour comprendre, rnais on retient plus ou moins inconsciemment certains aspects

de sondiscouß (sa façon d'argumenter p exemple), que I'on emploiera sans s'en

rendre compte un autre jour lors d'une intéraction dans laquelle on se sera
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suffisamment senti impliqué; "le Fofesseur ne parlem qu'en espagnol, même pour

aborder une difficulté gm¡nmaticale et l'inquiétude s'effacera peu à peu, car si on

ne comprend pas la totalité de son discours, on parvient à saisir I'essentiel, qui est

répété et formulé différemment et que les étudiants peuvent isoler du ¡este." "Les

étudiants maintenus dans le bain de langue ont moins de mal à s'exprimer, à prendre

la parole. Le pas sage incessant d'une langue à I'autre est facteur de ralentissement,

favorise la traduction menlale et empêche toute percePtion globale". Terminons

avec une remarque qui peut noùs amener à réfléchir sur la manière d'établù la

communication en langue étrangère : "le français s'est introduit de manière

insidieuse dans le cours : au début, nous étions sensés être dotés d'une intuition
prophétique et le français étåit sacrilège. Progressivement, il a Perdu son caractère

tabou jusqu'à l'omniprésence : les étudia¡ts n'ayant jamais appris à demander la

signification d'un mot portugais, l'ont accueilli avec soulagement et le Professeur,
initiateur de I'interdit a eu recours à la traduction, faute d'avoir mis au point un

métalangage cohéront".

Civilßstion et culture étrøngère :
Nous nous arrêtons p€u sur cette rubrique, car dans le cas de l'enseignement de

l'a¡glais, vu souvent dans les cours d'adultes comme une langue intemationale, se

posent des problèmes pafticuliers. Notons cependant que daru la plupatt des

joumaux de bord, on relève des regrets sur le peu d'importance donné à I'aspect

culturel dans les cours, et combien I'apprentissage de certains éléments linguistiques

a été favorisé par leur présentation dans ìrn contexte étranget. Plusieurs suggestions

sont faites poul intégrer cette dimensions au cours :

"le cours ne doit pasprendre sajustification en lui-même; son PrinciPal
intérêt est d'aillours, par exemple dans larecontre de personnes patlant

la langue, dans la presse ou la littérature"
"il serait bon qu'au début de chaque cours les apPrenants patlont de

leurs contacts avec la langue, de leuß échanggs avec les natifs pendant

l'espace de temps entle les séances".

Stratégies
Dès le début des cours, les étudiants avaient été sensibilisés à cet aspect de l'analyse

et ceci par l'aficle de Joan Rubin sur ce sujet. Leur travail dans ce domaine a

consisté à illustrer par des exemples concrets une partie des stratégies définies par
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Joan Rubin et aussi et surtout à défrnir leur style d'apprenant :

"je m'invente des monologues intérier¡rs pour utiliser des expressions

qui me plaisent (caractèr€ ludique de l'approntissage d'une langue)"

"j'ai beaucoup joué avec les sons : j'ai calqué ma voix sul celle de la

cassette afin d'avoir même rythme et même intonation".

Tous, dans leur bilan final indiquent que cette analyse des statégies a beaucoup

favorisé leur apprentissage : elle les a sensibilisés à l'idée de I'importance d'une

participation active, de faire jouer l'aptitude à la déduction et à la nécessité de

prendre certains risques en dépit des possibililés d'erreur.

lnteract¡on
Pendant cefiains cours, les éhrdiants avaient pour consigne de regarder de plus près

comment se déroulaient les échanges da¡s la classe : beaucoup de fiches portent des

remarques sul le questionnement, la correction et les différents t¡pes de feedback,

le sentiment d'authenticité ou non dans la communication, On retrouve les

remarques désormais classiques sur I'impoÍance du temps de parole de I'enseignant,

sur la centralité de son rôle et le déroulement sans surprise des échanges (i[ existe

encore de nombreuses intéractions selon un schéma pÉétabli, chaque élève étant

interlogé à son tour, de gauche à droitQ. Le fait d'avoir été sensibilisé à ces

problèmes a modifré de façon intéressante cefains comportements :

"Les apprenantn observateus essayaient de temps en temps de décentraliser

les échanges en posant des questions pe¡sonnelles aux aut¡es étudia[ts

et au professeur pour susciter des intéractions"

"Nous étions un petit groupe décidé à commr¡niquer en italien : daus le

cor¡loir, en attendant lg commellcement du couts, nous commencions à

nous saluer et àcommuniquer, et cela de manière tout à fait ludique. La

langue étrangère devenait une sorte d'excuse pour s'approcher de

l'autre, devenfu un autre : elle permettait d'être plus hardi ('vieni con

me bella rugazzal') ou carrément fantaisiste".

Dans d'autres cas, les étudiants sont amenés à prendre conscience de l'artifltcialité
de la plupart des échanges :
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. "L'étùdiart A, qui posa une question à B son voisin, regardç en fait le
prof, véritable courroie dc transmission omniprésenta, qui roformr¡le à

son tour la question (même si elle est correctement énoncée par A) et
la roûvoie à B. De touto façon, les étudiants ne se regardaient jamais :

ils regardaielt soit l'enseignant, soit lcurs notes; ceci montle combien

nous étions loin dos situations de communication spontanée et aussi

illustre la valorisation de la relation enseignant/apprenant par rapport
à la relation apprenant/apprenant".

Cette citation décrit probablement ìrn comportement qui est moins fréquent
actùellement, mais elle illustre bien ce phénomène de la "double énonciation"
(Irévise) courante dans les échanges didâctiques. Cependarit, l'authenticité de

certains échanges a été rcconnue et analysée :

"Il faut qu'il y ait toujou¡s un destinataire à mes interventions : je me

sens incapable de faire des efforts pour quelque chose ou quelqu'un

imaginaire".

"Vers la fin du semestre, I'enseignant nous a posé des questions

personnelles concernant notle activité gn dehors de lluniversité. J'ai
éprouvé un grand plaisir à parler de ce qui m'implique, de ce qui

constitue mon universpersonnel. Le groupe classe est'ici etmaintenant'

dans ure situation de communication liée au vêc[."

Beaucoup de commenatircs ont été faits à propose du problème de la correction :

sa nécessité n'est pas niée de façon absoluo, mais elle est souvent très mal vécue.

. "Le fait d'être interrompu à chaque eûeur 
"o-rnir" 

prouoqu" un

blocage et est ressenti comme pénalisant."

Deux solutions sont proposées : la simple reprise comme dans les situations

naturelles, la coop&ation dans le groupe si une bonne ambiance est créée.

Bilan
Tous les étudiants qui ont paÍicipé à cette expérience I'ont vécue de manière tlès
positive, en dépit du travail qu'elle enhainait. Ils ont su en tirer de nombreuses

conséquences, tant sur le plan de ['apprentissage que sur celui de I'enseignement :
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"Ce travail d'observation m'a fait prendre conscielce du rôle que je
pouvais jouer dans mon apprentissage de la langue : il m'était possible

d'intoryenfu dans ce cours, même avec cette méthode traditionnnelle,
puisqüej'avais envie d'apprend¡e autrement autre chose. Il me semble

que si chaque apprenart pouvait prendre conscience de son apprentissage,

le déroulement du cours serait changé."

"Notrerôle d'apprenart/observateür a fait que nos interventions étaient

moins spontanées, plus réfléchies et odentées consciemment pour
vérifier telle ou telle hypothèse... Nous é1ions beaucoup plus sensibles

à ce qui est important ou non,.. Se poser des questions ne peut que faire
progresser I'apprentissage de façon efficace. Il ne faut pas arriver au

cours de langue en 'consommateur' passif'.
"La négociation des objectifs, les discr¡ssions au sr¡jet des différortes
stratégieset'ruses' employées, lasollicitation delacapacitédedéduire
sont des éléments qüi doive[t faire partie intég¡ante du cou¡s".
"Je pense qu'au sein d'ùn groupe d'apprenants, la comparaison des

shafégies d'apprentissage pourrait êtle tlès fiuctueuse pout ceux qui

n'ont pas pu imaginer une stratégie personnelle pour assimiler tellg ou

telle notion",

Un étudiant fait même la proposition suivante :

'?ourquoi pas, au vu de cefte expérience, instaurer dans les cours de langue des

dialogues plus ouverts avec les apprenants en les mettant à tour de rôle comme

observateurs?"

Pour terminer, j'aimerais citer les conclusions d'une éh¡diante, qui enseigne

I'anglais dans la formation permanente :

"Je pense être devenue à la fois exigeante et plus compréhensive avec mes

étùdiants : je ne les laisse pas s'endormir dans leur rôle d'apprenant passif, ni se

contenter d'à peu près. Je cormais le sentiment d'inquiéhrde que peut donner

I'impression de ne pas contrôler ce qui se passe. Je fais plus d'attention qu'avant

à ce que mes instructions soient absolument claires, à ne pas marquer de sympathie
plus marquée à un étudiant qu'à un autre et surtout à I'aÍnosphère de la classe".

Ainsi, pour I'apprentissage comme pour I'enseignement, cette expérience s'est
révélée très positive et je vous souhaite tous de pouvoir la vivre un jour !
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Dictionaries

and Teacher Development
Seth Lindstromberg

Thesis 1

læaming more about the language you teach is an impofia¡t part of your develop-
ment as a teacher.

Thesis 2
LexicoFaphy is an especially accessible entry point to leaming about language as

well as about leamer needs.

Teachers ¡nterested in language? Hardly
Language students can want to improve their knowtedge and abilities in all kinds
of a¡eas-cultural background, pronunciation of words, accurate hearing, and on
and on. But the one thing that yirtu ally all have in common is a desire to leam what
its elements-words, word order, endings, rhythm and intonation-mea¡l Unfor-
tunately, very fe,x ESOL teachers and would-be teachets are seriously interested
in developing their own understanding of these matters. The sarne is true of the
mo¡e academic reaches of the profession as well.

The ev¡dence
l) Only a tiny minodty of the workshops and presentations at major

conferences in the field concem aspects of the English laDguage.

2) Well-known international journals contaûr relatively few articles on
specific aspects ofEnglish grammar, vocabulary or pronunciation. The
ELTJ has gone so far as to jettison its regular section of letters ftom
readers on points of language.

3) A similar reluctance to air views on the elements ofEnglish can be seen

in the journals and conference papers in applied linguistics which, as

a whole, is mainly concerned with such 'higher order' topics as testing,
cross-cultutal issues, discoürse analysis, curriculüm design, methodol-
ogy, C.{LL and the politics of language.
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Fortunately, there a¡e applied I inguists whose work is of clear relevance to the main
interest of la¡gùage leamers. More often that not, I think, they answer to the name

'lexicographer'. They are the people who 'compile' dictionaries, arrd other word-
books such as thesauruses and synonym dictionaries.

Lexicography, our students, and us: leading quest¡ons
Cå¡ I ask you to try to a¡swer----eilhel on your own or in a discussion group-a long
string of qùestions?

1. You can say vastly more knowing words bùt no grammar than you can knowing
grammar but no words. Do you think language leamers don't instinctively realize
this? Do you realize it when you're planning and teaching?

2. Check out ttre price of arecent monolinguat leamer's dictionary (MLD). Did you
know that one of theso contains surprisingly close to 100Vo of all the words
(excepting names) that a leamer is likely to encounter in a given stretch ofeveryday
spoken and written English?

What does an hour's 'live' teaching cost? Which is more durable, the dictionary
or the classroom experience? Which is more portable?

3. Can you think of six completely different kinds of information people look up
in wordbooks? Which 'look-ups' do you think your students most often perform

andlvhen... whilewdting?... reading?. .. reviewing?... doingcross-wordpuzzles?
How about you?

4. How many different ways ca¡ you think of to order the entries in a 'wordbook'
like a dictionary or thesaurus besides by themes, by nar¡ow word families and

according to the order of the alphabet? Here arejust two of several less commonly
encountered ways:

a) Alphabetically, but with the headwords spelled backwards. For example, under

'S' you frnd ssenþah. Great if you want to see all the words that end in in ness in
one stretch. (For linguists and poets.)

b) All the single letter words in ar alphabetical section, then all the two letter words,

and so on. (For cross-word addicts.)
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5. Suppose we divide lexicography into monolingual and bilingual branches. Have

you come down squarely for one and against the other in the language classroom?

Let me ask you----can you think of a single reason why a bilingual dictionary (BD)

cannot, in principle, contain all the information about grammar, collocation, usage,

dialect and register that a MLD does? Check oùt one of the new big Collins BD's.

6, If you see a word in print or hear it in speech, and want to find out what it means

- and you have an alphabetical MD - you just look the word up in the right part of
the alphabet. But suppose what you staf with in your mind is a moaning that you

need a word for? Do you look in the alphabet under 'meaning'? What then? A¡e you

most tikely to be in this look-up situation when reading or writing? Which is best

for a word-for-a-meaning look-up? A totålly non-alphabetical thesaurus like a

'Roget's' or an aþhabetical synonym dictionary? OK, let's go to the reference

section ofa good bookstore. Take a Roget's in hand. Read the introduction. Try to

find a few words by working through the index. Note what leameß have to know

in order to be able to u se the 'double-gate' index of a l-ongnan Roget' s is the same

thing they need to know in order to use ar alphabetical MD. What's thât?

Of course you know that the classic thesaurus gives no definitions. But what

about synonym dictionaries? How is a bunch of synonyms different ftom a

definition? Look in a Cobuild (Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary
I 9 87). Where do you find a word's synonyms? Its definition (s)? Any new thoughts

on the difference now?

Suppose you're leaming a foreign language. You have a meaning in mind, and

probably also a word in your own language to express it. What kind of dictionary

will get you quickest to the foreign word you need? Have you reached for a BD?

Why not? Prejudiced? After all, the mother tongue section functions as an index of
meanings much more efhciently than the index in a Roget's list of alphabetized

foreign language headwords.

7. What would a bilingual thesaurus look like? wllat could it help us to learn about

words in the foreign larìguage (and maybe our own)? Did you know that Collins

now offers a full-sized combination MD and thesaurus, with the thesaurus part at

the bottom of each page? What other kinds of hybrid workbooks can you think of.)
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L The pronunciation guide in the front of almost any good-sized EuloPea¡-made

English MD or BD is the key to the Intemational Phonetic Alphabet. If you don't

know the IPA now, leam it immediately. Write your full nane in it. There, you've

begun.

American dictionaries, while generally excellent, tend to have in-house pro-

nunciation scripts. Why could this be a great pain in the neck for the leamer of
English?

9. Has a student never asked you to recommend a dictiona¡y? Well, then, you must

also leam how to compare one dictionary with another. I-et's look at four good

British MLD's to see how they approach the matter of defining words. (For more

on comparing dictionaries see Sidney Landau' s very readable The A¡t and Craft

of Lexicography, Cambridge University hess, 1989. He also discusses American

dictionaries. )
(a/b) The OALD (Oxfo¡d Advanced Leamer's Dictionary, 1989) has finally
received its long overdue revision and is now more or less the equal of the LDOCE
(Longman Dictionary of Contempary English, 1987). Both these dictionaries are

femarkably broad in their coverage of cuûent English. Their defrnitions are

generally concise yet comprehensive and seldom unduly difficult for an interme-

diatc leamer. Notice how t}leir entries for get orient the user by breaking the entry

for this word up under sub-headings like 'shows a change in position', 'shows a

change in state'.. . (LDOCE).

A big difference between ûrese fivo dictionaries is that the LDOCE uses only

2,000 basic words in its definitions. Therc is some evidence that leamers find this

very helpful. Skeptics have pointed out that limiting the words used in definitions

reduces accuracy . Interestingly, it seems as well that the hardest words for foreign

leameß to accùraiely grasp are precisely those which e most common in the

language (e.g., get, any, a, the, as). Thus, concenÍating such words in definitions

could actually reduce comprehensibility. But no one knows for sure. Compare a

couple dozen definitions in the two dictionaries and see what you think.

(c) A completely different approach to defining has been taken by the revolutionary

Cobuild. On the one hand, the Cobuild definitions are often anything but concise.

Not counting entries for phrasal uses, it gives over 40 different definitions for get,

and there are no sub-headings to guide the user past iÍelevant Parts of the entry. To

be sure, when a user finds the dght number, the definition is clear. But there is no
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explicit attempt to guide the user towards an understanding of what the various
subsenses, or sub-meanings, ofget have in common. That is, in longer entries the

Cobuild exaggerates the number of different meanings that a word has.

On the other ha¡d, the wording of its definitions for the individual sub-senses

is usually superbly clear. The style has b€en called'folk defining' because, when
read aloud, the definitions sound like what an average layperson might say when
defining a word for a child or friend. Though of couße a lot ofthought has gone into
tlese definitions !

d) The Heinmann School Dictionary of English is slightly smaller and much more
portable than the three I've discussed so fa¡. lt is especially interesting for the way
it is bucking the hend elsewhere to include ever more information. Its definitions
a¡e laconic and thero is a great deal of white space on the page. But the lack of
clutter, and intelligent use of indentâtion and other presentation devices, means that
it is very easy to find what you're looking for.

10. Did you know that some so-caìled illusfated dictionaries have only about one

illushation for every two hundred entries? (e.g., the Collins Cobuild Essential

English Dictionary, 1988.) About 2.5 percent is normal. Could the illustrations
sometimes be there mainly to atÍact buyers?

But check out the illusûations in the LDOCE. Mary are splendid (see 'blot').
Some are revolutionary (a) in the way certain word families are porfrayed (see

'damage') or (b) in the u se of a few (but stll not enoùgh ! ) conventions from comic
books to suggest dynamic (see 'buÄt'):

11. Take a poll arnong your students on what dictionaries they own. See if you can

borrow them over a coffee break for a good inspection. Tell them they should each

have a dictionary at least as big as a cheese-burger,

12. Newer leamer's dictionaries may haye long user's guides. Ask your students

if they have ever read one. Have they leamed to interpret the symbols and

abbreviations that give information about grammar? If not, will they? Is it
reasonable to expect that they should? Do you read user's guides?

13, Did you know that each country has its own traditions in lexicography? The

Americans, French and Ge¡mans, for example, are fond of dictionaries with lots of
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'encyclopedic' infomation in them (i.e., proper nouns of all kinds). German

'encyclopedic dictionaries' look more like encyclopedias andAmerican ones look

more like dictionaries, and so on.

14. How do people frnd entries in Chinese or Japanese MD' s? Are they Cyrillic and

Greek aþhabets ordered just like ou¡s? what about Arabic and other writing

systems?

15, Have you ever seen the multi-volume Oxford English Dictionary? Try to find
it in a library. wlren was it first published. I-ook up a word. Are the definitions of
sub-senses presented in order of conceptual basicness of meaning (as in, e.g., the

LDOCE mostly), frequency ofuse (as in the Cobuild mostly) or in order of the time

of the earliest record of use? Did you know that this dictionary has recently been

revised and can be had 'on computer'?

Ló. Buy a paperback version of one of the Cobuild dictionaries ard use it to Íain
yourself to be a better definer. If you can guess beforehand which words might

come up in a class, prepare your oral defrnitions by looking these words up fiISt even

if you know perfecdy well whât they meari.

17. Which dictionaries are best for recent words and which for newer words?

Compare the big Collins and Longman dictionaries for native sPeakers with the

'shorter' (in two volumes!) and the recently up-dated 'Concise' Oxford English

dictionaries.

18. Did you know that there are specialized mono-, bi- and multilingual di ctionaries

for almost every profession and branch of art, science, Èechnology and commerce?

They are expensive, but if you are considering commercial translation, they are

indispensable.

19. Did you know that Longman produces an index of new words so that you can

keep up to date? I wonder if there's anything in it about recently fashionable

distinctions between development vs training vs education?
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20, Further reading besides Landau's book, Tom McArthur's Worlds of Refe¡ence

(CambÉdge Univ. Press, 1986). Take out a subscription to English Today. It
atffacls articles by many of the best-known scholars in the field, but the editor, Tom

McArthur, sees to it that it is popularly written, interesting and fun. There is almost

always something on words and lexicography. Each issue contains several pages

of reade¡s' letters âbout aspects of English and English usage. This is the most

interesting, wide-ranging and informative forum for discussion of the natu¡e of
English I know of. I on.ly wonder-because of the lively interest its readers display

in the workings of English 
-how 

many of them can be ESOL teachers !

Conclusion
Leaming about wordbooks involves leaming about the range of information that

can be impofant for a leaÍier to know about them. Time sPent considering the

diyerse range of options in presenting lexical information can tell you a lot about

the immense variety of look-up needs that users may have. These insights can carry

over into llle class¡oom and make you a better, more interested vocabulary teacher.

And this is a huge part of being a good language teacher. Finally - in my, by now,

hundreds of hours of observing fainee teachers in the classroom, I am quite sure

there are two things I have never seen occur togethel. A teacher being good at

dealing with word meaning and a class that was tumed off and uncooPerative. .

whatever the mothod of instruction was.
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What Happens

When Students Negotiate?
Eric Freedman

rfl hìs paper is based on the practical experience of teaching negotiation in

I English to French managers and executives. Its immediate sources are 1) a

wide-ranging state-of-the-art presentation given at the AILA-LSP Symposium in
Finland last Summer, and 2) a series of transcripts of video-filmed student

negouaûons.

Specific classroom sitùations of negotiation simulations are analysed and

placed in the wider "real-world" context of business negotiations. After a review

of the current literature, both on business nogotiations and on negotiating peda-

gogy, parallels and divergencies arc noted on the Part of business teaching

specialists and applied linguists in negotiation analysis. The va¡ious movements of
negotiating are looked at, and special attention paid to the dynamics of leamer

production in negotiation training.

The definitions ofnegotiatíon are multiple 
- 

the etymology of the word is Latin
(negotiarei to tradei negotioi occupation, trade, business). From the roots: /,¿g-

(negative preflx: not) and otium (leisure). Thus negotiation has its roots in the

opposition to leisue, and may therefore prove to be a particularly acceptable

edùcational activity for those adults who reject the concePt and reality of games in
training (a case we have already hâd the occasion to analyse).

Although, when the word 'negotiation' entered the French languâge in the 14th

Century, it hâd the meaning of intervention, go-between (l'ac tion de s' entremettre

- thereby foreseeing today's development of arbitration and ombudsmansh ip, one

of its present, generally accepted, significations is that of a bilateral or mùltilateral

complex dynamic process, cornbining conflict and co-oPeration, whose aim is to

settle a past, present or potential disPute, excluding force and violence. Its

development has for long been assi¡nilated to the domains of diplomacy and

commerce, although it now has a tendency to encompass all human interaction and

of becoming "a permanent mode ofrelationships between individuals" (Bellenger,

19 84: 4) where decisions requiring agreements through comPromise are to be made

(for example, within families, with friencls, neighbours). It is a constructive and
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productive mode of interactive problem solving which demalds a consensus not

always attained.

Negotiation has the folfo\iving characteristics:

a confrontation, an exchange, in the folm of a seque[tial aclivity,

betwgen "protagonists" who eithgr ¡epresent their own intarests or are

delegates, and who may bein a power relationship (fo¡example, buyer/

seller; employer/employee etc)

a different point of view as to thc possible outcomo, the expression of
this difference being the specificity of negotiation as committed coûi-

munication
a compromise to be conshucted upon reciProcal concessions.

Thus, although all negotiation is a confrontation aimed at reaching an agreement

on a shared project, tìeoreticians since the 1960s (mainly in the field of psycho-

sociology.) have developed a typology of negotiations, based on interactive

dynamics: conflictual on the one hand (in game theory: win/ose), and co-oPerative

negotiation on the other (wiry'win). In reality, there is a mixture of these t\r,o types

dìrring the communicative interaction that makes up a negotiation. .../...

Apaf fton Moran,little account is made ofhaining andpedagogy, although we

can see recent developments in management training in negotiation (Lebel, 1984;

Le Cloarec, 1985) and an awareness by sociologists of what may be termed the

negotiation imperative: "Negotiation must be placed at the heart of rcflection on

everyday working structures" (Sainsaulieu, 1985: 432).

Negotiation may also be at the heart of pedagogical structures. To cite
rüiddowson (1983:97): "a central task for teaching is to set up conditions whereby

te¿imers will actually engage (in) discourse procedures to achieve what they can

recognize as relevant communicative outcomes.(...) This is where methodology

comes in: its firnction is to devise activities which will Promote the use of
procedures for making sense ."

The teaching of business negotiations in L2 fulfrls this double role: that of
conditions for communicative outcomes and that of procedual actiYities for
making sense - integrated into the business specific purpose of the LSP training

Programme.
For in the j ob-specifrc context of professionâl business negotiations, Pedagogy

has a role to play in the establisbment of language programmes of negotiating as
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LSP. This is where we may view parallels arrd divergencies - in the commùnicative

process; in the teaching process; in the negotiation process.

Much that Hutchinson & Wâteß (1987: 128-130) have to say about ESP

methodology applies equally to business negotiation processes: second language

leaming is developmental (using existing knowledge to make new information

comprehensible); active; decision-making; notjust linguistic; Predictive; emotive'

However, their consideration of language leaming as to a large extent incidental

and not systematic may occur within the business negotiation actiYity, \Ã'hich'

however, should itself be deliberate and systematic. As for the specific pedagogical

techniques they outline, those too find Parallels in the negotiation Process, includ-

ing prediction, information gaps and topic variety.

What ofthe business negotiating process itself? "Negotiation is basically an act

of communication" @ellenger, 1984: 55). Similar to all communicatiYe activity,

it is a series ofmovements with the specifrcity ofbeing an art cultivating Persuasion'

and a process of discovery and sequenced teaming. As all interactive pedagogy of

oral expression, it is divided into moves and tums, strategies and tactics, integating

socio-cultural contexts, with the sPecificity of using packages and variables'

integrating technical-commercial contexts.

Negotiaton is essentially composed of movements or phases. These phases are

themselves by now well-known to business specialists: social introduction (chat-

ting); discussion (information exchange); ProPosing; bargaining, with the resultant

compromise o¡ b¡eakdown. (See Bames, 1982). The question we have to ask

ourselves is, do these Phases show up in 1) authentic "real-world" business

negotiations and 2) student simulâted negotiations?

According to sfi.¡dies carried out in Finland (Lampi, 19E6), based on audio

recordings ofBritish "co-opemtive" negotiations, the macro-structure was found

to consist of three main phases: chat; discussion; bargaining.

As for oul studies on shrdent simulated negotiations (based on 1986-87 video-

transcripts of French managers simulating negotiations from Lees, 1983), these

also show three main phases, if we exclude an extremely pedunctory introduction

move: discussion; proposing; bargaining.

On looking more closely at what happens in the proposing and bargaining

phases, we took as an example the use of the clause if/then. Examining the

transcripts (not included in this summary, but available on request and distdbuted

at the convention), we noted stud€nt attempts to change the topic and consider the

global package; bargaining on a discount price, and, after a long bargaining session
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on counter-tlade, conflictual negotiating reaching breakdown. Conceming a sec-

ond simulation: after stating their positions, the respective paÍies went from a
proposing phase, through an attempt to consider the global package, to bargaining
proper, equally divided between the two parties, and continuing until an imposed

bonus offer was presented on sales targels as a compromise, this being agreed to
finally.

Throughout this simulation, one party did in fact dominate, and this floor-
taking, rather than floor-sharing, seems to be one of the main differences between

student (mainly conflictual) simulations and "real-wo¡ld" co-operative busrness

negotialions.
'Within 

student simulations themselves, we have noticed differences according

to the category of participa¡ls (business school students or adults in further
training). See Appendix 1. These diffe¡ences, in many câses, go beyond the

negotiation discourse event itself, and are socio-culturally determined.

Fornegotiation is also knowing cultural variables, and perhaps this is one ofthe
main points at issue (see Moran, 1987). As "Le Monde" (29.7 -87) put ifi "Le
problème quand on négocie avec les Français, c'est qu'ils attendent toujours
quelque chose en échange."
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Appendix I

Crcative bninstoming

Little business experience

Never listen to BBC

Ra¡ely rcad Englishlang. press

Never telephone in English

L€ss creative bninstoming

More business experience

Sometimes listen to BBC

Sometimes read Eng¡ish-lang. press

Regulaíy telephone in English

Perfunctory social introductions

Problems in underst¿fiding role
play wo¡ksheeß/insûuctions

Shol-term memory on who/where

Groùp discùssion 'tombat" against

other gIoup

Playfulriess evident

Documents too unwieldy

Coûfldence in ¡eacher as "negotia-

tion expert"

Problems iri question-forming

Numbe¡s centred

Perfunctory social inûoductions

P¡oblems in understanding role play

worksheets/instructions

ShoIt-úefm memory on who/where

Groì¡p leader sho$,s himself "know-
it-all" .

Seriousness evident

Documents not realistic enough

Confidence in tÊacher as teachet,

but not necessarily as "negotiator"

Problems in qùestion-foming

Numbe¡s centred

Hur¡ied debíefing

No interest in furthe¡ ¡eading

No interest in theo¡etical follow-up

More thorough debriehng

I¡terest in further reading

Inte¡est in theoretical apPloach

Majority want to go into marketing Majority are "technico-
commerciaux"
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Testing:

lntroduction and Review
David Horner

Preamble
p efore wrifing an at:ticle on testing, one ought, I suppose, to give one's

-I., c¡edentials. Briefly, then, I am quite definitely zor a æsting sPecialist, but

raf!rcr afeacher involv¿d in testing as PaÍ of his job. Concretely, this mea¡s that I
am a Cambridge oral examiner; that I prepare shrdents for Cambridge First

Certifrcate andProficiency, OxfordPreliminary and Higher, Franco-British Cham-

ber of Commerce Business English Diploma and The British Instituteruniversity

of London business examinations. I am also a member of the examination boalds

of the Institute business examinations and thus actiYely engaged in writing papers

of both exams,

Test Types
Proficiency tests - i.e. tesl6 designed to assess the over¿ll ability of a leamer in a

foreign language - are one type of assessment. In marry ways they are the best

known, ropresented, as they are by big institutional names- TOEFL' Cambridge,

etc, and the most sought afrer in so far as they give a distinct idea of the level attained

by any given candidate.

Proficiency tesls might be thought of as representing the peak of assessment

qpes. One could then consider that the next steP down, so to sPeak, would be the

achievement test , i-e. a test which seeks to measure what has been leamt during a

course of study. Bo Íh pr ogress achievement tests , tesíng'[Ltelim progress during

a course, andfinal achievement tests exist. Although both cøz resemble a profi-

ciency test, the difference lies in, as their nâme implies what is tested. An

achievement test will not take as its basis some hypothetical view of the nature of
language proficiency (although such a view may well underþ the couse), but the

course objectives, which will b€ tested in their entiret¡r or, where this is imPossible,

sampled.

Moving down anotherstèp we come to the Placemcnttest Orrce again, for better

or worse, this is one with which we a¡e all familiar. Placement tests cân be more or
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less well constructed (usually the latter), but as long as t¡e sarne test is used

consistently should give reasonably acceptable results.

Where the problem lies, it seems to me, is in the confusion between achievement
tests and placement tests that is common in language teaching institutions and
a¡nong teacheß everywhere. By this I don't, of course, mean that teachers and
institutions actually mistâke one for the other. I'm tìinking, rather, of the promo-
tion of leamers from one class to a higher level, after they have (needless to say)
demonstrated their mastery of the course objectives and subsequent discovery that
new students testing in to that same level direcdy from the placement test ffe
generally better. This has been a problem whenever I have wo*ed in an instih¡tion
that operated such a system.

It derives, surely, from the fact that the initial placement test takes no account
of the subsequent course objectives for each level (where they exist) and is much
more in the nature of a proficiency test sampling a whole range of language. And
proficiency tests are notoriously bad indicato6 of achievement because of the time
scale necessary for even a "successful" leamer to see quantifrable gains in ovemll
proficiency.

Placement a¡d achievement tests are test types which teachers are commonly
asked to write. Yet testing is a specialised field in which it is notoriously difficult
to do well, Good tests aro rare. Fortunately, two books have appeared recendy
which offe¡ a great deal of help to teacher-testwriters, The first of these is the
excellent CUP publication (1989) by Arthur Hughes, Testing for Language
Teachers. T1þ othû, and happily complementâry, is OUP's (1983 ) Techniques in
?esrrn g by Harold S . Madsen. The former offers a thoughtful overview ofthe whole
a.r€a of testing as well as having chapte$ on testing the different skills; the latter,

an altogethor more basic book, is nonetheless a must for the shelves of any

institution involved in testing because of its clear, step by step approach to the

construction of even the most basic of test items. Hughes is stimulating, Madsen

solid, and they make a good pair to have around.

Both placement and achievement tests can also attempt to be d¿a gnostic tests -

i.e. tests which seek to diagnose which areas a given leamer is weak in and requ ires

further or particular study.

At the bottom of the ladder, and potentially the first type a leamer might come

auoss, is the langwge aptilu.de test, i.e. atest which seeks (by test items believed
to be necessary sub-skills for the "good" language leamer) to identify which
candidates will successfully leaÍi a language.
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lest Requ¡rements
"Good " tests, it is often said, should be va, id, reliable and econorzlcal. Hughes also

makes an excellent case for their importance in encouraging positive backwash

effects. Validit! carL be of several kinds:

face validity
i.e. does the test /oo& "serious" to the candidate? Business English exams, for

example, would probably have little face validity if they did not contain business-

type tasks, but rather essay questions on the appreciâtíon of English literatùre.

contenl validþ
i.e. does the test contain the structures, skills, etc. which it is supPosed to be

concemed with? For example, an achieyement test which tested language not

covered in the course (and I can still remembe¡ a statistics final of this tyPe at

ùniversity which nearly led to a lynching) would not have content validity.

construct vali.dþ
i.e. does the test tost ozly the ability under consideration? Wi¡h direct festifj.g,lol
example of a specific J¿il/ ---testing letter writing by asking candidates to write

lett€rs, as in the Oxford oxams, for instance 
-this 

is fairly straightforward. When

one attempts to measure such skills i¡tdir¿c¡l), however-as in the TOEFL the¡e

start to be problems, as insufficient is as yet l(Ito, n about what sub-skills actually

underly skills in a foreign language. Similarly, a listening test rvhich made

considerable demands on reading ability or memory would lack construct validity.

concuûent validily
i.e. do candidâtes test scores oi this pafticulat test comPare with their scores on

other tests? Someone who got a B on Cambridge hoficiency, for example, should

not fail the Oxford Higher or score 300 on the TOEFL.

predfutive vølìdity

i.e. do candidâtes actually perform as well (or as badly) in real life as their test scores

would lead one to expect? This is a constant problem for institutions and employers

admining candidates who scored "500 on the TOEFL" or "15 on the Bac". Past

experience has shown most good (i.e. choosy) American universities that a TOEFL

score of 600 is a reasonably good indicator of langùage ptoflciency and that
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students can be safely admitted. But even here TOEFL has recently submitted to
the obvious and now pemits (although it does not yet include) a writing compo-
nent.

Tests are reliable if they would consistently give (more or less) the samo result,

irrespective of when tåken or who the markeß are. In dris respect it is clearly safer

tohave objective maxki'ng (e.9. multiple choice questions) where there is only one

or â very resfücted number ofpossibilities and the orùy scorer variable differing
abilities to add up. Indeed, to cater for this, most "big" tests now computer score

these.

However, objective marking, with discrete point type questions (i.e. one

element at a time) is necessarily noncommunicative, which t ould seem counter-

productive, nonsensical and dowffight silly when we are, as a teaching body,

bending over backwards to promote "communication" in our classrooms, Yet,

communicative testing is necessarily holistic (integrated to use the jargon) and

subjective. What, thercfore, happens to the reliability? Hughes devotes some time
to his question, as does Nic Underhill in his highly readable, no-nonsense l¿Jli¿g
Spoken Language , CIJP ( 1987). Basically, the answer provided by both authors is

the same: assessor training. Indeed Underhill gives a suggested training outline for
tmining oral assessors u,hich couldjust as easily be applied to othe¡ areas.

Economy simply implies that a test should be relatively easy to administer at a

reasonable cost.

Bøckwøsh is a particularly interesting idea in so far as it is generally totally
neglected. Wïat is suggested-and its ramifications are everywhere, as demon-

strated by Hughes-is that to encourage and achíeve good teaching it is more than

helpful to have good tests. This is obvious given the pressure which teachers with
exam classes are under to "prepare" their leamers for the exam in question. Hence,

anyone who has had to prepare for TOEFL will wel I rem ember the soul-desfoying
hours of ploughing through MCQS. Strutt emphasises this point in his article. He

may well have had (at least the very old version of) the Franco-British Chamber of
Commerce and Industry Commercial English examination in mind \ryith its dicta-

tion and thème/version, the preparation for which was, alas, in rnany classes

radically removed from the kind of teaching one would like to see going on.
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Means
By means I have in mind åøw language can be tested. The articles which follow
provide a fair range of possibilities and for those interested in writing their own

tests, the two books already mentioned, by Hughes and by Madsen, Provide a

wealth of essential information, as does Underhill's titde gem, despite rcstricting

itself to oral testing. There are two means which are neglected by these authon,

however, (with the exception of Underhill) and which I would therefore like to

mention: sef-øssessment an¿ peer assessment.

Self-assessment is dealt with convincingly and at length in Brindley. One's frrst

reaction is to question its reliabitity, yet Brindley cites experimental evidence

tending to demonstrate that seH-assessment is as effective as traditional tests as far

as placement testing is concemed; and, of course, considerably more economical.

Coincidentally, an arti clebyBlueinlndividualizalion and Au¡ononry in Innguage

Learning (ELf Documents 131) published by MEP and the Britísh Council (198E)

suggests thero may be socio-cultural timils to what one can expect from self-

assessment, as leamers from certain backgrounds tend to consistently over-rate

themselves, whe¡eas others seem to under-rate themselves. Underhill notes a

similar phenomenon.

However, wherever one is interested in encouraging learner autonomy and

dcyeloping leamer training, thete would seem to be a Place for self-assessment, at

least in terms of placement and achieYement tests. Clearly, however, wberever

results may be a detemining factor in, for example, one's school or ca¡eer

development and cheating may therefore be expected, some extemal test of a more

traditional nature will be necessary. This apPlies equally toP¿ er assessment which

is discussed in a shof article by Lynch in tlte same book as Blue's aficle. L¡'nch

quite rightly points out that, given the subjective nature of assessmeDt of fle
productive skills, it is best to have a variety of opinions on the success of the

communication.
Clearly, this needs to be directed and taining is essential-as for self-

assessment-but Lynch argues that it does give more reliable results.

(continued overleafl
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Communicative

Language Testing
Peter Skehan

tft esting is one of the strangest areas of language teaching. It is ûrc focus for an

I' enormous amount of energy and activity. It is a¡ activity which is likely to

engage almost all teachors at one stage or another. Yet it is the area of language

teaching which has lagged behind other areas in applied linguistics and communi

cative language teaching, ofren exerting a conservative, braking effect. It is the

focus for resentment by mâny, with its imPlications of labelling and classifying.

And it is often seen as the restricted domain of tech¡ticians with obsessions for

a¡cane mathematics. Above all, it does not givo much impression of real Progless

having been made over the last twenty-five years, with a gulf existing between the

testing specialists, on the one hand, often preoccupied with inteÍial, excessiYely

narrow disputes, and classroom teacheß, on the other, frequently having to write

and administer tests, perhaps because of organisational Pressures, and i¡ritated

because there is not much guidance around. It is the purpose of this article to try and

review some of the real progress that was made in language testing during the

1980s, focussing pincipally on major theoretical developments, and then tech-

niques in comrnunicative testing. It wiu try to bring out how some of these

developments are ofrelevance to the practising teacher, and notjust more examples

of change simply for its own sake.

The major theo¡etical development that has taken Place is that models of
language proficiency during the 1980s have vasdy improved, both in scale and

sophistication. The decade sta¡ted with the pre-eminence of the Oller Unitary

Competence Hypothesis (UCH). OUer (1979) argued that øll language perfor-

mance, i.e. productive and receptive, ¡s dependent on a pragmaúc expectancy

grammar. Oller claimed that listening and reading are accomplished through

prediction based on our knowledge of language and our knowledge of the world.

In this way receptive skills are to a large extent a ft¡nction of what we, as listene$

or readers, bring to the lask of handling receptive language ând predicting what we

will hear or read. Oller went on to suggest that there is only one underlying language

ability, and that it is mistaken to think that one can successfirlly devise seParate tests
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of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. One might devise tests of these

formats, but all that each of them would do is provide a separâte route to the same

final place: the measùrement of the underlying language ability and pragmatic
expectâncy gfammar use.

The UCH approach, and the associated integ¡ative test formats of cloze,

dictation, etc, flourished despite its lack ofintuitive appeal to teachers, whose ñrnd

of experience suggested that (a) some leamers have natural predispositions to be

better at some lânguage skills than others, and (b) that teaching, even with "evenly-

skilled" leamers, might give more attention to, for exanple, listening than writing.
As a result, it was with some relief that, during the 1980s, various attempts were

made to describe more differentiated models of language proficiency than that
proposed by Oller. These models did not make prominent a skill separation (as used

to be the case) but instead drew upon developments in linguistics more generally

for the components they emphasised. Carale and Swain ( 1 980) suggested that tbrce

components are of fundâmental importance in any assessment of communicative
competence. These a¡e linguistic competence, sociolinguistic competence, and

sfategic competence. The model implies that previous approaches to characterising

language proñciency had focussed on li¿gørrtic competence. Canale and Swain, on
the other hand, accept, following the sociolinguist Dell Hl,rnes, tìat being commu-
nicatively competent in a language involves more than simply being able to
construct and decode grammatical sentences. It also includes being able to use

language appropriat¿ly in conversations which take account of "who is saying

what to whom".
Further, the Canale and Swain approach highlights the language user's skill in

solving problems \ hen other linguistic and sociolinguistic resources are lacking,
e.g. when words are lacking or when communicative breakdown and misunder-

standing occurs, In such cases speakers draw upon strategic competence as a source

of linguistic resourcefulness and problem solving ability. The Canale and Swain

model was slightly amended by Canale in 1983 to contâin four components.

Sociolinguistic competence was divided into two, a sociolinguistic competence

plus a discouße competence. The first of these is concerned with such things as the

ability to use language appropriately and to take account of one's interlocutor by

varying the type of speech used. It is also concemed with the way we infer
meanings, as in cases of sarcasm and irony, or more often, when we haye to work
out the coDnection between two utterances. Discourse competence is concemed

with one's ability to handle language in extended chunks, e.g. in monologuos or
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lectures, or to participate in conversations, either with long extended contributions,

o¡ with a tum-and-tum-about style.

The Canale a¡d Swain framework for communicative comPetence has exerted

an enormous influence on language testers. It is consistent with many ofthe recent

developments in linguistics, sociolinguistics, and even second language acquisi-

tion, in that it attempts to capture the social complexity of lânguage use. In this it
contrasts with the rather cerebral a¡d tansactional view of language implied by

more sÍuctural approaches which only look at the language code, a¡ld emphasise

lexis, grammar, and phonology. The Canale a¡d Swain frarnework also implies that

competence may be unevenly distributed across the four areas for a Paficular
individual, i.e .that leamer X may have high linguistic comPetence (i.e. good

grammar,lexis etc.) butbe poor sociolinguistically, discoursally, and stategically.

Conversely, leamer Y may be not impressive in te¡ms of linguistic competence, but

mùch better in terms of discourse and strategic comPetences, and so may be able

to participate in conversations quite effectively despite ftactured grammar. It is not

diffrcult to câll to mind leamers of this type!

The Canale and Swain ffamework is however now being superseded by the

Bachma¡ model of commùnicative competence a¡d Performance. The Bachman

model (Bachman, in press) has the following structure:

T rait F ac tors : C omp etence s

Langaøge Competgnce
. OrgaûisationalCompetence

Grammatical (Lexis, Morphology, Syntax)

Textual (Written and oral cohesion; Rhetodcal Organisation)

. P¡agmatic Competence

Illocutionary (Language functions)

Sociolinguistic (Approp atcness of language use)

Strategic Competence
. Assessm€nt
. Plaûning
. Execution
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Skill Føcton
. PsychophysiologicalMechanisms
. Mode(Receptive/?roductive)
. Channel (Oral/Aural; Visual)

Method Føctors
. Amou[t of context
. Type of infomation
. Artificialrestriction

The Bachman model of communicative performance is a major development over
the Canale and Swain framework in several different respects. First of all, it has

evolved pa¡tly based on theory, but pafly based on empirical work. That is why,
under language competence, a different intemal structure is involved. Discourse
competence is renamed textual competence, and located closer to grammatical
competence, and under the more genetal heading of Organisational Competence.
This move was provoked by empirical work which suggested a greater closeness

between discourse and grammar than between either of these and what Bachman
calls pragmatic competenca (Canale and Swain's sociolinguistic competence).
Second, Bachman attempts to provide a basis in SLA theorising for stategic
competence, relating it to European work by Faerch and Kasper (1983). Third, a

role is built in to the model fo¡ skill factors in performance, again on the basis of
empirical evidence which suggests that skills, to the surprise ofno teachers, can be

sepa¡ated fiom one another, particularly at lower levels of proficiency.
Fourthly, Bachman incorporates Method factors into his model. This is a major

development beyond the Canale and Swain framewo¡k in a nurnber of ways.
Basically, it recognises that the ma¡ner of obtaining test-based measures may
introduce bias and distofion such that tests may principally measure what tests

measvre, but not necessarilJ things connected with the real-word. Art obvions
example here would be the influence ofresponse formât, such as multiple-choice
or cloze, which might make more of an impact on a test score thari the underlying
trait \ryhich the test-writer would actually like to be measuring. Research has shown

that self-assessment procedures, unless very carefully constructed, are also very
susceptible to a format effect of this sof.

But an even more important aspect of the incorporation of method effects in a
testing model is that it enables us to face up to the issue of the distinction between
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communicative competence and communicative performarìce. The Canale and

Swain fiamework was concemed only with an underlying competence, which

presumably woìrld be drâwn on in different situations as the need arose, But the

ÍÌamework did not allow any means of assessing what diffrculties the move into
performaace causes. After all, we test by obtaining information in such a way that

we maximise our capacity to generalise about candidate's performance. Foc ussing

on competence seems the best way of achieving generality because we are working

at an underlying level. But since performarce inûoduces reâl situations and the

need to generalise to actual language use, it is difficult to make the leap ftom the

underlying arìd general to actual specific performance. By its inclusion of method

factors the Bachma¡ model at least allows us to staf on identifying the factoN

which most often cloud competence-performalce relationships.

The major value of the Bachman model is that it provides an organising

framework which is consistent with previous research, (e.g. the nature of
organisational competence; the separation of skill factors), and within which future

research cari be located. In other words, not only is it useful in itself, but it also will
provide guidance for the future so that effort is not wasted so much on idiosyncratic

approaches, and the prospect of cumulative progress is maximised. Already some

of the problem areas in identifying components of language proficiency are

becoming more clearly defined. For exarnple, the area of sociolinguistic or

pragmatic competence seems to be resistant to easy measurement. Studies which

have been conducted suggest that this area does not have any obvious focus, with
test "items" aimed at aspects of sociolinguistic competonce relating more to
grammax or to ìvriting skills than they do to one anothe¡. This is obviously an area

that is wide open for research. Similarly, the area of strategic competence is

currently litde more than a programmatic statement. The importance of the area rs

recognised, but there are few indications of the dimensions and functioning of the

area in such ways that allow such a competence to be tested. Finally, although there

has been progress in identifing some influences from method factols, e.g. of the

importance of the variability of language use as a function of contex! of the role

of test formats. A great deal more needs to be done if we are to prodüce method-

free testing prccedures.

The B achman model, then, represents the current state oftheorising in lalguage

testing, and will be exfiemely influential in the 1990s. However, although it
attempts to encompass performance as well as competence issues, it emphasises the

second of these rather than the former. no doubt as a rcsult of its theoretical
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orientation. But there have been developments in the assessment of performance

that a¡e of a more direct nature. A major figure here is Keith Morlow, who has put
forward seve¡al conditions which must be operative for test formats to be consid-
ered communicative. These are (Morrow 1979) that performance is:

. unpredictable

. subject to time pressure

. interaction based

. has a linguistic and sociocr¡ltural co[text

. purposeful

. uses authenlic mate¡ials

. outcome evaluated

The argument is that ùnless these conditions are met performânce cannot be

straightforwardly generalised to allow predictions to be made as to how someone

will perform in an actual commünicative situation. Everyone has always been

aware that performance on a paper-and-pencil multiple-choice grammar test only
genefalised hazardously to performance in real-life situations. What Morrow has

done is systematise the performance conditions and also make them fairly stringent.

This can be seen quite clear¡y if one considers how well t)?ical communicative

classroom activities fare when judged by Morrow's performance conditions. A¡
information gap task (say aranging a picture strip sequence into the right order,

with each of six students not allowed to disclose but having to describe his/her
picture) might seem to involve communicative performance. It certåinly contains

unpredictability, may be subject to time pressure, is intemction based, is oùtcome

evaluated, and is purposeful. But one can question whether the materials and task

are authentic. One ca¡ also question how unpredictable the activþ is. Most
seriously, though, there are issues ofthe relationship between the tâsk and the actual

lives of the participants. A purpose is involved but the purpose is not that of the

actual student so much as a purpose-of-convenience a¡tificially imposed by the

language teacher. Similarly, there is a sort of linguistic and sociocultural context,

but it is not integrally related to the student. His or her background and pattem of
interests, as $,ell as knowledge of the other people in the teaching group and of what

s/he thinks/knows they know (all of which are fundamental to the real lives we live)
âre ignored. As a result, it is clear that genuinely communicative performance is

hard to come by. We contrive as much as rrye can to minimise the gap between
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classroom or test and actual language use, but the gap is always there.

Despite these limitations, there have been major developments in actually
assessing communicative performa¡ce, a¡d while they may never completely
overcome the limitations j ust mentioned, they do represent a greater approximation
to communication than was typical in the past. Three examples are worth describ-

ing here, not necessarily because they are the best practice available, but because

they are rcpresentative of different approaches. They are the FSI-ILR interview
format, the approach to indirect communicative testing used by Milanovic, and the

attempt to develop coursebook-linked communicative achievement tests.

The FSI-ILR intewiew procedure was developed by govemment agencies in
the United Staúes.(Lowe 1985). It attempts to assess the functional profrciency of
employees who need to use a foreign language as paft of their job. The intewiew
technique consists of four phases: a warm-up period is followed by a level check

which in tum may be followed by a probe for a different level, with the interview
being closed by the wind-down phase.

Clearly the first and last phases are designed to relax the candidate before the

interview proper starts, and finally send the candidate away with a positive self-

image, and without the impression ofhaving been humiliated because oflinguistic
inadequacy ! The main part ofthe interview tates place dìrring phases two and three,

the level check and the level probe, and these phases, in contrast to the potentially

very brief opening and closing phases, may last twenty to thirty minutes in all. The

FSI-ILR procedure is organised around a system of five levels, and these levels

determine how the interview proceeds, arid how the candidate's performance is

rated. The levels range ftom I to 5, with the extremes being labelled at no

knowledge (and actually given a zero rating), and educated native speaker level,

respectively. In this way there is a reciprocal rolationship between the conduct of
the interview and the rating that it will generate - the interview is adapted to yield
data which is releva¡t to the decisions which need to be made about the appropúate

level for each particular candidate.

Such a procedure carl therefore be usefi.¡l for communicative teste$ elsewhere

both by providing a sampling base for the actual conduct of interviews as well as

a systematic method for making level decisions. It requires time, since the interview
is conducted wilh each individual candidate by two interviewers, but then one has

to accept that for an assessment procedure to give worthwhile information about

communicative performance time may be essential. The procedure aÌ so attempts to
present criterion referenced ínformntion, giving an assessment of perfolmance in
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terms of real world competence, not relativistic judgements.

Some information may be useftrl now on the actual content of the FSIILR
procedure. and what the interviewers look for during the interview to enable them

to make decisions. The major sarnpling frame used is kno\rn as the Oral ProÍi-
ciency Trisectíon. Following this framework, intervieweß use as their guiding
matrix the performance of the candidate in relation to

. functional language üso

. content areas handled

. accuracy.

In other words, the intervie'¡r'ers have in mind differcnt levels of performance in
each of these areas. The functional language use area can be used to exemplify this.
Here the sofs of thines that would be associated with each level are:

Can create with the lârgùage

Ask and answer simple questions

Participate in $hort coriversations

Able to participate in casual conversations

Express facts

Give insFuctions

Desc¡ibe, ¡eport on, p¡ovide na¡Iatio¡ about cu¡¡ent, past,

and future activities

Converse in formal and informal situations

Resolve p¡oblem situations

Deal with ùnfamilia¡ topics

Provide explanations

Describe in detail

Offer suppofed opinions

Hypothesise
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The advantage of a scheme such as this is that it enables interviewers to focus on

language which they associate with different levels of performarce, arld indeed,

find such language before they are willing to accept that a level has been achieved.

As a result, the interview is less likely to be a¡ open trawl for any sort of language

the candidate might choose to put forward, a¡d more likely to be what the interview

plan was meant to bring about. The language generated nill then be more easily

relatable to the steps in the rating scale. There is not enough space here to cover the

rating scales in detail . They are similar in general approach to those developed in
some commercial organisations, e.g. IBM Paris, and in the current ESU Frarnework

project (CaÍoll and'West 1989). Perhaps it is worth saying though that the

restriction to f,rve levels of performance is clearly meant to allow more reliable

criterion refercnced judgements. Although one might have more than five levels

(the ESU Framework, for example, has nine), the restriction to five is intended to

make the system more workable. It is, however, supplemented by the capacity to
give "plus" scores to performances at each level which are outstanding, but do not
make it into the next category. Thus someone who can hypothesise impressively,

who can handle the fo¡maVinformal shift competendy, who can deal with a wide

range of unfamiliar topics but who cannot make the jump to negotiation, tailoring
languâge to fit audience etc. would be categorised at "3+" rather thaa simply "3"
but would not be thought to be good enough for a '4'.

The FSIILR procedure is impressive, but demanding, both of time and

resources, on the one ha¡d, and on interviewer training, on the other. It is, quite

clearly, a direct test of oral language performance, in that it attempts to capture

featwes of genuine oral interaction (although the discussion earlier of the limita-
tions of truly achieving success with Morrow's performance conditions are

relevant here). However, in maly situations it is not possible to devote such

resources to festing, and altemative ind¡rect follx.afs have been explored as an

Tailo¡ language to fit audience

Counsel, persuade, negotiate

Represent a point of view

Function in a manner equivalent úo Educated Native
Speake¡
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aìtemative. Such fomals will cleaxly be less successful than the oral interview in
meeting performance conditions. They wilt though score heavily in tems of
efficiency of administration, scoring, and group based testing, The one example
that will be covered here is ftom work done by Milanovic (1988) in attempting to
develop a communicatively oriented but large scale test baftery, loosely based on
the Canale and Swain framework of language proficiency.

Milanovic decided to include tests in four areas in his battery. These were
listening; grammax; appropriacy; and reading and writing. The grammar test
consisted of a modified cloze. A passage was deleted, on a rational basis, and
cardidates had to restore t¡e words that they thought completed the blanks. At
lower levels the words that frgured in the completions were supplied in a block at
the bottom or side of the page, ald so the candidate was not tesponding in "open"
mode but instead there was a multiple-choice flavour to the answer. The appropriacy
test consisted of dialogue completion or multiple-choice items. In each case marks
were given for releyance of answe¡ rather than grammatical coÍectness. Both
grâmmar and appropriacy tests r¡r/ere rather taditional in format. More releyant,
perhaps, are the skills-based tests, of listening, and reading and writing. These were
all task-based, and were sco¡ed for mea¡ing elements supplied. The listening tests

consisted of answering the telephone and taking down messages (with defined
information units), or completing grids and matrices, e.g. of weather forecasts, or
someone's travel plans. The reading and writing tests contained lasks like the
completion of a visa application form on the basis of a letter and photocopied pages

fiom a passpof; or answering information questions on the basis of extmcts from
dictionaries or telephone directories; or writing down the instructions for making
a telephone call, (with these written instructions intended to accompany a series of
visual instructions); or writing apostcard to inform someoneofone's arrrival time
and length of stay as part of a work-related trip.

So far these tests may seem to add little to common plactice in communicative
langìrage teaching, and in many ways they do not. What are different, fitndamen-
talty, are three things. First, Milanovic was able to devise tes, formats which were
practically usable on a group basis . As a result they go some way to providing an

indirect measure ofcommunicative competence and one which would, at the least,

be congruent with communicative teaching. They could also be used to cause

teaching to change towards a more communicative orientation if teachers were
preparing for the test. Second, Mila¡ovic used a f¡amework, that of Canale and
Swain, for the test battery concemed. In this way he could claim to have sampled,
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on a principled basis, a wide cross-section of communicative competence.

Third, and most important, Milanoyic subjected his tests to traditional item
analysis procedures. He investigated, that is, whether the items in each test related

statistically to the other items, whether the tests were reliable (and would give the
same answer if used again), and whether the items in each sub-section of the battery
were distinct f¡om one another. Very importantly, Milanoyic was able to show that
these sub-tests, generated as they were from a communicative test perspective,

were satisfactory from a taditional statistical point of vievr'. The different sub-tests

were indeed reliable, a¡d the test formats he used produced items with strong

relationships with one another within each section. In other words, these less

commonly used formats were judged satisfactory when evaluated by traditional
testing criteria. Equally interestingly, he was ablc to demonshate separation

between listening, glammar, and reading and writing subtests. Each ofthese could
be measured separately, that is, a¡d was worth measuring separately.

There were, though, less straightforward aspects to the results. The test of
appropriacy, which was taxgeted on Ca¡ale and Swain's "sociolinguistic compe-

tence" did not emerge as a well-defined distinct area - it seemed to gravitate pardy
towards grammar a¡d pardy towards reading and writing. This suggests that either
this paficulâr area does not exist very clearly empirically (even though it is of
theoretical interest) or t¡at we haye yet to devise effective ways of measuring

sociolinguistic competence. The other more complex aspect of Milanovic's find-
ings was that the clear separation of the different component sub-tests was much
more evident at lower levels of proficiency than at higher. It may be that
compensation between skill or competence areas at higher levels masks the

separation of skills. It may altematively be that skills or competences trarìsfer more
easily.

The third example ofinteresting communicative testing ftom rccent years is that
of achievement testing linked to a cousebook, in paficular the tests which
accompany the COBUILD English coune (Fried-Booth 1989). The COBUILD
course is organised partly as a lexical syllabus, and also as a task-based syllabus.

There are also components focussing on grammar study and skill development. The
set of achievement tests \ hich accompany the tfuee coursebooks a¡e themselves

consonant with this general approach to syllabus construction and classroom

methodology. They mostly consistoffive sections:vocabulary, gfammar, reading,

writing, and listening. These are meant to be used by the class teacher as measures

of achievement and diagnosis. There are, perhaps, limits to what one can do with
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grammar and vocabulary testing. The skill assessment, however, is much more

tâsk-based. The lower level tests often try to use a task-based format. Reading is

assessed by items such as answering questions about shopping based on a series of
realistic advertisements. Similarly examples of elementary writing assessment

include letters responding to brochure information. Listening tests include items on
taking dovvn telephone messages, map completion, and matrix completion based

on holiday plans.
'\ryhen 

we reach the intermediate level tests, tasks increase in complexity. For
reading, one again gets question answering on the basis of genuine-looking
advefisements, and fi¡rther authentc-looking texts on which questions are based.

Writing is assessed by shoÍ tasks which are based on realistic prompts, e.g. a

pictu¡e of a traffic accident and the task of writing to an insùrance company to
explain what happened. Listening is assessed by matrix completion based on a
conversation between two participants about holiday plans, and by a task requ iring
the correct map to be chosen on the basis of a phone conversation. At the advanced

level fo¡ the course reading is more likely to be assessed by tasks like matching
headlines with accompalying texts, and also tasks integraling visual and text
information. Text rearrangement may also figure. More advanced writing, too, may

involve non-textual information as palt of the prompt. Interestingly, though, thele

is a slight trend towards more taditional testing formats at advanced levels. (This

perhaps links with the lack of clear skill separation that Milanovic found ât higher
levels., and may bejustifiable if test format effects exert less of an influence at such
proficiency levels.)

The enormous value of tests such as t¡ose which accompany the COBUILD
course are that they are congruent with the course aims. To do the tests requires the

same skills as to do the course, and, more irnporta¡t, skills which are pretty close

to those used in actual communication. As a result, the testing and assessment

which is done is not undermining the teaching but actually enhancing it.
The intention of this article is to be optimistic. Testing has not made much

progress in tlrc era of communicative language teaching, but there are now reasons

for optimism. Theoretically, the development of the Bachman model should have

the enormous joint advantages of publicising and organising where rve are at in
tems of applied linguistic theory, and providing a fmmework within which
research cân be conducted and cumulative progress made. Practicâlly, work sùch

as that sampled here promises well for the future in a number of areas. The FSI¡LR
technique has promise in relation to the conduct and assessement of interviews and
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the way they might be used to assess communicative performance. Work such as

that of Milanovic shows how indirect communicative testing may be possible arld

desirable in ci¡cumstances when morc time and resources are not available. And the

COBUILD course tests show how one can produce tests which are consistent with

teaching aims in contemporary language teaching. These exarnples ofgood theory

and good practice promise well for the 1990s. Most ofall, though, one hopes that

the indirect techniques used by Milanovic and the Cobuild tests do enable one to

generalise to ach¡al communicative performance. It is on this issue that much of
communicative language testing will be judged, since time and resources do not

often permit the two-to-one luxury that the ILR procedure requires.
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Peer Observation and Feedback

in Teacher Training

and Teacher Development
Hester Harris Poumellec, Betsy Parrish, Jacqueline Garson

D eer observ ation and feedback in teacher training and teacher development has

I natural appeal. It seems professional, non-tbrcatening and non-Prescriptive.

However, as teachers are usually unûained and often inexperienced in observing

and particularly in the delicate matter of giving feedback, the experience may be

less prodùctive and less constructive than hoped. This article describes a pre-

service teacher training course (WICE TEFL Certificate Program) where, over the

years, we have developed a peer observation and feedback scheme which is lask-

based. This orientation helps to avoid some of the pitfalls which may be encoun-

tered when implementing peer observation and feedback in either teachel taining
or teacher development. Specimens of different types of observation tasks are

included.

Observat¡on
Obsewation in the classroom exists for a variety of pùryoses, one of which is

research. By this we mean pure research which is carried out by researchers and

indeed may be read only by other researchers because it is often seemingly far

removed from the day-to-day concems of practitioners. Though observation for
this purpose is not the topic of this paper, it is worth mentioning because researchers

have given us some of the techniques and tools that are sometimes employed in

observation for teacher training and development. Globally, they have taught us the

principle of obsewing the observable. As teachers, our firndamentâl question may

be: "Wlat constitutes effective teaching?" But, tlìe ans' er, if it doos exist, is surely

so complex that we probably cannot come close to answeúng it unless we begin by

breaking it down into manageable, obsewable components such as, "What differ-

ent techniques does the teacher employ to indicate that an error has been made?"

and "What is the resulting student behavior?"

A second type of observation is for purposes of supervision. The term is very
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broad a¡drefers to a wide yariety ofapproaches and situations (Gebhard, 1984). By
defrnition, a supervisor is not a peer, but is a person in a position of responsibility

þedagogical arrcl,/or administrative) in regard to the teacher observed.
At one end of the spectrum is prescriptive or directive supervision. The basic

premise is that the supervisor-observer knorvs the "righf' way to teach and carì
judge how closely the teacher matches the given criteria. Once again this is not the
lopic of our paper. However, we mention it because t¡e negative connotations
associated with this type of observation (passing an exam, getting ajob, etc.) have

been found to be responsible for the reluctance on the part ofexperienced teachers

to enter into a peer observation project. (Richards and Lockhart, forthcoming) This
must be taken into consideration when implementing peer observation and feed-
back in teacher development.

Collaborative supervision is a very different approach in which the observer and
the teacher work together posing problems, stating hypotheses, seeking solutions.
The observer does not prescribe, bìlt collaborates with the teacher in a sharing
relationship. The obvious advanlâge to this approach in both teacher fiaining and

teacher development is that teachers do not become dependent on the dictates of a
tutor or sr.¡pervisor, but develop an inquiry-based approach to teaching. Thus they
gain confidence in thefu ability to effectively deal with a variety of situations.

Train¡ng and Development
For the purposes of this paper, and in our whole approach to teacher training,
training and development are more similar than they are different. They arc part of
a continuum. Teacher training, pre-service, is the initial stage of a teaching career
and teacher development, in-service, is on-going. Training does imply the presence

of an informanlconsultant (teacher trainet) whereas development may be carried
out independently by teache6 or teams of teachers. But thoy are similar in that both
involve discovering or upgrading one's knowledge of leaming theory and of
options in the classroom, selecting from among those options and experimenting
with them, and subsequently reflecting on their effectiveness. In the collâborative
approach obseNers and teachers do this as a team.

Peer Observat¡on and Feedback
ln the final analysis, fia'JJlef.;s know their. Íainers will take part in the all-important
decision whether o¡ not to award that certifrcate or diploma. Teacheß know that
program directors and supervisors, however collaborative their approach may be,
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arc in a position to influence a teacher's career advancement within the instihrtion'

A rrøly collaborative approach is perhaps only possible when peers observe one

another. (Parrish & Poumellec, 1990). Even then' possible pitfalls are numerous'

We propose to Plesent the WICE TEFL Certificate Program as a case study' Our

observation and feedback scheme has come about thlough a certain amount of

expedmentation (as we continually explore our options), much reflection and

discussion, and extensive reading. Everything we have read is emphatic that the

most difñcutt element in t¡aining teache6 to train teachers is the development of

perceptions of classroom events and especially the delicate art of sensitive and

constructive debriefing, in other words obsewation and feedback' We can certainly

confirm this. It has been and lemains the most preoccupying part of our role as

teacher trainers.

By extension, tttis would suggest that in teacher develoPment one's Peers'

whereas they may be highly effective as classroom teachers, might be ineffective

or even coìlnterproductive as observers due to lack of training and experience in

obsewation arìd feedback. They may be overwhelmed by the complexity of

classroom events a¡d be unable to focus on anything sPecific Feedback could be

a vaguo arìd not very useful "That was gleat ! ". More experienced teachers may' on

the other hand, actually become prescriptive and try to help their less experienced

colleagues "see the light". Observers may tend to concentrate on elements of

pelsona.l interest and be insensitive to others, thÙs not taking full advantage of the

opportunity and perhaPs not providing feedback in areas of concem to the teacher

observed. Some peers may feel uncomfortable mentioning what they Perceive to

be a colleague's weaknesses. Others may feel that this is just how they car be the

most helpful arid overemPhasize the negatlve.

WICE TEFL Certif¡cate Program

It is our experience that observation t¿sks Provide the focus and framework which

help to avoid some of the above-mentioned problems and contribute to a positive

and constructive outcome. Below you will find examples of tasks that are used at

WICE as the basis for our peer observation and feedback scheme They would not

be operational in all circumstances and may not be in accordalce with the goals and

objectives of other proglams. In older to understand the reasons for the adoption

of our particular task tyPe a¡d feedback procedure, it is imPortant to know

something about the aims of our course and the intemal as well as extemal

Darameæfs.
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Aims
The basic aims of the Vr'ICE TEFL Certificate Program are t\ o-fold: to prepare

teachers for their fust employment in teaching English as a foreign language and

to instill in them a¡ exploratory a¡d reflective approach to teaching, so that they

may continue to develop throughout their careers. Our objectives me as follows;

to provide trainees with insight into classroom options within the

context of current theories of second language acquisition and of
langr¡age itself,
to givo haiuoes the opportunity to put a variety ofoptioDs into practice

throì¡gh cxtonded clinical experience,

to encourage tlainees to develop perceptions of classroom events,

including student behavior and teacher behavior,

to reflect on their teaching experience as well as on thei¡ observations

of colleasues' lessons.

2.

Organ¡zat¡on
The organization is the same for both the 100-hour intensive courses and the 150-

hour academic year courses. There are 14 tainees who meet together for input

sessions and are divided into teams of seven for practice teaching, which is

concùÍent wiù the input component (clinical-based model). They teach groups of
up to ten adults, who are informed ùpon enlollment that they will be taught by
trainee-teachers. Trainees team-teach consecutive segments of a lesson in progres-

sively smaller groups for progressively longer periods of time. Each trainee is

obsewed by the other six members of the team, plus one teacher tainer. The lesson

lasts one hour and a half. After the students leave, one hour is devoted to feedback.

Observation Tasks
As each trainee teaches a segment of the lesson, his or her colleagues complete a¡
observation task. Tasks serve many purposes.

1, Tasks heþ focus on one or a few elements ofclassroom activity at a time. This

is essential for those trainee-observers who might otherwise be insensitive to these

elements in the face of the overwhelming complexif of a foreign language lesson.

Fig. 1: This task is used very early in the course, soon after the input session on

classroom management. It guides tainees to focus on the teacher's position and
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movement, teacher^tudent talking time and various interactions' There are always

widely varying estimates of the mtio of teacher talking time a¡d stùdent talkirg

time. (Question 2) Of coutse, it is imPossible to answer this question accurately

without ùsing a complex time lapse coding system, but this question does serve its

purpose. It leads trainees to consider the approPriate ratio in different types of
lessons and segments of lessons and to explole ways of attaining that ratio.

Questions 1 ard 3 operate on the same princiPle. They invite trainees to consider

the effect of teacher position and movement arid of different types of interaction.

l. Before the lesson begins, &aw a plan of the room indicating white board,

students' chairs, etc. Plot the teacher's moveúent th¡oughout the lesson.

2. ÌVhat is the approximate ratio ofteacher talking time and student talking time?
"1 Vo

s(sss) 9o

3. What different interactions do you observe? (T-S, etc.)

Figurc I

2. Tasks are designed to be gatherers of data. They do not require reflection at the

time of completion. The data gathered sùbsequently serve as a starting Point for

feedback which involves analysis of options taken, discussion of their effectiveness

a¡d possible €ffectiveness of altemalives.

Fig 2: This task focuses attention on the students. It permits trainees to see which

students participate spontaneously, which tend to dominate, arìd which may

participate very little or not at all. I1 can lead to consideration of nomination

procedures a¡d wait-time, among other elements. It would clearly be more

revealing if it somehow recorded ÎÍe amount of time each student speaks ald/or

who the student addresses. But, it is perhaps counterproductive if the task becomes

so unwieldy that the trainee-observel cannot be receptive to other elements of the

lesson. Note that individual trainees are asked to complete the task for only a portion

of the time.
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Write the names of the studerits a¡d indicate the number of times each student
participates over a 10- 15 minute period. Mark with a / if the utterance is spontaneoÌ¡s
and with a rl if the stùdent is called on by the leacher.

Time: F¡om to

Names Utte¡ances

Fisu¡e 2

3. Tasks are non judgmentâl in nature. This helps ensure, but by no means

guarantees, that feedback \trill remain objective and constructiye.

Fig. 3: In this t¿sk, trainees are asked to make note of elements of phonology
included arìd techniques employed in the lesson. They are zor asked to attach labels
such as "good" or even "sufficient" or"appropriate".

lvhat elements of stIess and intonation
arc incorDorated into the lesson?

What techniques does the teacher ùse to
help make shess and intonation pattems

clea¡ to students?

What sor¡nds does the teacher encouÉge
the students to pÉctice?

What ¡echniques does the teacher ùse to
help students ¡ecognize and produce
soùnds?
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4. Observation tasks are effective awareness activities. The results of the task in
Figure 4 speak for themselves. A majority of teachers would suggest that, though

a lesson may be student centered in its conception, it is teacher-dominated in its
exploilation. Used early in the course, such a task can serve as an introduction to
some of the techniques of student-centered teaching. It is purposely left untided.
Trainees are asked to determine what the aim of the task is.

Ma¡k T each time the answer is "the teacher". Mark S each time the ¿¡swe¡ is "a
student".

l. Wìo do the students speak to?

2. Who do the students listen to?

3. Who explains the target language item(s)?

4. Who explains vocabulary?

5. Who corrects sbdents'er¡o¡s?

6. Who answers students' questions?

7. Who ¡epeats what one student says if other shdents do not hear or understând?

Now compare the number of T's and the S's for each question

Figurc 4

WICE observation tâsks are simple and brief. We felt we had to reject complex
systems which would require training in how to use them and,/or would occupy all
of the trainees' attention. WICE tasks ate more qualitative than quantitiye but
always objective. Trainees in oul program are prepa¡ing to teach English in a wide
variety of situations. It is impoftant for them to become aware of different options,

with the clear understanding that there are no "best" options.
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Feedback
The second stage of the procedure is reflection and discussion based primarily, but
not exclusively, on the observation task. The format of the feedback sessions

evolves throughout the course.

Phase 1 : T'1rc ilainer selects or creates a task for use at the appropriate time, often
afrer the relevant input session. Feedback is ca¡ried out by the trainees and the

trainer. The role of the tr^rrLer is conductor, ensùring that all segments ofthe lesson

are discu ssed, encouraging all trainees to parti cipàte! controller , in case ofnegative
comments or suggestions not consistent with current theory and pructicei initiotor ,
"How would you describe the presentation technique used today?", "How did
studenls demonstrate undersønding?"; infornent, rerninding trainees of theory
behirrd options, providing altemative options, etc.; ard counselor, making com-
ments or suggestions when appropriate.

Phase 2: Feedbackis conducted by tainees. The teacher fainer observes, partici-
pating less and less.

Ph6e 3: T\is phase is similar to the preceding phaso, but the hainees select

observation tasks themselves for the lesson as a whole or fo¡ their individual

segments.

Phøse 4: By this stage trainees are responsible for syllabus design. They are

teaching longer segments (45 minutes) arìd they create tasks appropriate to their
segments and in accordance with their perceived needs.

Trainees receive written feedback from Î¡e trainer-observer after each teaching

piactice. This also evolves as the course proceeds, going from a sort of checklist to
a selective but objective account of teacher and student behavior.

PÍogram evaluat¡on
Throughout the course teacher trainers remain sensitive to trainees' needs and

sentiments. As a result, feedback may take a completely different direction from
that which wouldhave been impliedby the task completed. We also have foundthat
trainees sometimes need a break in routine. Thus, on occasion, no task is used,

allowing obsewation and subsequent feedback to be unstructured. At the end of
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each course trainees are asked to complete evaluation questionnaires on the couße

as a whole and on the peer observation and feedback component in particular.

Trainee evaluations are ftequendy the impetus behind decisions to modify
procedures,

Alternative Observation Task Types
Altemative types of tasks, variously called by their creatols observation instru-

ments, systems, or schedules may be more suited to other observation and feedback

prograris in otler contexts.

There exists a laxge body of observation systems which are more quantitive in
their approach than the above examples ofWICE tasks. Some were initially created

for purposes of scientific research in the classroom. They are often highly complel,
eitÌÉr in the number of different types of events they attempt to observe during a
given time span, arid/or thei¡ method of reco¡ding data. To complete the obsewa-

tion instrument the observer must, in some cases, be fained in its use. Often the

observer is so preoccupied with tlle completion of the task thât, whereas it may

provide useful information for the teacher observed, the experience may be less

beneficial for the person observing. The analysis of data galhered by cerøin
instruments is time-consuming and is based, in some cases, on video or audio

recordings or writûen hanscription of a lesson. On tìe other hand, data are morc
complete and more reliable.

Other observation instruments make no attempt whatsoever to be quantilative

or even objective and nonjudgmental. Indeed, one of the purposes of the observa-

tion schedule in Figure 5 (Nunan, 1987) is "to demonstrate to participants that
observations are not yalue neutral, lhat what \ e see when we obsewe a classroom

will reflect our own beliefs and attitudes as teachers about the nature of language

arld the nature of leamins.

l. All instructions were clear.
2. The class understood what was warited at all times.
3. Every student was involved at some point.
4. Students were inte¡ested in the lesson.

yes/not surc/no
yes/oot su¡e/no
yeshot sure/no
yes/not sure/no

(T øble contin Led ov e rban
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Figarc 5

ln addition, the way t+'e choose to document classroom behavior will have an

¡mportant bearing on what we see." (our italics) Clearly, a task type must be

adopted only after thoughtful analysis of the goals and objectives of a peer

observation and feedback program. For more examples and further information
conceming altemative task types see the wofts indicated in the Bibliography.

In many cases the most satisfactory solution will be what Michael Wallace
refers to as the ad hoc approach which is flexible and eclectic. (Wallace, 1991)

Within th€ framewo¡k of an observation program, the observation system em-

ployed varies depending on the aims ofthe particular participants and the specific,

immediate area(s) of concem.

Conclus¡ons
l. Observation tasks play an indispensible role in providing a focus for

observation and in setting the tone for feedback. The natu¡e of the tasks

may be qualitative o¡ quantitative, fixed o¡ flexible, but must co[e-
spond to the aims of the program.

Feedback is the essential follow-up to observation. Feedback time must

be scheduled. lf feedback is lefl lo chance, it may nol occur at all, thus

losing one of the major advantages to both observer and obsened.

Participants benefit from an initial sensitization to the collaborative

approach to observation and feedback. In teacher training this can be

accomplish€d through the guidance of the teache¡ trainer in the early

stages of the course. In teacher development, an orientation mecting of

2.

3.

5. The teacher made sure all the students understood.
6. Mate¡iaÌs and lea¡ning activities were appropriate.
7. CIass atmosphere was positive.
8. The pacing o[ the lesson was appropriate.
9. There was enough variety in the lesson.
10. There was the right amount of teacher talk.
1 l Erro¡ co[ection and feedback we¡e app.opriate.
12. There was genuine communication
13. Teacher was skilled at organising group work.
14. Explanations of points of language we¡e clea..

yes/not sure/no
yes/not sure/no
yes/not sure/no
yes/not sure/no
yes/not su¡e/no
yes/not su¡€/no
yes/not su¡e/no
yes/not sure/no
yes/not sù¡e/no
yes/not sur€/no
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all paficipants pdor to implementation of the program can sarve the

same purpose.

In closing, we hope to have opened â dialogue with teachers and teacher trainers

who have experience with peer observation and feedback or who are considering

implementation of such a program.

Quest¡ons to be asked priorto implementing a Peer Observat¡on Program

1. lvhose initiative is it? teachers'? administrators'?

2. If teachers', what can administrators do to support a Peer obseryation

and feedback program? How \ ill they be persuaded to do so?

3. If administrators' how will teachers respond to a topdown initiative?
'Will they need to be persuaded ofthe potential benefits to them in thoit
professional development

4. Who will paÍicipate? Will participation be voluntary?

5. How will students feel aboùt a teacher-obseryer in the classroom? How

will these feelings be taken iûto consideration?

6. What are the goals and objectives of your peer observation and feed-

back progmm?

7. Which type or types ofobservation tasks suityour goals and objectives?

8. Who will selectorcreate specifictasks? team ofpa¡ticipants? observeri

teacher observed?

9. Will tasks be used systematically or will obseryation and feedback

sometimes be unstructured?

10. Will participants have the possibility of being observed by and observ-

ing a number of other participants or just one colleague?

l l.lVill one or mo¡e obse¡vers sit in on a lesson?

12. In the case of moÍe than orle observer, \ryill they complete the same task

or different tasks?

13. What rules of etiquette will be observed? \ryho will determine them?

14. Vy'ill feedback be scheduled immediately after observation ofthe lesson

or at a later time?

15. How will the program be evaluated? Will evaluation be on going and/

o¡ upon completion? How will possible modifications be determined

and imolemented?
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16.In teacher trainjng, what are the respective and relative roles of peer

observation and feedback and teacher trainer obseNatio[ and feed-
back?

17.In teacher development, what is the appropriate role of administrators
in orde¡ to onsura that peer obseryation and feedback remain a truly
collaborative effon?
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narne. sumame, dare, and pÂ8e numbef.

I ootnol¿s

Notes u/ill not be printed at the foot of each page. Short not€s can aPPear iII the text within br¿.kers; longer

onesshoùld be collected together a¡ the end of the article. Please number your notes conse.utively, giving

clø¡ sùperscript numbers h the appmpriate plÂc€'s.

L b t oÍ nÍ¿ rc nc ¿ s I R ¡ bliogap hf
If you make ûìy refereoces in tlÞ t€xt of your aficle, pleas€ give full biblioFaphical de¡ails ard list you¡

rcfeÉrices in alphabedcal ordel of author. The complete da¡a should be üstÊd ¿s follows: fglÞ@kll aithor

title (ùnderlined or in italics), place of publication, name of pùblisher, yeã of publication, page numbe¡/s

if needed (e.g. Widdowson,Herry G, St lÌstics and the Teaching ofLi¡¿ru¡ure,I-andon: l-onglnall, 1975),

&Éárall34lçls; Âùthor, tide (in quot€s), name ofjou¡nål (undedined or in itålics)' volume-number{at€

of the issue, pages covered by lÏe essay/aflicle (e.g. Saúgnon, Sandr¿ J. "Communicå¡rve Language

Teaching: State of the Ar1;'TESOL Qwrtery,yol.25, No. 2, Surnmer 1991, pp.261477> Fot morc

detrils in bibliography, the MLA Handbook o¡ Sryle Manual should be followed.

BIOGRAPHICAL IIETAILS

À biogr¿phical note of about l0O words per person should be inclûded and should contain the folowing
infomation: presen! position, rclevant qulifications and experience, cuirent inlerests, and ånything else which
you considef importanL This note will appeå¡ at the end of youf aficle.
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• Developed from the Bank of 

English; a corpus of 200 million 

words of modern spoken and 

written English 

• Accessible full sentence 

explanations 

• Clear, detailed treatment 

of meaning, patterns and 

problem areas 

• Thousands of examples of 

real English 

Collins COBUILD, the last word 

in English language materials 
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